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ABSTRACT

Lesbian Deliberation: The Constitution of Community in Online Lesbian Forums
This thesis analyses the constitution of, and interactions within, five online
lesbian fan groups devoted to the United States television series The L Word
over a six year period, 2004-2009. This thesis is essentially an audience studies
and new media thesis. I draw upon theories of community formation and
deliberative democracy, particularly those espoused by John Dryzek (2000) and
Seyla Benhabib (1996). I argue that the fan groups studied engage in debates
that are indicative of shifting normative discourses in lesbian communities. My
argument has implications for the theorisation of lesbian community and the
theorisation of online community, and I consequently engage with a wide range
of scholarship on both online and offline communities, including that of Henry
Jenkins (1992) Shane Phelan (1989, 1994), and Howard Rheingold (1993,
2000).
In order to elaborate on my central claim about fan sites as spaces of
deliberation, I focus on flame wars as well as more benign interactions around
key topics. These deliberations were provoked by plot elements in The L Word
such as the constitution of lesbian communities, including the presence of
bisexuals, transgenders, and heterosexuals. Another plot element that provoked
discussion was same-sex intimate partner violence. The potential for
deliberation in the forums is often affected by the commercialisation of some of
the fan forums, and I explore how the fan forums were governed in order to
ascertain to what extent this is the case.
The L Word fan forums also offer a manifestation of “the lesbian imaginary,”
through the posting and sharing of fan fiction in which lesbian communities,
identities, bodies, sexualities and futures are envisioned. Developing the work
of Sally Munt (1998b) on the lesbian imaginary, I argue that the imaginary
usefully complements a discussion of lesbian deliberation and interaction.
6

Beyond the negotiations over inclusions or exclusions in the community, or
over interpretations of popular culture, is a celebratory sharing and reworking
of lesbian desires and fantasies. The fan fiction, which can be written, posted or
read by any member of the groups, offers a space where the current and past
lesbian imaginary can be celebrated and shared, and future lesbian cultures and
communities can be imagined and developed.
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Deliberation over the norms, ethics, inclusions and exclusions in online lesbian
communities is the focus of this thesis. I researched five lesbian-focused fan
forums of the Showtime television series The L Word over the period 20042009. I investigated the potential for deliberative community formation in the
groups. These forums were chosen as examples of contemporary lesbian
focused communities that enabled debate and interaction with people from
diverse geographic locations. The study of online lesbian fan communities,
such as those selected for this research, can be regarded as a sub-section of a
wider interdisciplinary field of new media studies. David Silver (2006, p.5)
suggests that internet studies as a field is still being developed, and that it tends
to be interdisciplinary and to employ various methodological tools including
critical theories as well as ethnography. My study is located in the disciplines of
internet and audience studies, but draws on interdisciplinary scholarship from
fields such as politics, queer studies, fan studies, cultural studies, social work,
psychology, philosophy and legal studies. Following Alan McKee (2005),
theories from a number of disciplines are employed in this thesis. McKee
(2005, p.ix) employs this “theory shopping” to support an interdisciplinary
approach. I use an interdisciplinary approach to argue that lesbian internet
groups are one of many possible sites for deliberation in a pluralist society. I
particularly draw on the theories of deliberative democracy in pluralist
associations advocated by Seyla Benhabib (1996). Benhabib (1996) argues that
deliberation in public in associations such as community groups and
consciousness-raising groups is a process of deliberative democracy. Benhabib
(1996, pp.71-72) argues that:
[the] very procedure of articulating a view in public imposes a certain reflexivity on
individual preferences and opinions. When presenting their points of view and positions
to others, individuals must support them by articulating good reasons in a public context
to their co-deliberators. The process of articulating good reasons in public forces the
individual to think of what would count as a good reason for all the others involved. One
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is thus forced to think from the standpoint of all involved for whose agreement one is
“wooing.”

Benhabib (1996) argues further that every member of a democratic community
needs to be able to participate in a process of deliberation over the norms of that
community. These deliberations need to be conducted in an equal way, and
requires that:
each individual has the same symmetrical rights to various speech acts, to initiate new
topics, to ask for reflection about the presuppositions of the conversations, and so on. I
call this the principle of egalitarian reciprocity (Benhabib 1996, p.78).

I follow Benhabib (1996) in arguing that every member of a community needs
to be able to access deliberation over the norms and values of that community. I
argue that fans in the lesbian focused fan sites deliberate in public. These
deliberations expose some of the taken-for-granted discourses in online lesbian
communities. I examine the concept of “community” as applied to both online
fans in general, and online lesbian fans in particular, to interrogate the group
norms of online lesbian communities. The primary aim is to explore the
potential for deliberative democracy in these communities: whether they
welcome or support diversity, or whether they impose both traditional fan and
lesbian discourses and norms. In doing so, my study contributes to
contemporary discussion of lesbian communities, online communities, and the
operations of deliberative democracy (or its failure to operate) in these
environments.
The interlocked lesbian fan groups studied in this thesis are a part of wider
lesbian communities.1 I employ the phrase “lesbian communities” as a political
choice. Although identity is a “necessary error” (Spivak in Butler 1997, p.15),
“it is still politically necessary to march under the sign of lesbian” (Butler 1997,
pp.15-16). I leave the definition of lesbian open, as the term “lesbian” is
1

Shane Phelan (1989) suggests that lesbian communities provide safe spaces of networking and identity
reinforcement. They also provide spaces for the discussion and enactment of desire, play, debate, and
discussion.
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contingent and contested. Challenges to “lesbian” as a sign and as an identity
category form part of the study of this thesis. Lesbian identities and
communities are sites of political struggle, even if those communities are not
radically politicised in the manner of earlier radical feminist or lesbian feminist
groups. The operations of the online forums studied are analysed with the
understanding that they are lesbian community spaces of debate, contestation,
and culture.
1.1 The L Word Series
The L Word series was produced by Showtime from 2004 to 2009. The final
season was broadcast in the United States in 2009 (Showtime 2008). The L
Word was the first mainstream television soap opera produced in the United
States to centre on lesbians. The L Word was broadcast in most countries which
did not strictly censor2 lesbian characters or themes from their small screens.
Showtime could be said to be part of a “mainstream” public sphere. It is a
subsidiary of CBS corporation (Showtime nd). Showtime, and specifically the
President of Entertainment Robert Greenblatt, commissioned the lesbianthemed series. Greenblatt had previously produced the series Six Feet Under for
HBO (Showtime Robert Greenblatt nd). Six Feet Under was a mainstream
drama series that included gay male characters, although the series was not
focused solely on gay themes. Showtime had also previously found success
with a gay male-themed series, the United States version of Queer as Folk
(Strohm 2004). Both of these series were groundbreaking in that they not only
included gay characters, but showed the characters as actively involved in queer
communities, having active sex lives. The executive producer of The L Word,
Ilene Chaiken, who claims a lesbian identity (McCabe & Akass 2006, p.xxiv),
had previously been involved in producing Heartbeat, broadcast by the
American Broadcasting Company 1988-1989 (Strohm 2004), a series which

2

Censorship in this sense refers to formal policies which specifically exclude gay and lesbian images from the
media, such as those of China.
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was acclaimed as the first mainstream United States series to include a
recurring lesbian character (Capusto 2000).
According to Chaiken (2009), The L Word was written season by season, with
no major story arcs designed to cover all five seasons. The soap opera narrative,
however, centred on the “lives, loves, infidelities, break-ups and career upsets”
of the major characters (Chaiken 2009). Fans attribute auteur power to Chaiken,
often begging, praising or berating her in the fan forums. Chaiken (2009)
speaks in an interview about having been approached at every fan event and
asked to tell different stories about lesbian lives. However, it is difficult to
discern whether the auteur power attributed to Chaiken by fans as well as press
coverage reflects the realities of the power balance in Showtime.
Chaiken argues that she aimed to attract a mainstream audience to a series
centred on lesbians. She wanted to challenge the “ghettoization” of glbt3 media
in the United States (Chaiken 2009). However, at least one scholar has claimed
that in spite of the stated intentions of the producers to target a mainstream
audience, The L Word series was part of the “lesbian media.” Michele Aaron
(2006) argues that the lesbian “credentials” of The L Word producers Rose
Troche and Genevieve Turner could see the series take its place alongside
lesbian films such as Go Fish (1994), a film that was made by lesbians, for an
assumed lesbian audience. Indeed, Rose Troche and Guinevere Turner were
also involved in producing Go Fish (Aaron 2006).
The lesbian credentials of some of the writers and producers did not
automatically mean that the representations in the series would please lesbian
fans. It also did not guarantee that any feminism would be present in the series.
Many feminists (both lesbian and other) criticised the pilot episode of the
series, and/or refused to watch the series, arguing that The L Word was little
more than soft porn for heterosexual men and that it represented lesbians as
3

Gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
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apolitical—interested only in money, femme fashion, and sex (Reeder 2004).
However, Aaron (2006) asserts that The L Word did include feminist
representations. She argues that this feminism was highlighted particularly in
the second season, with the critical treatment of the non-consensual voyeurism
displayed by a male character, Mark Wayland (Aaron 2006, p.38). Mark had
constructed an elaborate system of cameras to film his female housemates
without their consent. The inclusion of the feminist Gloria Steinem in the final
episode of the second season of the series4 was also hailed by Aaron (2006) as
an example of the feminist politics of the series. This reading of The L Word as
a feminist text was challenged by Paula Graham (2006, p.21) who argued that
the series did not inspire “feminist debate” because The L Word put a “candycoat” around the issues of lesbianism.
By contrast with Aaron (2006), I argue that The L Word could be seen as a
“mainstream” representation of lesbians because the series was produced by a
cable television company that did not exclusively broadcast lesbian or queer
television. Moreover, the series was accused of making compromises in
representation to attract a wider audience (Chambers 2006). The example of
The L Word would therefore seem to support earlier arguments of Stephen
Capusto (2000) and Larry Gross (1994) who suggest that most mainstream
television shows address an assumed heterosexual audience, thus making most
series heterocentric or heteronormative even when lesbian or gay characters are
present. Although The L Word was promoted as a lesbian themed series, it was
also marketed as an “adult” viewing choice, possibly aimed at heterosexual
men, with attractive, young, femme lesbians, bisexual women and heterosexual
characters featuring prominently in series publicity. The L Word series was one
of the “adult choice” videos that could be ordered in hotel rooms in the United
States (Marriot New Jersey brochure 2005). Several of the promotional posters
featured The L Word cast in lingerie, or apparently naked.

4

The L Word episode title ‘Lacuna,’ episode 2.13
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The series was concerned with the sex and love lives of a group of lesbian characters in Los
Angeles. All of The L Word characters could be considered to be femme or very soft
butch5, with long hair and make-up. Two of the main protagonists, Bette and Tina, were in
a relationship in Season One that disintegrated. These characters were split at the end of
Season One, and reunited and split several more times throughout the series. Another
protagonist, Shane, appeared to be incapable of monogamy or commitment. Another of the
main characters, Alice, identified as bisexual, but was only shown with female partners,
with the exception of a very brief affair with a man called Lisa who identified as a “lesbian
man.” Another main character, Jenny, initially identified as heterosexual, then bisexual,
then later in the series as a lesbian.
In the opening episode of Season One, more screen time was given to the heterosexual sex
between Jenny and Tim and Jenny’s reaction to viewing (through a gap in the back fence)
two women (Shane and one of her many girlfriends) having sex in a swimming pool, than
to the lesbian characters themselves (Reeder 2004). Bette and Tina featured in this episode
as not having sex, since their long relationship was experiencing “lesbian bed death.” In the
Season One finale, “Limb from Limb,” Bette and Tina were represented as having sex, but
this appeared to be as a result of their violent encounter over Bette’s infidelity.
Other incidents of apparent intimate partner violence represented in the series involved the
character Jenny. In Season Two, Episode One, “Life, Loss, Leaving,” Tim surprises his exgirlfriend Jenny while she is asleep. He strips, wakes Jenny up, and persists with a
penetrative sexual act although Jenny says “no.” In Season Three, Episode Eight
(“Latecomer”) Max grapples for Jenny’s laptop. In the final season of the series, Season
Six, Jenny was killed, and all the other characters were suspects.
Eve Kosofsky-Sedgwick ([2004]2006, p.xx) argues that the opening episode of
The L Word addresses people of a variety of sexual identities, but particularly
“non lesbian identified” women. Samuel Chambers (2006, p.91) argues that the

5

A soft butch is a lesbian who has some mannerisms or characteristics that could be considered to be butch,
but who may wear make-up or have long hair.
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producers of The L Word sell “the show to a straight male audience” and that
the heterosexual address of the series “often serves to perpetuate, preserve and
sustain the normative of heterosexuality” (Chambers, 2006, p.82). Chambers
(2006) also argues that the predominantly Anglo, Los Angeles middle-class
version of lesbian identities represented in the series were dangerous because
they were presented as the norm for lesbian communities. This had negative
implications for those marginalised or excluded from this norm. The producers
appeared to attempt to address this criticism in later series with the inclusion of
Latino and African American characters. In fact, the character Bette, who was
also African American, was represented as biracial from the onset of the series.
The actor who plays Bette, Jennifer Beals, argues that she persuaded Chaiken to
change her own character from Anglo to biracial once she had been given the
part (Warn 2006). Dana Heller (2006, p.62) argues that the representation of
Bette’s race mirrors the struggles over multiple identities of real biracial
lesbians in the United States:
Race also plays a part in Bette’s broad vision of the world and informs her attempts to
instil it in others. She is racially mixed, half-African American and half white. During
the first season, Bette’s character develops in ways markedly relevant to the shaping of
racial identities in the USA, not simply in terms of how racial categories are assigned,
but in terms of how race contributes to the myriad ways lesbians see themselves in
relation to the communities with which they identify. These identifications may be
multiple, organised around context-specific bonds that privilege one vector of social
identity—be it race, sexuality, gender or class—over another.

On the other hand, Shauna Swartz (2006) argues that The L Word risks
stereotyping the Latina character Carmen, who was introduced in the second
season of the series. This character is played by a non-Latino actor Sarah Shahi.
Swartz (2006, p.177) argues that “Carmen’s character is initially so mildmannered, it’s as if The L Word’s creators wince at portraying her as anything
shy of a perfect role model.” However, Swartz (2006, p.179) argues that “the
long Latino surname,” as well as the adoption of a stereotypically Latino male
possessiveness of women, also work towards stereotyping this character. As
problematic as the representation of race is in The L Word series, the efforts to
represent a diversity of characters speaks to an attempt, however tokenistic, to
15

represent some of the racial and ethnic diversity of lesbian communities in the
United States.
Chaiken (2009) laments the lack of any of other television series centred on
lesbians in the United States since the end of the production of The L Word in
2009. The lack of queer characters on television is an issue for many queers
(Capusto 2000, GLAAD nd). There is a widespread belief in queer
communities that the lack of positive queer representation in popular culture
affirms or is connected to repression and homophobia (Dyer 1991).
The organisation Gays and Lesbians Against Defamation (GLAAD) argues that
Hollywood film as well as television under represents or misrepresent glbts.
Adding to the problems of representation, sponsors have often withdrawn
advertising from series which introduced glbt characters or screened glbt events
(Lyons, 1996). For instance, there was a campaign by an Australian right-wing
religious group The Saltshakers to have sponsors remove their sponsorship
from the first season of The L Word, screened on Channel 7 in 2004. Sponsors
such as Just Jeans did withdraw from the series, although they argued this was
not because of The Saltshakers’ campaign (Johnson 2004). Another company
that withdrew their advertising from the series, Roche Products, claimed that
they had been unaware that their advertising was being swapped from another
series into The L Word. Roche Products (Floyd in Johnson 2004) also claimed
that:
If at some future point 'The L Word' demonstrates proven, cost-efficient ratings versus
[sic] our target audience, Roche would not hesitate to advertise in it. […] We wish to
confirm that Roche does not share any of the views of the Saltshakers regarding
homosexuality.

Even with fewer advertisers, the complete first and second seasons of The L
Word were broadcast on free-to-air television in Australia, on Channel 7. The
first to the fourth seasons were later shown on cable television in Australia. The
series was only shown on premium cable in the United Kingdom, but the DVDs
16

of the first series released in the United Kingdom in 2005 were bestsellers
(Graham 2006). Showtime will not release subscriber numbers for the series
around the globe (Anderson-Minshall 2006).
The sixth and final season of The L Word was produced in 2009 and has aired
in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States. Far more countries have
aired the first season than the final season of the series. The first season of The
L Word has been broadcast in many countries, including Argentina, Aruba,
Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Finland, France, Germany, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Malta, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Russian Federation, Saint Lucia,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
Uruguay, and Venezuela (L Word Online International Airdates). The L Word
did not screen in Arab countries, even though Showtime has an Arab arm
(Showtime Arabia 2008). China continues to formally censor gay and lesbian
content from its media (Goldsmith & Wu 2006), so it was unsurprising that the
series was not shown there.
The release date for the DVDs, or the broadcast of the series, was delayed in
most countries outside of the United States. Fans in several countries in Latin
America and Europe, including Denmark, claimed in online forums that the
DVD or cable version of the series had been censored, and that sex scenes had
been cut (Sandybro 2005; Jay 2005). Denmark does not usually censor lesbian
content on the small screen. The posters to the thread discussing the apparent
censorship claimed to have contacted their cable company and been told that
the series was cut before the company had purchased the rights to air the series
(Jay 2005). It is possible that Showtime or the distributors, MGM Worldwide
Distributors, censored the series for export in an attempt to attract more
countries to the series.
17

Alongside the controversial aspects and critical reaction to The L Word from
some lesbians (Reeder 2004), a strong and loyal following started building from
the first announcements of the series in the press. The series was seen by many
lesbians who became fans to be a public recognition of their existence and
identity, a sign that, at least in the United States, lesbians were no longer a
marginalised or repressed group subject to censorship and stereotype,6 but a
group whose identity could be publicly celebrated. As I will show, the reaction
of fans in the forums to the representation of lesbians and lesbian communities
in the series extended both the representational possibilities, and the
possibilities for interaction, discussion and deliberation between lesbians at a
semi-global level.
1.2 Method and Ethics
This study focuses on five L Word fan groups. Two of these were large,
unofficial The L Word fan forums, The L Word Online and The L Word Fan
Site. This latter group also included a section for fan fiction. There was one
general lesbian and bisexual forum, which I have named Fan Group C. There
was one small fan fiction site, The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group. There was
also an official The L Word fan fiction site, The Fanisode. This official fan fic
site was hosted on a commercial fan fiction portal, Fanlib.com. The official
Showtime The L Word fan discussion board was not included in the study, since
it could not be accessed outside of North America for much of the duration of
this study, although the official forums have since been opened up to Australia
and some other parts of the globe.

6

The term stereotype is utilized here in relation to fan perception of the series and to their perception of the
importance of lesbian representation in the media. The term ‘stereotype’ is of course a contested term dating
back at least to Walter Lippman (Dyer 1993). McKee (2005) argues that everyone is stereotyped in some way,
and that there is no possible accurate way to represent a collective identity.
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My study was initially granted ethics approval by the University of
Wollongong’s Human Ethics Research Committee to study audience reaction to
lesbian representations. However, the practices of the groups—the question of
why some discussions were closed down, some posters flamed, some ideas and
characters supported by people in particular forums and not in others—led to
research of further questions on the operation of “executive fans,” fans who are
in positions of power in fan groups, “fan stars,” fans who are very popular in
fan groups, and “reading formations,” the dominant reading position of a group
(Tulloch & Jenkins 1995). It also led to research on the role of moderators, and
the effect of the commercialisation of the forums. The way that lesbian
community was targeted, built, or managed in the forums became the central
issue of my research. Ethics approval was granted for this change in research
focus.
The L Word Fan Site and The L Word Online were both published groups, and
could be read without membership. Another group,
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, required membership to join, but was no
longer in operation in 2009, and could not be found through an internet search.
This group was hosted on Yahoo Groups. The other fan group that I studied,
Fan Group C, could be searched without joining in 2009, but at the time my
study commenced, 2004, membership was required to read the posts.
The main focus of my research was the period 2003-2006, but, based on the
concerns that arose during the writing of this thesis, I also conducted a key
word search over “trans,” “Max” “violence” and “rape” in the forums that still
existed in June 2009. Those that still existed in 2009 had their discussion
forums and fan fic still available in groups, although many of the discussion
threads had been moved or closed. Many of the online groups that formed
around The L Word have lasted for several years, and several have attracted
tens of thousands of members. Some members were active in these groups for
years, and some had posted many thousands of posts in these forums. The
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various threads in each group have attracted large numbers of posts. Some of
the fan fiction groups attracted large numbers of fan fiction as well as debate.
The home pages of all the groups addressed the assumed readership as lesbian.
The L Word Fan Site could be searched without joining, except for fan fic rated
NC17 or R, which required membership to read. Fan fic authors were asked to
self select the rating of their work according to how explicitly sexual the piece
was. The site was owned by an out lesbian who identified as the “publisher,”
Jacky. The site was run as a lesbian business, and was supported by advertising.
I had permission from Jacky to study the group. Jacky gave me permission to
quote from the fan fic, but suggested that I ask each fan fic author if they
wanted their nick name to be used. Where possible, I sought and was given
permission by the fan fic authors that I quoted from. One of the fan fic authors
had left the group, and several authors did not respond to my request for
permission to quote from their fic. Anyone could view this site, but
membership was required to post to the group. By the end of June 2006, The L
Word Fan Site claimed 45,464 members and 93,559 posts. By the end of June
2009, membership numbers were no longer posted on the site. The latest
membership numbers given at this time was for March 2007, which claimed
that the numbers of unique visitors to the site that month was 110,032.
The L Word Online was owned by two lesbians, Oz and Slicey, one from
Australia and one from the United States. They had met at a fan convention. I
had permission from Oz and Slicey to study their fan site. The site was
established in 2003. The site was hosted on a large commercial portal,
MediaBlvd, that hosted many other global fan sites. Anyone could join this
group. The forums could be searched without joining, but membership was
required to post. The L Word Online claimed 34,215 members at the end of
June 2006. In March 2009, the site claimed 23,000 global visitors, but in June
2009, only 3,000 visitors were counted.
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Fan Group C was owned by a lesbian. Pre-2005, the forums could not be
searched without joining. By 2009 anyone could join the group, but before
2005, members had to identify as lesbian or bisexual in order to join. The
owner of this group gave me permission to study the group on condition that I
kept members’ identities, and the name of the group, anonymous. Fan Group C
claimed 25,809 members at the end of June 2006, and 306,270 posts. By June
2009, the forums on Fan Group C could be searched without joining, but
membership was required to post to these forums. The privacy statement dated
August 14 2007 stated that anyone posting to a community section of this site
had to be aware that their posts would be made public. Archived posts from
before this time were not all available. Many of the threads had been moved or
closed by this time. Membership numbers were no longer advertised on the site
in June 2009.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group was a small group that concentrated on fan
fiction. It was hosted by the commercial portal Yahoo Groups.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group claimed 1,371 members in May 2006, and
1,976 posts. The owner gave me permission to study the group, and many of the
fan fic writers that I quote also gave me permission to quote from their work.
However, the group closed before I could contact all of the writers.
Membership of The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group was restricted to lesbians
and bisexual women. Each application for membership needed to be approved
by the owner or a moderator.7
The Association of Internet Researchers (AoIR), in a document on ethics
published on their website in 2002, recommends that people who post to forums
that have a reasonable expectation of privacy should not have their names
7

Perception of membership numbers and views can be important for sites for a number of
reasons—including issues of power, control or commercialization (where forums are either run
for profit or partially supported by advertising). Membership numbers are also important when
forums claim significant number in attempts to lobby producers for favours (such as
appearances at conventions, access to production information, or changes of plot or characters
to suit the membership of the particular forum).
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published by researchers (Ess & the AoIR Ethics Working Committee 2002).
However, there is some controversy over which types of forums are entitled to
a reasonable expectation of privacy. Possibly because some researchers believe
that all internet forums are public spaces, researchers into lesbian or queer
forums do not always keep the identities of the forums or the posters
anonymous (such as Campbell 2007). I initially chose to follow the lead of the
AoIR as well as researchers who have kept the forum names and names of
posters private, even for forums that can be searched without joining. Munt,
Elizabeth Bassett and Kate O’Riordan (2002, p.125) also followed this practice,
changing the name of a popular lesbian forum that they studied to protect the
privacy of the members:
[w]e do not wish to disclose the actual name of the site. Participants use the site,
although clearly in the public domain, as though it were a semi-private space. They use
confessional postings and stratify their audiences. In line with current ethical guidelines
in the field and to accommodate user practice, we therefore deploy this pseudonym
throughout. We have also changed user names.

However, two of the authors of that study, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002), later
published an article, “The Ethics of Internet Research: Contesting the Human
Subject Model,” in which they discuss the difficulties for the refereed
publishing process of keeping forum names anonymous. They suggest, upon
reflection, that they should have disclosed the name of the site, because the
information produced on the site was published text rather than personal or
private correspondence. This reflection echoes my own, with the added need to
provide evidence of research for the doctorate examination process. This led to
a rethinking of my earlier decision to keep the forum names anonymous. I have
disclosed the names of all of the forums in this thesis bar one, Fan Group C,
because, as I argued above, anonymity was a stipulation of the owner of that
forum. I have, at Appendix 1, provided the name of this forum and references
for this forum for the thesis examiners’ eyes only.
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Some of the fan sites were established before, or soon after, the first episode of
The L Word. The L Word Online was established in October 2003 several
months before the first episode aired in the United States by fans of the actor
Katherine Moenning, who had already attracted a lesbian following, after her
casting as the soft butch character Shane in The L Word (which was initially
called Earthlings) was announced in the press. Both
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group and The L Word Fan Site were established
by out lesbians in January 2004, the same month the series first aired in the
United States. Fan Group C set up a separate The L Word section of an existing
site for lesbian and bisexual women that had been established in 2000. The
targeting to lesbians of all the fan sites that I studied, and the assumption that
the majority of the members would be lesbian, enabled a freedom of discussion
of issues of concern to lesbians. The sites had the potential to extend existing
lesbian communities, or even constitute a variation of existing communities,
because they enabled discussions between lesbians of different nationalities,
ages, ethnicities, classes, and stylistic differences. The types of discussions in
The L Word fan forums were very different from the types of discussions in
more mainstream fan forums where queers were apparently a minority (such as
fan sites based on the Australian television series All Saints or reality shows
such as Big Brother) (Walker 2004).
Fans in The L Word groups identified as being from a wide range of countries.
Many of them were from the United States, but a significant number were from
countries such as France, Germany, and Australia, and a smaller number from
China, Mexico, Egypt, the United Kingdom and other countries. Not all fans
gave their country of origin in their descriptors, and not all fan sites provided
this information, so it was impossible to document the numbers of members
from the various countries. In The L Word Online, fans could also choose
which nation to claim membership of in their biographies, so the lists of
countries may not be accurate.
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The various seasons of the series were released in selected countries outside the
United States over several years, so there was a time delay in some forum
discussions. Some participants from outside the United States viewed
particular seasons or episodes for the first time a year or more later. Other
participants from outside the United States had either bought or borrowed
DVDs or illegally downloaded the series, so they were able to contribute to
forum discussions without these kinds of delays. The Showtime site now offers
links to legal downloads of the series to United States viewers through sites
such as itunes. There is a delay in both the broadcasting and the release of
DVDs and legal downloads to countries outside of the United States. This could
potentially affect some of the discussions of and attitudes towards characters:
for example, some of the posts regarding a significant, violent break-up sex
scene between two characters, Bette and Tina, were made over the course of a
year as viewers caught up their viewing.
In terms of my subject position in the writing up of this research, I am a lesbian
researcher who is “out” at work. I have been involved in lesbian, feminist and
glbt groups for decades. I consider myself to be what Jonathon Gray (2003,
p.65) would describe as a “non fan” of The L Word series, which I understand
to mean a viewer of the series who is not passionately attached to the series. I
am more interested in the reactions and interactions in the lesbian fan groups
than in the series itself. Although I have framed my analysis of the fan groups
in terms of deliberative democracy, I recognise that in lesbian communities
there are partisan positions which will be espoused. The terms of a debate are
rarely, if ever addressed from neutral positions, and there is not necessarily a
fair or unbiased outcome that will result from the deliberations. I myself lean
towards a feminist interpretation and bias, particularly over issues which I
consider to be fundamental to my own feminist paradigm. Of these fundamental
issues, the key ones for this study are an opposition to the physical and sexual
abuse of women and children. There are times in this thesis when I advocate a
feminist position on these issues. This is clearly partisan. It could be said that I
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employ “feminist standpoint theory” (Stanley 1990) in my analysis of the fan
forums. I understand feminism to be multiple and contingent in the new
millennium, and do not claim that my feminist position represents all feminists
or all possible feminist readings of the fan forums. Some of the discussions that
I analyse are from posters claiming or espousing competing feminist positions
on the same issue. I label some of these posts as expressing a feminist
standpoint, even though many of the posters did not identify as feminist. A
thread on Fan Group C (Feminism(s) Appendix 1) which asked if any of the
members identified as feminist only received thirty responses, many of which
stated that they were more concerned with human rights in general than
women’s rights in particular.
A “feminist standpoint” in the research process requires analysis and disclosure
of the researcher’s position (Stanley 1990). In keeping with a feminist tradition
of disclosing the subject position of the researcher, I posted several times to Fan
Group C announcing my presence as a lesbian PhD student. When asking
permission of forum owners to study the groups, I also disclosed my sexual
identity. I was a member of Fan Group C since 2004, interacting with other
members on the topic of lesbian representation in popular culture. I was initially
focusing on the representations of lesbians in popular culture. After changing
the topic of my thesis, I announced my lesbian researcher status in Fan Group
C, and requested permission to quote from the forums. This announcement, and
request, could be seen as part of a “participant-observer” role in that group. My
request to quote from posts (Research Request Appendix 1) garnered a reaction
from thirteen posters, four of whom gave permission to quote. One of these
posters said “anything to help the cause.” However, two moderators and two
posters denied my request for permission to quote from their posts. One poster
asked the owner of the group if she had given me permission to research the
forum, and asked why it was an “opt-out” system of being quoted rather than an
“opt-in,” since many posters did not check the forums every day and may not
see my requests. The owner replied that:
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Yes, I told Becky it was okay to post her request here - I figure most people probably
won't mind as long as she keeps the quotes anonymous, and since she doesn't even have
to say she found the quotes [here]. Becky's promised not to quote people who DO mind,
though, so feel free to let her know what you think.

Although there have since been changes in the commercial status and privacy
conditions of this site, this promise compels me to keep this forum name
anonymous. Discussions from this forum are referenced in Appendix 1 for the
examiners’ eyes only.
I joined The L Word Fan Site, The L Word Online, and The
L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group after this study had commenced. My interactions
with posters on The L Word Fan Site, The L Word Online and
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group were minimal, and were limited to my
requests to the owners or fan fic writers to quote from their work. I did not post
to these forums requesting permission from posters to quote from their quotes.
In these three forums I could be regarded as an “observer-as-participant” (Stier
Adler & Clark 2008, p.312). According to Emily Stier Adler and Roger Clark
(2008, p.312) the role of the “observer-as-participant” is “primarily a selfproclaimed observer, while occasionally participating in the situation.”
My role in the research of The Fanisode could be regarded as a “complete
observer role,” since I did not announce my presence, post to the group, or
request permission from the owners or posters to this published space. Informed
consent could be said to be needed only where there is a reasonable expectation
that a publication or communication will be private. A producer-sponsored
competition that published winning fans’ real names and photographs, and
provided press releases as well as promotions in other media, is a very public
and published space. According to Stier Adler and Clark (2008, p.312), the
“complete observer role” involves “being an observer without becoming part of
it.” This role involves covertness on the part of the researcher in not disclosing
their presence or status. Covertness was not my intention; I merely regarded
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this space as a published and public site that did not require an announcement
of a researcher presence.
The announcement of researcher presence has been criticised for influencing
group discussions (Hills 2002, p.173). Matt Hills (2002) found posters to be far
more self conscious when they knew they were being researched. Shoshana
Green, Cynthia Jenkins and Henry Jenkins (1998) argue, however, that posters,
rather than becoming self-conscious, demonstrated a capacity for critical
reflexivity that in fact challenged the divide between fan and researchers.
Rather than viewing research as the exploitation or victimisation of fans, they
sought to develop a partnership with fans in developing an analytical
framework for understanding the group.
However, participant-observer presence in Fan Group C did not appear to have
any effect on the posts. The presence of several other researchers (for example
Erin 2009 and Brody 2005 Appendix 1) in Fan Group C and journalists in The
Fanisode appeared to elicit few responses in the forums. There were many calls
for help with developing essay or research topics about The L Word in Fan
Group C. These posts generally attracted fewer than a dozen responses. None of
the responses suggested that the researchers should leave the group. The
dynamics of researcher presence in the lesbian fan groups that I studied could
change in the future, especially if critical or unsympathetic material was
published about the groups. If individuals were “outed” as The L Word fans or
as lesbians as a result of publications it could also have an adverse affect not
only on these individuals, but on the future acceptance of researcher presence in
the groups. The acceptance of my presence, the support expressed by several
fans for my study, and the apparent acceptance of journalists and other students,
suggests that the current dynamics of these groups are very different from those
researched by Hills (2002).
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In contrast to critics of the participant-observer method for fan studies, one of
the pioneers of fan research, Nancy Baym (2006) suggests that the participantobserver method is the most appropriate method for studying fan communities.
She argues further that the best examples of fan research that she has seen have
been from participant-observer researchers who studied a particular fan
community over several years. Baym (2006, p. 84) suggests that these
researchers:
collected data in a range of areas in their online spaces or in a range of situations both
online and off. As a result, they are able to situate the examples against a broader
background of data that they do not detail but that nonetheless clarifies the significance
of their findings.

My study was also conducted over several years, and I believe that I am able to
situate the findings of the many examples that I have chosen to analyse against
a wider understanding of the operations of the groups.
My method of analysing posts to all the forums was similar. After generally
scanning current posts to all the forums to discern patterns, themes, and areas of
contention in the groups, the searches concentrated on the following themes:
bisexuals, transgenders, heterosexuals, censorship of the forums8, and same-sex
violence. The bisexual and heterosexual discussion threads are analysed in
Chapter Three. The transgender and same-sex violence discussion threads are
analysed in Chapter Five, and the censorship of the forum posts are analysed in
Chapter Four. These themes were by no means exhaustive of the many
thousands of posts over the years of my study, but they were recurring issues of
contention in the groups. The discussions in the posts evolved naturally, with
no prompting from this researcher. This is in keeping with ethnographic studies
in sociology which has a long tradition of observation of interactions in
communities (Stier Adler & Clark 2008).
8

The censorship searches in this context were for the word ‘censor.’ The interpretation of this term was
dependent on fan interpretations and uses of the term. The results are discussed in Chapter 3, but the term was
generally interpreted by fans to mean the cutting out of sex scenes by producers or distributors, or the removal
of posts, fan fic or particular words by moderators or owners of fan sites.
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1.3 Introduction to Deliberative Democracy
Discussions were analysed using the conceptual framework of deliberative
democracy. I follow the definition of deliberative democracy offered by John
Dryzek (2000), as the interaction between people who engage in debate in
public. Benhabib (1996) argues further that the process of debate in
associations in a pluralist public is central to a notion of deliberative democracy
in a pluralist society. For Benhabib (1996, p.73), social movements,
consciousness raising groups, and voluntary associations are all examples of
civic associations that are sites of deliberative democracy:
any pluralist and deliberative model of democracy is prima facie open to the argument
that no modern society can organize its affairs along the fiction of a mass assembly
carrying out its deliberations in public and collectively. Here more than an issue of size
is at stake. The argument that there may be an invisible limit to the size of a deliberative
body that, when crossed, affects the nature of the reasoning process is undoubtedly true.
Nonetheless the reason why a deliberative and pluralist model of democracy does not
need to operate within the fiction of a general deliberative assembly is that the
procedural specifications of this model privilege a plurality of modes of association in
which all affected can have the right to articulate their point of view. These can range
from political parties, to citizens‘ initiatives, to social movements, to voluntary
associations, to consciousness-raising groups, and the like.

Benhabib (1996, p.73) argues that the “interlocking” of these pluralist
associations feeds into debates between associations in a pluralist society.
Benhabib (1996) argues that in a pluralist society, people need to be able to
debate and negotiate the norms that govern their communities and groups. I
argue that The L Word fan groups could be regarded as a civic association
under Benhabib’s (1996) framework. The debates that are engaged in these fan
groups could be regarded as deliberative. Fans in the lesbian fan groups argue
over issues of concern to lesbian communities, as well as issues of concern for
online fan communities.
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Dryzek (2000, p.75) also argues that both deliberation within public spheres
and contestations between competing public spheres, including public spheres
that encompass non mainstream “difference,” can lead to change:
A serious response to the challenge of difference requires an account of democracy that
can address difference across repressive and emancipatory identities and discourses, both
of which will populate political life for the foreseeable future. [A] public sphere […]
which highlights contestation across discourses rather than engagement across identities
[…] establishe[s] a link to discursive democracy as opposed to liberal constitutionalist
deliberative democracy. There is of course a tight connection between discourses and
identities, which are constituted in whole or part by discourses. Discourses [...] are
shared sets of assumptions and capabilities that enable their adherents to assemble bits of
sensory input into coherent wholes, or to organize them around coherent storylines. […]
One way of interpreting the whole idea of difference is therefore in terms of discourses
rather than identities.

I analyse the deliberations in the lesbian “minority” constituencies,
countercultures, counterpublics, cultures, or, as I call them, communities, in a
way that differs from Dryzek. Dryzek (2000) concentrates on minorities
attempting to effect change in majority viewpoints. I look at deliberation within
lesbian communities rather than the process of lesbian communities
deliberating with mainstream or other communities.
Dryzek argues that certain conditions need to be met for deliberation in public
to be an “authentic” form of deliberation and not an empty process of coercion
or pretence at agreement. I agree with Dryzek’s (2000, pp.1-2) argument that
deliberation should not be coerced, and includes:
[A]rgument, rhetoric, humour, emotion, testimony or storytelling, and gossip. The only
condition for authentic deliberation is then the requirement that communication induce
reflection upon preferences in a non-coercive fashion. This requirement in turn rules out
domination via the exercise of power, manipulation, indoctrination, propaganda,
deception, expressions of mere self-interest, threats (of the sort that characterize
bargaining), and attempts to impose ideological conformity. Such agents of distortion
can be counteracted to the degree of equality in deliberative competence across political
actors. [...] Authentic democracy can then be said to exist to the degree that reflective
preferences influence collective outcomes.
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However, Dryzek’s (2000 p.8) injunction that deliberation must not be
“coerced,”9 and not a product of attempts to impose ideological conformity is
problematic in that activist discourses such as those espoused by feminists, and
pro and anti transgender proponents, are necessarily not neutral and not a
product of the assumed non-position of a “rational” man. Dryzek (2000 p.65)
himself acknowledges that inequalities of power mean that what might be
considered to be neutral and rational is actually heavily invested with power.
Dryzek (2000, p.61) employs Iris Marion Young’s term “politics of difference”
to describe power inequalities.10 I would argue that the expression of activist
rhetorics in an attempt to persuade others could be regarded either as genuine
deliberation or, if expressed in a rigid, personally derogatory or inflexible way,
be regarded as an attempt to impose ideological conformity. However, I argue
that the interactions themselves, in whatever form they are expressed, lead to
questioning, discussion and potential changes in opinion of some forum
members, viewers, and people with whom they engage in discussions.
Dryzek (2000) based his argument about the extension of styles of
communication which should be recognised as “authentic” forms of
deliberation on Young’s argument. Young (1997) argues for an extension of the
forms of deliberations possible for oppressed groups. Those in oppressed
groups do not necessarily just debate in conventionally rational forms—these
forms tend to favour middle class, Anglo men. Those in oppressed groups may
be silenced in forums that concentrate on forms of rational debate. Young
(1997) argues that those in oppressed groups can communicate their experience
of oppression and their values to those in majority groups through such diverse
discursive means as storytelling, greetings and rhetorics. Greetings encompass
9

Jane Mansbridge (1996) argues that any system of deliberative democracy would require some degree of
coercion, because consensus regarding decisions and decision-making procedures is impossible to achieve.
Some degree of coercion is required to prevent violence or harrassment, or to enforce rules such as taxes. I
examine the compromises or coercions required to maintain group order and purpose in The L Word fan sites
in Chapter 3.
10
Young also sometimes uses the phrase “communicative” democracy rather than deliberative democracy
because rhetorics can be an important form of communication for people in oppressed groups (Dryzek 2000
p.53).
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phrases such as “good morning” (Young 1997, p.70). For Young (1997, p.70),
they also encompass “expressions of leave taking, as well as the forms of
speech that often lubricate ongoing discussions with mild forms of flattery,
stroking of egos, and deference.” These types of interactions are especially
important in communicating across difference. Young (1997, p.70) argues that:
Since much democratic discussion will be fraught with disagreement, anger, conflict,
counterargument, and criticism, intermittent gestures of flattery, greeting, deference, and
conciliatory caring keep commitment to the discussion at times of anger and
disagreement.

Rhetorics, for Young (1997, p.71), are another important aspect of deliberation
across difference:
In a discussion situation in which different people with different aims, values, and
interests seek to solve collective problems justly, it is not enough to make assertions and
give reasons. One must also be heard. […] Rhetoric names the forms and styles of
speaking that reflexively attend to the audience in speech. […] Through rhetoric the
speaker appeals to the particular attributes or experience of the audience, and his or her
own particular location within them. Rhetoric also constructs the occasion of the
speech—today we commemorate, or we have just had an urgent phone call, or there is an
ongoing policy discussion we are having. Rhetoric constructs speaker, audience and
occasion by invoking or creating specific meanings, connotations, and symbols, and it
serves this connecting function whether the speaker and audience share meanings or not.

Storytelling is a third important element in deliberating across difference for
Young (1997). Storytelling can present, through narrative, the experiences and
points of views of those in minority positions to those in majority positions.
Storytelling can also, for Young (1997, p.72) reveal:
a source of values, culture, and meaning. […] [N]arrative can serve to explain to
outsiders what practices, places, or symbols mean to the people who hold them. Values,
unlike norms, often cannot be justified through argument. But neither are they arbitrary.
Their basis often emerges from the situated history of a people. Through narrative the
outsiders may come to understand why the insiders value what they value and why they
have the priorities they have.

I argue that all of these forms of communication—argument, greetings,
rhetorics and storytelling—are in operation in The L Word fan groups, and form
an important part of the deliberations within the groups.
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I argue that discursive formations governing lesbian communities are in the
process of transformation due to challenges posed by other identity groups,
such as bisexuals, heterosexuals and transgenders. Lesbians in this sense are not
just a minority group oppressed by or speaking back to a hegemonic
heterosexual majority. Lesbians are themselves potential agents of oppression
of those seeking inclusion in a lesbian community, such as bisexuals or
transgenders. Within a lesbian community or culture, lesbian discourses are the
majority discourses. A “lesbian disciplinary formation” (Munt Bassett &
O’Riordan 2002, p.136) is one which enacts dominant lesbian mores against
minorities such as bisexuals. By lesbian “disciplinary formations,” I mean
exclusions, rejections, and criticisms made by the majority of lesbians in a
group against those who would challenge the dominant mores of the group. The
dominant mores are usually based on lesbian discourses which are inflected by
lesbian feminism, and are usually imposed against transgenders, bisexuals, sex
radicals, and queer activisms and discourses. These exclusions and rejections
typically generate heated debate within and about lesbian communities, as
“other” identity groups fight for inclusion in lesbian communities.
The argument that the internet provides a potentially democratising force for minority
communities can be applied to online lesbian groups. Harry Weger and Mark Aakhus
(2003) argue that internet debates open up the contemporary public sphere because some of
the control of the means of manipulating public opinion is wrested away from a few media
owners by anyone with internet access. Anthony Wilhelm (1999) also argues that the
internet provides spaces for democratic participation and deliberation. Wilhelm (1999,
p.154) suggests that:
[..] political forums ought […] to be deliberative, whether they be in cyberspace or face-to-face, since
substantive messages must be exchanged in order for the political themes developed in civil society to
be translated into items for collective action. The question for empirical research is: how useful are
these virtual sounding boards in enabling deliberation in the public sphere? As a corollary to this
question, what are the appropriate conditions for enhancing deliberation, so that these forums can more
effectively inform and influence the policy process?
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Scott Wright and John Street (2007) argue that critics of deliberative democracy online
argue in error that the medium, the internet, will not allow democratic deliberation. Wright
and Street (2007) argue that the design of online groups determines how deliberation will
operate in those groups.
However, Neil Weinstock Netanel (2000) argues that proponents of self-governing online
communities, both communitarians and online democracy theorists, argue in error that selfgoverning online communities provide better spaces for deliberation and participatory
democracy than offline liberal democratic states. Netanel (2000, p.403) argues that in fact
in the absence of laws to enforce liberal “metanorms” to prevent discrimination or
repression of minorities, online communities would need to develop their own forms of
governance to enforce these metanorms, which would defeat the purpose of
“cyberanarchy,” and probably be less representative or inclusive than current liberal
democratic systems.
I argue that the lesbian fan sites that I researched are a small and humble example of
pluralist lesbian communities. The framework of deliberative democracy in which I have
analysed the sites is understood as a process of debate, storytelling and deliberation which
may lead to changes in the norms of those communities. These lesbian fan sites, where
issues of concern to lesbians are debated in public, can be seen as part of a public sphere or
“public sphericules” (Gitlin 1998).11 As one of many examples of communities in a diverse
pluralist society, the lesbian fan sites operate as deliberative assemblies for their own
communities. Since many of the sites are public and published, they also offer the
possibility of shaping or influencing public opinion. However, as Todd Gitlin (1998)
points out, the processes for deliberation between competing publics or communities is
imprecise and unreliable. The chances of the development of consensus or agreement on
the norms or values of a society are slim in a pluralist deliberative democratic system. I
argue that a framework of liberal representative democracy needs to be in place around the
pluralist sites of deliberation. Unlike Benhabib (1996), I do not suggest that a deliberative

11

Todd Gitlin (1998, p.173) defines “public sphericules” as segmented publics in a pluralist society which
offer their own “deliberative assemblies.”
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democratic system could replace the need for a representative liberal democratic system. I
do however argue that deliberation within pluralist communities and associations can
supplement a representative democracy by providing spaces for debate that are targeted to
particular communities who may be silenced in larger forums. These debates can in turn
influence public opinion.
1.4 Deliberative Democracy and Empirical Evidence
Examination of the debates conducted in the lesbian groups, and why the issues
that were being debated in lesbian communities were important to anyone
beyond those communities, or even in those communities, led me to scholarship
on communitarianism, deliberative democracy, and liberal pluralism. The
concept of deliberative democracy was particularly pertinent, because the
debates in the fan groups appeared to lead to a change or softening on polarised
and divergent positions.
Wilhelm (1999, p.163) researches usenet groups to determine the
“deliberativeness of online political communication.” Matthew Hale, Juliette
Musso and Christopher Ware (1999) study Californian municipal websites to
examine the extent of participatory democracy in those sites. Wright and Street
(2007) examine the operations of online groups in the European Union to
determine how deliberative these groups were, and whether or not the design of
the groups affected the potential for democratic deliberation. Bart Cammaerts
(2009, p.561) uses case studies of online “post Fascist” groups in North
Belgium to explore both online deliberations and the limits to free speech.
Christopher Karpowitz, Chad Raphael, and Alan Hammond (2009) assess the
deliberative potential of decision making in “Consensus Conferences” which
are held by municipal decision makers. Hans Wiklund (2005) examines the
deliberative potential of internet discussions in Swedish municipalities.
Dimitria Milioni (2009) researches the deliberative potential of online
Indymedia groups.
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The project of applying political theory to empirical evidence has a long history
in media studies. Sonia Livingstone (2006) argues that Theodor Adorno was
sympathetic to the project of applying political philosophy and critical theory to
empirical evidence. According to Livingstone (2006, p.239) Adorno, however,
was critical of the specific application of critical theory to propaganda studies
conducted by propaganda theorist Paul Lazarsfeld.
John Durham Peters (in Livingstone 2006, p.242) argues that the history of
audience and media studies is one that addresses the “viability of democracy in
an age of media and bureaucracy.” The question of how to “conceive of a pubic
sphere in an age of mass media” has also concerned media studies theorists
(Peters in Livingstone 2006, p.242). Livingstone (2006) contends that the issue
of whether there are still spaces for democratic participation and debate in an
era of mass media have been central concerns of media theorists for many
decades.
The linkage of political philosophy to empirical examples is also practiced in
the political sciences and in cultural studies. The discipline of “politics” and
“political science” are based on the analysis of democracy in real life settings.12
John Dryzek (nd), one of the key proponents of deliberative democracy in
Australia, is currently undertaking research that applies deliberative democratic
principles to individuals to understand how their opinions can be influenced by
deliberation. He is also involved in researching difference politics in an Islamic
group, and is involved in creating and analysing a “citizens’ parliament”
(Dryzek nd).

12

Examples of scholarship from the discipline of “politics” that utilizes democratic theory and empirical
evidence include the books Making Sense of Governance: Empirical Evidence from 16 Developing Countries
by Goran Hyden, Julius Court, and Kenneth Mease (2004); Islam, Gender, Culture and Democracy: Findings
from the World Values Survey and the European Values Survey, edited by Ronald Inglehart (2003); and
Democracy in the Third World, by Robert Pinkney (2003).
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The application or advocation of deliberative democracy risks the accusation or
criticism of “utopian irrelevance” (Benhabib, 1996, p.84) or that it is
“hopelessly naive” (Benhabib, 1996, p.74). However, I follow Benhabib (1996)
in arguing that processes of deliberative democracy are already in play in a
pluralist democracy. Benhabib (1996, p.84) argues:
The deliberative model does not represent a counterfactual thought experiment. [...] I
understand such a theory to be elucidating the already implicit principles and logic of
existing democratic practices. Among the practices that such a theory of democracy can
elucidate are the significance of deliberative bodies in democracies, the rationale of
parliamentary opposition, the need for a free and independent media and sphere of
public opinion, and the rationale for employing majority rule as a decision procedure.
For this reason, the deliberative theory of democracy is not a theory in search of
practice; rather it is a theory that claims to elucidate some aspects of the logic of existing
democratic practices better than others.

Following Benhabib’s (1996) lead, I justify my analysis of processes of deliberative
democracy in The L Word fan groups as an analysis of already existing practices and
processes.
1.5 Commercialisation and Governance of Online Lesbian Groups
Most scholarship regarding online glbt groups has not addressed the issue of
deliberative or participatory democracy or constraints on participatory
democracy (e.g. Alexander 2002a,b; Dolance 2005; Gwenllian-Jones 2003;
Hamner 2003; Silberman [1994] 2001). Scholarship on queer groups by Joshua
Gamson (2003), however, does address the issue of pluralism and
representation in a commercial gay and lesbian online site. Gamson’s (2003)
exploration of the effects of the commercialisation of online gay groups on the
politics and potential activism of the groups informs the discussion of
commercial and non commercial lesbian online groups in this thesis. Gamson
(2003) analysed the corporatisation of two gay internet sites, the popular
Planetout and Gay.com, which merged in 2001. Gamson (2003, p.270) claims
that these sites are depoliticised in the sense of being stripped of explicit queer
activism, but even in these large commercial queer sites, many subgroups of
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queer identities are targeted, representing a diversity of queer communities.
These sites also provide links to many queer political activities (Gamson 2003,
p.270). I also analyse the partial commercialisation of some of the unofficial
fan sites, a relatively new practice for unofficial online fan communities. I
analyse these in relation to the perceived compromise of lesbian identities and
communities due to the commercialised nature of both the official fan forum
The Fanisode and The L Word Fan Site. There are also potential compromises
in the other, less explicitly commercial fan groups, when they are hosted by
commercial portals. Commercial portals tend to impose both advertisements
and rules about adult content that do not always sit well with lesbian groups.
The rising costs of hosting large, secure lesbian groups online has increased the
need for individual owners to allow advertisements in online lesbian groups, to
ask for donations to run the groups, or to charge a subscription.
Gamson (2003) highlights another trend for online glbt groups--the move of the
offline commercial gay and lesbian media to online spaces. There have been
many competing commercial imperatives in the development of gay and lesbian
offline medias in Western countries. Gamson (2003) argues that until the 1990s,
the idea of gay or lesbian media brought to mind “bar rags” or lesbian feminist
newsletters. He argues that both on and offline gay and lesbian media in the
United States has become increasingly profitable and commercialised, and
increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few media owners. I argue that the
commercialisation of some of the online lesbian fan groups that I studied may
have affected the representational possibilities and the politics of those groups.
John Campbell’s (2007) concept of gay civic engagement also informs this
thesis. Campbell’s (2007) idea of civic engagement is that those gays who
participate in public discussions of political issues, for example those in online
forums who respond to press about a homophobic politician or media figure
and encourage others to protest, are engaging in civic life. This thesis, however,
extends the concept of political and civic engagement used by Campbell
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(2007), and explores the democratic and deliberative potential of online lesbian
groups, an issue not explored in other scholarship.
The democratic potential of the online lesbian fan groups in this research
appeared to be affected by the control of fan sites by the most prolific or most
popular writers or posters, the owners or moderators of the sites, the producers
of the series, and the advertisers to the commercial sites. These activities all
impinged upon the operations and implied reading positions of each site, as
well as which types of queer or feminist politics were allowed or expressed on
each site. Thus this study of The L Word fans who posted to fan site discussion
boards or posted fan fiction involved more than just how fans reacted to the
series. I analysed posts and the fan fiction to interrogate the operations,
practices, and dominant and minority discourses and interactions of the fan
communities. As a result, the analysis is concerned with issues beyond the
reaction of fans to the original text, and examines the wider operation,
discourses, deliberations and contestations within the various fan sites.
Debates around issues of concern to the lesbian fan community were potentially
influenced by fan practices such as governance and flaming (Walker 2008). Fan
scholars such as John Tulloch and Jenkins (1995 p.xii) have pointed to the
governance of fan groups that can lead to the formation of particular group
“reading position,” with “executive fans” controlling and governing debate and
the publishing of fan work. In fan studies, incidences of flaming and flame wars
are illuminating with regard to group norms and the repression of dissent.
“Flaming” is defined by Susan Herring as “the practice of sending hostile or
insulting messages, usually in response to a message posted by someone else”
(1996, p.10). Jenkins ([2002] 2004, p.162) describes flame wars as erupting
when online groups’ “‘taken-for-granted’ interpretive and evaluative norms rub
against each other.” A critical approach to these interpretive and evaluative
norms, and this style of debate and dissent (flaming in particular) underpins my
analysis of The L Word fan groups.
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Flame wars are an example of deliberation through confrontation and
contestations. Dryzek (2000) argues that deliberation is a sign of a healthy
democracy. Deliberation can lead to a change of opinion/position if some of the
parties change their minds, or see the others’ point of view, through the
exchange (Dryzek 2000). Repression of dissent and conflict then is necessarily
anti-democratic and even totalitarian. Flame wars can be seen as one example
of deliberation in action in online communities.
Adi Kuntsman (2007, p.102) contends that flame wars in online glbt spaces are
actually enactments of violence between members. I would not support this
description of online interactions if they do not involve threats. However, I
would suggest that flame wars can be a result of individuals or a number of
individuals enforcing disciplinary formations. Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan
(2002, p.131,136) contend that interactions between bisexuals and lesbians led
to a softening of “lesbian disciplinary formations” in an online group that they
studied, because the bisexual women who were being derided in the group were
able to articulate their points of view and be heard and recognised by the
women who initially criticised bisexuals. This interaction could be considered
to be a classic example of Dryzek’s (2000) concept of deliberation through the
communication of a minority’s point of view to a majority. It is impossible to
tell whether or not this expressed softening reflected a genuine change of
opinion, or if it was more a tokenistic response to reduce the expressed conflict
in the group. It raises the question of whether flame wars make the dominant
and minority opinions explicit in online groups, and expose them for reflection
and debate. I contend that flame wars can work on a number of levels, to both
enforce disciplinary formations and dominant reading positions of groups, and
to make these positions explicit and therefore accountable to those who dissent
from these positions (Walker, 2008).
This thesis examines whether or not The L Word fan groups enacted
disciplinary formations against those deemed to be inauthentic lesbians. It also
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explores the unofficial fan groups as online lesbian communities. It questions
the assumptions inherent in participating in online lesbian groups. It explores
the expectation of acceptance and support for lesbians in these groups. It also
explores the question of challenges to the “authenticity” of potential or actual
members of lesbian groups.

1.6 Lesbian Feminist Influences on Contemporary Lesbian Groups
Shane Phelan (1994) describes the operations of dissent within lesbian
communities with regard to the repression of sex radical voices. I extend this
concept in the context of deliberation within lesbian communities, and argue
that lesbians can utilise tactics of oppression in the service of totalizing
discourses that can repress a minority within lesbian communities (Phelan
1989, pp.137-138). In the process of deliberation, contestation, storytelling, and
support or repression of particular discourses, lesbian communities are built and
change, and lesbian lives are supported or repressed.
By comparison with those lesbian communities of the 1970s and 1980s
described by Alice Echols (1989), Dana Shugar (1995), or Phelan (1989),
lesbian communities of the new millennium are rarely clearly defined or selfidentified as feminist, separatist, liberal feminist, cultural feminist, or radical
feminist. As ideas of community appealed to in the forums are differentiated
from at the same time that they draw upon these earlier models of
lesbian/feminist communities, it is useful to define these different varieties of
community. Echols (1989, pp.3-4) provides a useful definition of radical
feminism:
Radical feminism rejected both the politico position that socialist revolution would bring
about women's liberation and the liberal feminist solution of integrating women into the
public sphere. Radical feminists argue that women constituted a sex-class, that relations
between women and men needed to be recast in political terms, and that gender rather
than class was the primary contradiction. […] Radical feminists articulated the earliest
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and most provocative critiques of the family, marriage, love, normative heterosexuality,
and rape. They fought for safe, effective, accessible contraception; the repeal of all
abortion laws; the creation of high quality, community controlled child-care centres, and
an end to the media's objectification of women. They also developed consciousness
raising—the movement's most effective organizing tool.

There were also, as part of the second wave women’s movement, distinctions
between different types of lesbian feminism. Glynnis Carr (1996, p.139)
summarised the distinction between radical feminist, separatist, and lesbian
separatists:
Despite certain differences between them, all three of these theoretical tendencies [i.e.,
radical-feminist, lesbian-feminist and lesbian-separatist] shared the assumption that
sexism is the primary contradiction, from which followed the assertion of a "natural
alliance" among women and certain constructions of female nature as essentially
cooperative and nurturing. Most problematically, these feminist theorists tended to label
as "male" (and hence, "other") all sources of difference and contention among women,
especially those arising from the social constructions of race and class. This theoretical
tendency produced and informed feminist practices that propelled most collectives
toward failure: a patrolling of borders between "female" and "male," between authentic
and inauthentic, revolutionary and regressive female behavior, and a tendency to
disavow personal and institutional responsibility for racist and classist acts
(understanding them as the fault of "male identification" or "patriarchal conditioning" or
"the pig within" rather than of women themselves).

Although contemporary lesbian communities tend not to be as clear cut in their
identities or definitions of themselves, as we will see some of the online forums
studied were influenced by some of the major traditions of second wave
feminism. In particular, the expectations that discussions that were similar to
“consciousness-raising” that evoke feminist rhetorics will lead to a change in
attitude of the other party is one of the traces of radical lesbian organising that
can still be seen in contemporary lesbian groups.
Contemporary lesbian communities are also influenced by non radical feminist
lesbian traditions, such as the butch and femme communities of the 1950s to
1980s (Case 1998; L.Walker 1993; Munt 1998c). They are also influenced by
sex radical bdsm (bondage, discipline, sado-masochist) or anti-bdsm vanilla
viewpoints, both sides of which sometimes claimed to be feminist. The more
recent gay, lesbian, transgender and movements (Sears 2005) as well as queer
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movements (Walters 1996) have also influenced contemporary lesbian
communities.
1.7 Outline
A few lesbian-focused scholars have addressed democracy in lesbian
communities, and their work also influences this thesis. Phelan (1989) is one of
the few scholars to address the issue of democracy in lesbian communities,
although these were offline. Phelan’s (1989) arguments about the potential for
totalitarianism in lesbian communities represented by attempts to repress
minority identities and points of view provided a valuable starting point for my
research, as the tendency to attempt to enforce certain lesbian norms is evident
in the online lesbian fan communities.
I argue that how online lesbian communities negotiate inequalities of power,
ownership, identities, activisms and exclusions can be understood in terms of
discursive or deliberative democracy. I do not claim that the new media
communities that I have studied are utopian communities in any way, or that
their models of deliberation should replace offline models of deliberation. The
ways that community was encouraged, the ways that dissent was either
encouraged or stifled, the valorisation of particular reading positions and
repression of others both informed and drove my investigation. I studied the
practices of the fan groups and their potential, or otherwise, to allow
deliberation on issues of importance to the majority of the group members.
In Chapter Two, I explore the scholarship on communities and deliberative
democracy, to explain the theoretical underpinnings of the thesis. I contend that
lesbian communities form ethics, norms and dominant discourses on lesbian
behaviour, practices and beliefs in a process similar to that found in other
communities—through reactions to lesbian and mainstream media and
representations, and through interactions between members of the community. I
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believe that discourses and community beliefs can change over time through a
process of deliberation which includes contestation, greeting, rhetoric and
storytelling along the lines outlined by Young (1997) and Dryzek (2000).
In Chapter Three, I explore whether or not community in general can be said to
form online, as well as whether lesbian community can be said to form online. I
also investigate what type of community was formed in the fan forums. Claims
to membership or citizenship in lesbian communities have been made by many
other identity groups, such as bisexual women and same-sex attracted women
who do not identify as lesbian. I explore whether or not bisexuals were
welcomed into the communities, or if a “lesbian disciplinary formation”
regarding a lesbian identity was imposed on those claiming to be bisexual or
attracted to women.
In Chapter Four, I explore the limits and potential constraints on deliberative
democracy in the forums. Jane Mansbridge (1996) argues that any form of
deliberative democracy is necessarily constrained by the need to enforce
majority decisions, or rights. Complete consensus and agreement to abide by
every decision is impossible in any community. According to Mansbridge
(1996) some coercion is required to ensure the continuation of that community
and is to be expected. I explore the question of whether the commercialisation
or individual ownership of the forums affected the potential for democratic
deliberation in forums. In this chapter, I also analyse two flame wars over
commercialisation in The L Word fan groups. My analysis draws upon and
extends scholarship on the governance of, and the potential for democracy in,
online groups (Jenkins & Thorborn 2003; Rheingold 1993, 2000; Weger &
Aakus 2003).
In Chapter Five, I explore the effect of the diverse and contested constitution of
the lesbian communities or polis of The L Word fan groups against two specific
case studies that generated heated discussions and flame wars in the forums:
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transgenders and same-sex intimate partner violence. I use the concept of
deliberative democracy in analysing the flame wars and relevant posts in The L
Word fan groups. I argue that although the presence of lesbian disciplinary
formations is evident in the dominance of particular lesbian themes and
discourses, especially in regard to the repression and criticism of transgenders,
the presence of a minority of transgenders and transgender supporters in these
online communities who espouse rhetorics of inclusion signals the beginnings
of a shift in lesbian discourses on this issue. Scholarship on activism,
transgender activism, intimate partner violence activism, and deliberative
democracy is addressed.
In Chapter Six, I analyse the celebratory aspects of lesbian fan fic communities;
the sharing and celebrating of lesbian desires, dreams and loves. I also explore
the fan fic and the associated discussions in the forums. The exclusion of some
identity groups, and challenges to the authenticity of lesbian fan fic writers are
explored in this chapter. This chapter explores the themes that are interrogated
in Chapters Three and Four of the thesis—bisexuals, heterosexuals, same sex
intimate partner violence, and transgenders, and tests these findings of an
increasingly accepting and diverse lesbian community against the lesbian
imaginary represented by the fan fiction itself. I explore the question of whether
the espoused rhetorics of acceptance of diverse identities into lesbian
communities has been integrated into the shared fantasies in the posted fan
fiction. The commercialisation of large, online lesbian fan groups can work
both with and against deliberation and democracy in the groups. I explore
whether or not the fan fiction was censored because it may have offended
advertisers or members of the group, thus potentially affecting profits for the
owner of the group or the advertiser.
In the Conclusion, I suggest ways forward for both the scholarship on online
lesbian communities, and grass-roots activists. I propose that online lesbian
community spaces are a humble manifestation of a lesbian polis where
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engagement and participatory democracy are possible for people of diverse
identities and political positions.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review: Lesbian Community, Deliberative Democracy and Pluralism
On and Offline.
In this chapter, I review the literature on communities and counterpublics, and
explore the theoretical basis for the potential for deliberation and social change
for lesbian communities. The potential for civic engagement for participants in
online groups, as well as specifically for lesbians in online lesbian
communities, is also explored.
2.1 History of GLBT Tactics of Visibility and Representation
Dyer (1991) outlines the belief that positive representations of glbt lives can
lead to more positive acceptance for glbts, both within glbt and in mainstream
communities. He argues that many glbt people believe that representation can
never fully capture the complexity and messiness of glbt lives. But however
inadequate any representation may be, Dyer (1991, p.200) argues that many
glbts also believe that an increase in positive representations in popular culture
will lead to a decrease in homophobia:
Lesbian/gay culture has always had for the sake of political clarity to include assertions
of clear images of lesbian/gay identity, but it has also always carried an awareness of the
way that a shared and necessary public identity outstrips the particularity and messiness
of actual lesbian/gay lives. We have felt a need to authorize our own images, to speak
for ourselves, even while we have known that those images don’t quite get what any one
of us is or what all of us are.

Michael Warner (1993) is critical of gay and lesbian movement tendencies to
call for increased positive representations of gays and lesbians. He calls this the
“rainbow politics of representation” (1993, p.xix):
The language of multiculturalism and alliance politics has encouraged us to recognize
[…] differences, as in the slogan ‘race, class, and gender.’ The slogan, however, often
implies not alliance or intersection—much less structural relations of
incommensurability—but rather a fantasized space where all embodied identities could
be visibly represented as parallel forms of identity. This ethnicizing political desire has
exerted a formative influence on Anglo-American cultural studies in the form of an
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expressive pluralism that might be called Rainbow Theory. It aspires to a
representational politics of inclusion and a drama of authentic embodiment. There are
many worse things in the world than Rainbow Theory, but its standard of expressivist
pluralism results in several dangers, especially a reification of identity. Already people
speak as though ‘difference’ were in itself a term of value. (It isn’t). They also speak of
inclusion as though it were synonymous with equality and freedom. Exclusion plays
exactly the same role for expressive pluralism that discrimination played for high
liberalism; it reduces power to a formalism of membership. Marginal styles of
embodiment, even while they appear more in a public arena, therefore continue to do so
in a hyper-allegorized form: that is, as representing ‘race’ or ‘gender’ or ‘sexuality,’ now
interpreted as signs of inclusion and authenticity.

Warner (1993) argues that rainbow politics focuses on a utopian and unrealistic
version of glbt identities. He also argues that representations of apparent
inclusion of marginalised identity groups is read erroneously as these
marginalised identity groups having gained full citizenship rights. However, I
follow Richard Dyer (1991) in arguing that in spite of drawbacks to the politics
of positive representation, such as the reification of identity or the possibility of
a narrow range of representational possibilities, increases in representations in
popular culture of a diverse range of glbt identities and lives has the potential to
lead to a decrease in homophobia. The centrality of visibility in discussions of
glbt representation is evident, for instance, in Jose Arroyo’s (2007, p.67-68)
argument:
Representation is a key issue in lesbian and gay studies of film. The logic behind the
Gay Liberation Movement’s emphasis on ‘coming out’ was that it would make the
invisible visible and that such visibility, an alternative form of grass roots cultural and
political representations in itself, would help transform the ways gays and lesbians saw
themselves, how they were seen and how they were treated. In accordance with this
logic, how lesbians and gays are represented in film and other audio-visual material is
crucial.

The slight increase in queer representations in popular culture since the 1990s
in the United States and many other Western nations is still controversial, since
these representations are often controlled by powerful media owners, and are
often seen as a compromised, commodified version of queers, and lesbians in
particular (Ciasullo 2001; Sender 2003) As Danae Clark (1993) points out,
popular culture representations tend to offer a “chic” version of lesbian
identities, stripped of lesbian community politics and culture, and sold back to
lesbian communities as a commodity. Ann Ciasullo (2001, p.577) claims that
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recent increases in the representation of lesbians on television in the United
States have generally been of the “femme” lesbian, and that this not only makes
the “butch” invisible, it reinforces the “femme” as the object of male desire.
Catherine Sender (2003, p.334) argues further that the increasing representation
of lesbian bodies and lesbian sex in the commercial gay and lesbian media in
the United States is restricted to “normalizing” forms of sex such as “vanilla”
sex that is more acceptable to mainstream audiences than sex radical, non
“vanilla” sex. I would argue that these tendencies have extended into more
mainstream media in the few television series which have allowed a
representation of any form of lesbian sex, such as Queer as Folk and The L
Word.
I argue that the export of at least one season of The L Word to most countries
that did not actively censor gay and lesbian content from their small screens can
be claimed as a qualified and partial success of the tactics of the gay and lesbian
movement, visibility (Arroyo, 1997). Martin Meeker (2005) argues that the
tactic of visibility and coming out was initiated by American homophile
organisations in the 1950s. Meeker (2005) suggests that a “politics of
representation” evolved with the publication of lesbian pulp novels in the
1950s, in conjunction with debates generated by the “most visible lesbian
organization of the era,” the Daughters of Bilitis. These debates led to “new
ideas about how lesbianism should be portrayed to the mainstream public”
(Meeker 2005). Meeker (2005) argues that these politics of representation
continue to be expressed by contemporary organisations such as Gays and
Lesbians Against Defamation (GLAAD). The assumption underlying these
politics is that “the introduction of balanced and objective representations of
homosexuality held the power to change public opinion and thus legitimate
homosexual claims to equality” (Meeker 2005). The pulp fiction novels were
increasingly “frank and graphic” as print obscenity laws were challenged and
changed in “local, state and federal court decisions” in the United States.
Meeker (2005) argues that the assumption by the Daughters of Bilitis that
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public opinion about lesbians could be changed through representation fits into
a wider move by communication scholars of the time to conceive of public
opinion influence as “communication” rather than “propaganda.” This shift in
understanding audiences as capable of debate and interpretation assisted in the
development of the politics of representation (Meeker 2005). Munt (1998b, p.7)
argues that the stereotypes of the sad, sick lesbians embedded in the lesbian
pulp novels of the 1950s and 1960s are “transformed” in contemporary lesbian
novels into a happy “romantic hero.” Lesbians have a need to be represented as
“heroic” figures in lesbian texts to fight both internalized homophobia, and the
homophobia of the “dominant culture” (Munt 1998b, p.7).
The influence of images of glbts in popular culture, as discussed by theorists
such as Dyer (1993), McKee (2000) and Gross (1994), can be for good or for
ill. Some scholars argue that the invisibility or lack of “positive”1 (Capusto
2000; Gross 1994; Moritz 1991; Walters 2001) or “everyday” (McKee 2000)
images of lesbians or gay men can lead to poor self-esteem in lesbians and gay
men. “Positive” images of lesbians or gays may be incomplete or ideal or not
truly representative of actual lesbian or gay lives. However imperfect these
representations, they are seen by many in gay and lesbian communities as
necessary to challenge stereotypes and challenge homophobia in both
“mainstream” and gay and lesbian communities (Dyer 1993; Gross 2007). It is
argued that the more positively lesbians and gay men are viewed in society, the
less likely repressive legislation or policies are to thrive. The more negatively
they are viewed, the more likely it is that homophobic laws, policies or
practices will be implemented. Ralph Smith and Russell Windes (1999) suggest
that it is the middle ground—people neither pro nor anti gay—who can be
influenced or swayed by media representations of gay or lesbian lives or issues.
I argue that this may partially be the case with The L Word.

1

McKee (2000) notes that there are many problems with the concept of “positive” images identified by
feminist scholars such as Diane Waldman. Waldman (1990) argues that the concept of “positive”
representations of women is problematic in that the definition of “positive” may vary according to an
individual’s interpretation of a text.
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The inclusion of out lesbian characters, and the centring of a mainstream
television series on lesbians, implies at least a limited acceptance of lesbians as
a group. But it also suggests that the version of lesbian identities and
communities offered on mainstream television forms the limits of what is
acceptable or sayable about lesbians. Susan Hubert (1999) argues that the
representation of the character Ellen in the series of the same name expressed
the limits of what was sayable about lesbians in the mass media. For Hubert
(1999, p.33), it was the Anglo, middle-class, soft butch, apparently vanilla
lesbian who was acceptable:
Ellen’s coming out provides a good measure of what the entertainment industry
considers to be both within and off-limits for prime-time television portrayals of gays
and lesbians. Political statements, expressions of sexual attraction between members of
the same sex, and anything that might acknowledge that human sexuality encompasses
far more than romance and sexual activity are off-limits. Television shows about gays
and lesbians try to be consistent with the perceived consensus of moderate Americans.

The failure to screen the coming-out episode titled the “Puppy” episode in 1998 in regional
areas of Australia, as well as many other countries such as Mexico, France, Italy, Israel,
Austria, Belgium and Spain, suggested what was “acceptable” and “unacceptable” behavior
and viewing in those countries. An “out” lesbian actor and character was apparently
unacceptable.2

2.2 Representations and the Formation of Public Opinion
The argument that representations can change public opinion was researched
heavily by cultural and media studies scholars as well as propaganda
researchers from the 1940s on (Livingstone 2006).
Media and propaganda theorists such as Harold Lasswell argue that mass media
manipulate public opinion by directly injecting messages into the audiences,
who passively accept them (Livingstone 2006). However, research on
2

Some of these countries (Israel, Australia and Belgium) aired the fifth season of Ellen, including the
“Puppy” episode, a few years later (Walker 2001).
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propaganda conducted by Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson and Hazel Gaudet
([1944] 2003) finds that the formation of public opinion involves more steps
than this. Audiences are not necessarily directly influenced or manipulated by
the mass media. People who are undecided about whether to vote in an election,
or who to vote for, tend to follow “opinion leaders” in the formation of their
opinions. However, those “opinion leaders” themselves tend to be influenced
by representations in the media (Lazarsfeld, Berelson & Gaudet [1944]2003,
p.14). In 1955, Elihu Katz and Lazarsfeld demonstrated “that the supposedly
direct flow of mass media influence is mediated by preexisting patterns of
interpersonal communication in local communities” (Livingstone 2006, p.236).
Other studies on the effects of media on audiences include Charles Winnick’s
([1963]2003) study of the film The Man with a Golden Arm. He argues that
many factors come into play in an audience’s understanding of issues
represented in the film such as drug use. People’s opinions are influenced by
many factors such as their exposure to drug users, the neighbourhoods in which
they lived, experience of war, exposure to news about drug use, exposure to
public health campaigns and senate debates.
By contrast, the Marxist Frankfurt School theorists of mass culture Theodor
Adorno and Max Horkheimer ([1963]2004) argue that consumers of popular
culture are manipulated by the “culture industry” into consumption practices
and beliefs. Contemporary audience and fan studies, at times, draws on this
Marxist tradition. Robert Kozinets (2001), for instance, maintains that fans are
manipulated consumers. In contrast, Jenkins (1992) argues that fans are cultural
producers who “resist” mainstream media manipulations. Jenkins (1992) draws
in part on Stuart Hall’s (1986) concept of oppositional or resistant readings by
audiences. Hall (1986) argues that there are at least three ways that audiences
can interpret a text. One is a dominant or preferred reading, one is a negotiated
reading and one is resistant or oppositional. Jenkins (1992) argues that resistant
fans, through fan productions such as fan art, fan fic, and fan discussions,
“speak back” to powerful media producers. The resistant fan who publishes and
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produces media is one who participates in and promotes a more democratic
representation.
This strand of fan theory, which posits fans as empowered and resistant
consumers, underpins some of the scholarship on lesbian fandom (Gwenllian
Jones 2003; Hamner 2003). However, the other dominant strand of fan studies,
which sees audiences or fans as manipulated by or at least susceptible to
influence by popular cultural representations also influences many studies of
lesbian fandom. According to such scholarship, representations may influence
reactions to and opinions about lesbian lives, in both mainstream and lesbian
communities (Ciasullo, 2001; Dyer, 1993; Gross, 1994; McKee 2000; Walters,
2001).

2. 3 The Lesbian Imaginary
Underpinning my analysis of lesbian community is a conception of shared
cultural codes and I use Munt’s (1998b, p.54) concept of the “lesbian
imaginary” in order to analyse the manifestations of these cultural codes. Munt
(1998b p. 54) uses this concept to explain the way that lesbians fantasise or
imagine themselves or other lesbians. I use the concept of a lesbian imaginary
in ways that build on Munt’s (1998b) conception. I find the concept of a
lesbian imaginary a useful extension of a discussion of lesbian deliberation and
interaction. Beyond the negotiations over inclusions or exclusions or
interpretations of popular culture that occur in lesbian fan communities is a
celebration and a joy over the reworking and sharing of lesbian desire and
fantasies.
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The term “lesbian imaginary” is not common.3 However, a related term, “gay
imaginary” is employed by Bobbi Benedicto (2008) to analyse the ways that
gayness is imagined and constructed in the Philippines. Benedicto (2008, p.284)
draws on Arjun Appadurai’s definition of the imaginary in his analysis.
Appadurai (1996, p.31) defines the “imaginary” thus:
The world we live in today is characterized by a new role for the imagination in social
life. To grasp this new role, we need to bring together the old idea of images, especially
mechanically produced images (in the Frankfurt School sense); the idea of the imagined
community (in [Benedict] Anderson’s sense); and the French idea of the imaginary
(imaginaire) as a constructed landscape of collective aspirations, which is no more and
no less real than the collective representations of Emile Durkheim, now mediated
through the complex prism of the media.

The lesbian imaginary can be conceived of in a similar way to Appadurai’s
(1996) imaginary. Like the Frankfurt School’s idea of mechanically produced
images, the lesbian imaginary is produced (at least in part) by mass cultural
images and representations. Like Anderson’s (1991) conception of the
imagined community that relies on myths and symbols to understand itself as a
community, a lesbian community relies heavily on the imagination and fantasy
of a community. And like the French idea of the imaginaire, a lesbian
imaginary does involve collective representations. Emile Durkheim’s concept
of collective representations referred to shared cultural understandings of
symbols, images, rituals, myths and objects (Schmaus 2000). I argue that a
lesbian imaginary involves a shared understanding of a lesbian culture, and of
the images, myths, norms, and representations of that culture. My use of the
term lesbian imaginary most specifically relates to the shared lesbian cultural
space represented by the lesbian fan fiction communities of The L Word, where
fantasies of lesbian relationships, sex, and identities are shared and debated.

3

My use of the concept of the lesbian imaginary differs from the maternal or the female imaginary discussed
by Teresa De Lauretis (1994), who provides a complex psychoanalytic interpretation of the terms that
interrogates Freud’s use of the maternal and paternal imaginaries. This thesis does not use or engage with
psychoanalytic frameworks or concepts.
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2.4 Deliberation in Publics
Dryzek’s (2000) model of deliberative democracy has its roots in Jürgen
Habermas’s (1991) ideal democracy based on deliberation in the public sphere.
Dryzek (2000) traces this form of deliberation back to fifth-century BC Athens.
In Athens at that time, citizens deliberated in the public forums and assemblies
of the polis (Gutman 1993). The polis offered a space of public deliberation
that was restricted to male citizens who had been born in that city, and excluded
women and slaves (Mouffe 1992).
Habermas’s (1989) publics are based on deliberations in salons and other
spaces of debate for the bourgeois publics of eighteenth-century France,
although he also acknowledges that some anarchist and worker groups also
developed publics. Habermas’s (1989) publics challenged the power of
traditional landowners and the state by circulating and debating alternative
ideas. Habermas (1989) argues that before the Enlightenment, civil society was
based on capital, and was closely tied to the state and the interests of property
owners. The salons of eighteenth- century France were not based on capital,
and allowed equal interaction and deliberation between intellectuals and others.
These deliberations were public in that they led to publications. The salons and
the publications challenged the power of both the state and civil society. McKee
(2005, pp.9-10) argues that “civil society” is defined differently by different
theorists, including Habermas, but that a useful, working definition of the term
is:
those forms of social organizations which are not organized by the government—
communities, audiences, social groups, and so on. The public sphere is part of this civil
society—separate from the state.

Habermas (1989) argues that the rise of the mass media represses the ability of
people to deliberate in public, and public opinion is instead manipulated by
powerful media owners. This manipulation is a “refeudalization of politics”
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(Habermas 1989, p.195).4
Habermas’ (1991) notion of bourgeois publics is based around salons as sites
for utopian deliberation, where inequalities, coerced testimonies, and partisan
politics can be put aside in favour of careful consideration of particular issues.
Jodi Dean (2001, p.249) argues that social movements and groups based on
identity politics are necessarily “partial,” and do not meet the criteria for
impartial deliberations in the public sphere. Social movements also “target not
the state, but civil society itself” (Dean 2001, p.250). Hannah Arendt (Kateb
1984, p.119) argues that deliberation could be non-partisan if people entered the
deliberations with a willingness to see both sides of an issue, such as people on
a jury. I argue that even though lesbian groups are often partisan or partial,
they can still offer sites for deliberation. Within lesbian communities, lesbians
may take many positions on issues of concern to lesbians. Some of these
positions will be activist, attempting to enact a particular ideological position of
a social movement, identity group or community such as lesbian feminist or pro
transgender position; and some of these activisms will be in opposition to each
other.
Deliberation in online lesbian communities does not necessarily lead to
legislative change. John Rawls (1971) suggests that true sites of deliberation are
those that focus on constitutional and legislative issues. Rawls (1971) proposes
a “veil of ignorance” for these deliberations. This is designed so that people
carry out deliberations blind to each other’s identities, and put aside partisan
politics (Rawls 1971, p.136-137):
The idea of the original position is to set up a fair procedure so that any principles agreed
to will be just. The aim is to use the notion of pure procedural justice as a basis of
theory. Somehow we must nullify the effects of special contingencies which put men at
odds and tempt them to exploit social and natural circumstances to their own advantage.
4

McKee (2005) notes that Habermas has since retracted the thesis that the contemporary public sphere is
commercialized and compromised by the interests of capital because there are serious aspects of the
contemporary media that are concerned with politics, and there were trivial and popular aspects of eighteenthand nineteenth- century medias that Habermas ignored in his thesis.
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Now in order to do this I assume the parties are situated behind a veil of ignorance. They
do not know how the various alternatives will affect their own particular case and they
are obliged to evaluate principles solely on the basis of general considerations.

Deliberation in online lesbian communities does not meet Rawls’ criteria for
true deliberation. However, the understanding of online lesbian communities as
sites for deliberation is supported by Benhabib’s (1996) work on civic
associations and deliberative democracy. I argue that the deliberations in groups
in a liberal pluralist representative democracy could lead to both social and
legislative change. These communities can also provide spaces for debate and
the formation of identities and ethics. I argue that deliberations and
representations in online lesbian communities may ultimately but indirectly
influence legislative politics through the influence of public opinion. However,
the primary value of deliberation in the lesbian fan groups is debating the norms
of the groups themselves. This is in line with Benhabib’s (1996) deliberative
democracy, where people are more likely to reach some kind of agreement in
pluralist communities if they are able to deliberate over the norms that govern
that community.
2.5 Lesbian Communities or Counterpublics?
I have employed the term “community” as a political choice to describe the
lesbian groups that I studied. The use of the term “community” to describe
lesbian groups is a contentious one. Lesbian “communities” have long histories.
The study of lesbian “communities” by theorists such as Phelan (1989),
Susannah Dolance (2005), Nina Wakeford (1998) and Vera Whisman (1993)
influence my framing and understanding of the operations and interactions in
The L Word fan groups. Whisman’s conclusions (1993) echo those of Phelan
(1989; 1995)—that lesbian feminist or lesbian communities and identities
should be contingent and less exclusive. Whisman (1993, p.58) goes further
than Phelan in asserting that not only should these communities be contingent,
but also that they are already contingent and subject to change:
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[w]hat neither lesbian feminists nor lesbian queers seem to understand fully is that
sexual identities, and the political affiliations that rise from them, are always shifting and
contingent.

Whisman’s (1993) conclusion downplays the importance of lesbian identity in
assisting in the formation of lesbian community ideals and community. The
boundaries of lesbian communities may be subject to challenges and may over
time change to accommodate these challenges, but the need for fixed
boundaries to reinforce a sense of community and community values is
important at any given moment to its members.
Warner (1993) challenges the use of the term “community” to describe gay or
lesbian groups. Warner (1993, p.xxv) argues that queers cannot be said to form
“communities” because not all queers identify as belonging to a community, or
identified as queer before entering a queer community:
the way a group is defined has consequences for how it will be mobilized, represented,
legislated for, and addressed. Attempts have been made to use ‘nation,’ ‘community,’
even ‘ethnicity,’ just as ‘sexual orientation’ has often been used as though it were
parallel to ‘race’ or ‘sex.’ But in each case the results have been partly unhappy.[…]
Among these alternatives the dominant concept has been that of a ‘gay and lesbian
community,’ a notion generated in the tactics of Anglo-American identity politics and its
liberal-national environment, where the buried model is racial and ethnic politics. […]
[T]he notion of a community has remained problematic if only because nearly every
lesbian or gay remembers being such before entering a collectively identified space,
because much of lesbian and gay history has to do with noncommunity, and because
dispersal rather than localization continues to be definitive of queer self-understanding.
[…] Community also falsely suggests an ideological and nostalgic contrast with the
atomization of modern capitalist society. And in the liberal-pluralist frame it predisposes
that political demands will be treated as demands for the toleration and representation of
a minority constituency.

Warner (1993) forcefully criticises gay and lesbian movement theorists and
grass-roots activists for utilising the category of “community” to describe
divergent and diverse groups and individuals, many of whom would never
meet, and many of whom would never identify as part of a gay or lesbian
community or identity.
However, Warner (2002) invokes Benedict Anderson’s notion of an “imaginary
community” in his concept of a queer counterpublic. Anderson (1991) argues
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that nations are too large to provide a community in the sense of face-to-face
meetings or interactions for everyone, but that nations nonetheless are regarded
as communities that instil particular values and ethics in their members through
the use of symbols, myths and rhetorics.
Fraser (1993, p.5) argues that Habermas’s public sphere of salons of eighteenthcentury France, the bourgeois public sphere, did not represent women and the
working class, who continued to be excluded from decision making in “back
room” deals between “private interests.” Fraser (1993, p.8) argues that the
exclusion of many groups from the mainstream public sphere of decision
making led to the formation of “counterpublics:”
The bourgeois public was never the public... [T]here arose a host of competing
counterpublics, including nationalist publics, popular peasant publics, elite women’s
publics, and working-class publics.

Fraser (1993, p.14) also argues that:
[W]here social inequality persists, deliberative processes in public spheres will tend to
operate to the advantage of dominant groups and to the disadvantage of subordinates...
these effects are exacerbated where there is only a single, comprehensive public sphere.
In that case, members of subordinated groups have no arenas for deliberation among
themselves about their needs, objectives, and strategies. They have no venues in which
to undertake communicative processes that are not, as it were, under the supervision of
dominant groups. In this situation, they are less likely than otherwise “to keep their
wants inchoate.” This renders them less able than otherwise to articulate and defend their
interests in the comprehensive public sphere. ... [M]embers of subordinated social
groups—women, workers, peoples of color, and gays and lesbians—have repeatedly
found it advantageous to constitute alternative publics. I propose to call these subaltern
counterpublics in order to signal that they are parallel discursive arenas where members
of social groups invent and circulate counterdiscourses, so as to formulate oppositional
interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs.

Fraser’s conception of a subaltern counterpublic could have been applied to this
thesis; however, the notion of a lesbian community lends itself more easily to
an analysis of the potential for community to form. Debates over the norms of
those communities can be better applied to a conception of lesbian community
than a conception of a lesbian counterpublic, because those in counterpublics
do not necessarily interact with each other, and do not necessarily form norms.
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Lesbian groups on the internet, particularly those that can be searched without
joining, could be said to form part of the public sphere or Gitlin’s public
“sphericules.” The existence of these groups suggests that lesbian groups have
developed strategies for inclusion in the discursive fields that make up the
public sphere. They also suggest, however, that lesbians are not assimilated
into mainstream publics. The targeting of these groups to lesbians rather than
queers in general also suggests that a lesbian public is still to a degree separate
from a queer public or counterpublic. The writings of these groups, the forum
posts and fan fiction, could be said to be texts that form the basis of a lesbian
counterpublic. However, the interaction between the people on these groups
may have resulted in both deliberations, and in aspects of community such as
shared affective relations and the development of group norms. The concept of
deliberative democracy is applied to these groups as examples of lesbian
communities.
Warner’s (2002) conception of a counterpublic that was text-based could have
been applied instead. Warner (2002) specifically refutes a conception of a
counterpublic as a community. He argues that the difference between a
community or group and a counterpublic is the mode of address. A
counterpublic addresses an imaginary audience. Examples of this for a gay and
lesbian counterpublic would be a gay or lesbian magazine. The readership of
this magazine forms the counterpublic of this magazine. The subaltern or
stigmatised status of the readership is the element that would distinguish the
public from a counterpublic. The gay or lesbian magazine provides a discursive
space for the circulation of ideas of the counterpublic. Various strategies such
as letters to the editor, which could be real or written by the editor, would be
employed by a magazine to encourage the idea of circulating discourses in a
public.
Another difference between a public and a counterpublic for Warner (2002) is
the element of identity. For Warner (2002) the readers of a hunting and fishing
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magazine are a public, and may imagine themselves as part of mainstream
public. Warner (2002) argues that the readership of a gay or lesbian magazine
would imagine themselves as an identity group or counterpublic. This identity
is implied before the magazine is read. The magazine, however, is also
instrumental in forming a social imaginary that creates or reinforces a gay or
lesbian identity (Warner 2002). I argue in Chapter Six that fan fiction may
operate in this way. I could also argue that The L Word series operates in this
way for lesbians who watched the series. The representational strategies in the
series may lead to changes in lesbian identities. However, the para-texts of the
series, the fan communities which are generally outside of the control of the
production or cable company, suggests that the social imaginary of a lesbian
counterpublic is more complicated and resistant to the discourses circulated by
The L Word series. Fan editorials or blogs, or blogs from the moderators or
owners of the site, directly address an assumed readership. In this way, fan
editorials or blogs would meet Warner’s (2002) criteria for a counterpublic.
However, in the unofficial fan communities, fans interact with each other rather
than directly addressing an assumed readership. This interaction changes the
dynamic of the groups, and distinguishes them from a counterpublic. The
interaction suggests a community. I argue, following communitarians such as
Amatai Etzioni (2004, p.87) that smaller communities based on ethnicity,
sexuality and sometimes neighbourhoods or religions provide more than
symbolic memberships or identities. Communities reinforce ethics and values
so that individuals tailor their identities and their actions.
A communitarian description of lesbian communities is criticised for assuming
a utopian bond between all members of that identity group, even if they “do not
participate in communal activities” (Joseph, 2002, pp.xiii-ix). It is clearly not
the case that all lesbians would identify as belonging to a community, or
participate in lesbian groups or events. Factors such as geographic isolation,
disability, cultural or class difference, or difficulty in finding lesbian groups, as
well as the difficulty of negotiating with or entrance to lesbian groups all
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mitigate against the idea of a universal lesbian community. The many failures
of the promise of lesbian communities, including the exclusions and rejections
of members or potential members of those groups are in fact the subject of
much of this thesis. I do not espouse a utopian or universalising concept of
lesbian community, instead offering an exploration of lesbian community that
recognises both the successes and failures of the promise and hope associated
with the concept.
2.6 Deliberation and Social Change
I argue that civic engagement for lesbians, at a minimum, involves lesbians
engaging in public and semi-public spaces to deliberate and interact over issues
of interest to lesbians. Dryzek (2000) contends that a central criticism of
deliberative democracy is that if there are no structures to effect legislative
change, then there is no point to deliberation, especially for minorities, unless
they can use universal rhetorics to appeal to the majority. Dryzek (2000, p.78)
argues that deliberative or discursive democratic theory is criticised because
there is no apparent link between deliberation or contestations across discourses
and substantive social or legislative change:
One of the standard criticisms of deliberative democracy is that it is radically incomplete
as a model, because it specifies no mechanism for collective choice; we deliberate, and
then what?

Dryzek (2000, p.70) contends that the state may respond to changes, challenges
and “rhetorics” presented by arguments in the public sphere, including
arguments from alternative public spheres. The rhetoric invoked by the civil
rights movement in the United States in the 1960s is used as a successful
example of “[r]hetoric oriented to reciprocal understanding” (Dryzek 200, p.70)
that led to legislative change.
I argue that self-governing online lesbian communities provide a space for
deliberative debate. This space can be conceived of as part of Mark Poster’s
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(1997) new public sphere. Poster (1997) argues that there may be an argument
to be made that electronic forms of communication have enabled a form of
cybersalon. I argue, following Poster (1997), that the internet has opened up
access to public debates and some control by lesbians over their representations
in public. I also argue that there are drawbacks to any online self-governing
community. The suppression of minority view points and members is one of the
drawbacks of self-governing communities that are not governed by external
laws that limit discrimination. Netanel (2000) argues that one of the advantages
of offline representative democracy is that rule or repression by the dominant or
most popular is limited by the constitutional or legal rights of minorities.
Netanel (2000, pp.403-406) argues that self-governing online communities
have been idealised by promoters and supporters (whom he calls “cyberians”)
as providing a purer form of deliberative democracy than nation-states, but that,
in actuality, the operations of these communities resemble neo-liberal markets
rather than spaces for deliberation:
As cyberians describes it, cyberspace presents opportunities for translating individual
preferences into collective decision in ways that […] resemble more the operation of the
market than the polis.[…] In cyberspace, no less than in real space, consumer decisions
may represent an impoverished account of individuals’ true preferences for many types
of social goods... market failure is no less endemic to online decision making than to its
offline counterpart. In particular, the cyberanarchist vision would countenance some of
the very externalities that liberal democracy seeks to minimize, including status
discrimination and the suppression of minority viewpoints.

This argument could potentially be extended to online lesbian fan groups.
Membership of commercialised lesbian fan spaces could signal conformity to a
compromised neo-liberal form of commodified citizenship (Clarke 2000). The
issue of sexual citizenship, even if it involves compromises, is an important one
for this thesis.
2.7 Sexual Citizenship and the Lesbian Polis
Brenda Cossman (2007) argues that there are four dimensions to the concept of
sexual citizenship. One focuses on rights, another on belonging, and a third on
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the politics of sexuality. The fourth dimension for Cossman (2007, p.6) is, “the
transformation and privatization of political or democratic engagement.”
I argue that sexual citizenry involves lesbians actively engaging with each other
in communities in negotiation and debate, and possibly fighting for cultural
change. This conception of sexual citizenry has more in common with
Campbell’s (2007) conception. Campbell (2007) argues that queers demonstrate
actively engaged citizenry in an online group, Gay.com. However, Campbell
(2007) mentions but fails to interrogate issues of the commercialisation of the
Gay.com site. He minimises the implications of corporate censorship, which
limits engagement with the site through limiting the publication of articles to
people employed by the site.
The forms of civic engagement for queers possible under Campbell’s (2007,
p.203) taxonomy includes “calls to action” posts, to encourage queers to sign
petitions, attend rallies, or otherwise lobby in the political arena. Campbell
(2007) implies that deliberation in gay spaces is only important if it is
discussing legislative change. The deliberation within gay spaces themselves as
a means of contesting the meanings and tactics of queer communities and
identities is peripheral to Campbell’s (2007) discussion, but forms a central
concern of this thesis.
2.8 Lesbian Community: Power and Inequalities
It may be a stretch to claim that how identity-based communities represent
themselves could lead to any kind of social or legislative change. However, the
hope that increased visibility would lead to change has been expressed by
several theorists such as Suzanna Walters (2001), and Dyer (1993). I argue that
there is a potential for social change through the deliberations and contestations
within the groups themselves. How those groups deliberate, encourage debate,
or repress minority or divergent viewpoints ultimately affects the success or
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failure of those groups or communities.
Repression resulting from disciplinary formations leads to many forms of
rebellion and dissent. The rebellion and dissent over transgenders, sex radicals
and bisexuals in lesbian communities may be partially a result of the attempt to
repress and exclude these identities and practices from lesbian communities
(Phelan 1989; 2001). Phelan (1989, p.167) says of the lesbian feminist
communities of the 1970s-1980s:
Within the lesbian feminist community, membership is based on standards no less
restrictive than in the larger society, and these standards have so far not shown
themselves to be sufficiently unproblematic that their restrictiveness should be
overlooked. If anything, this community is under more pressure to justify its standards,
because it is less diffuse and more intimate than the heterosexual culture surrounding it.
The comparison to medieval society is apt in this regard. Excommunication was not
simply a matter of losing one’s political rights or one’s job; it involved the loss of the
structure of one’s life—friends, church, family, God. To the extent that lesbians form an
insular community, members face similar risks in challenging common beliefs. In
contrast, broader-based reform movements may work without insisting that participants
adhere to a particular way of life, thus leaving issues of other differences open to
discussion at a less volatile level.

These exclusions are one of the ways that lesbian communities govern
themselves, but the conflict that these exclusions generate often lead to
disintegration of or challenges to community mores and boundaries. These
conflicts and debates could be said to be one of the forms of democratic
deliberation within lesbian communities.
The majority of the literature on the structure of feminist or lesbian groups or
communities does not use the word “democracy,” but many of them do address
power inequalities based on identities such as class, race, ethnicity, gender, or
bisexuality within lesbian communities. Butler (1997) briefly invokes the word
democracy in relation to lesbian community in the article “Critically Queer,”
without interrogating the meaning of the word, or defining which type of
democracy she means. Butler (1997, p.15-16) contends that lesbian and other
queer communities would become increasingly democratic through the
challenges from identity groups which have conventionally been excluded from
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or marginalised by lesbian and other queer communities, such as non-white
queers:
[I]t remains politically necessary to lay claim to “women,” “queer,” “gay,” and
“lesbian,” precisely because of the way these terms … lay their claim to us prior to our
full knowing. Laying claim to such terms will be necessary to refute homophobic
deployments of the terms in law, public policy, on the street, in “private” life. But the
necessity to mobilize the “necessary error of identity” (Spivak’s term) will always be in
tension with the democratic contestation of the term which works against its deployment
in racist and misogynist discursive regimes. If “queer” politics postures independently of
these other modalities of power, it will lose its democratizing force. […] That it can
become such a discursive site whose uses are not fully constrained in advance ought to
be safeguarded not only for the purposes of continuing to democratize queer politics, but
also to expose, affirm, and work the specific historicity of the term.

Democracy for Butler (1997) appears to be the ceding of power over the
meaning of queer (and other identity groups under the queer umbrella) to
challengers to those groups. Anti-racist or anti-misogynist challenges to queers
could democratise queer communities under this model. This begs the question:
would democracy be the blind, utopian democracy of equals assumed by liberal
democratic theory,5 but, in contrast to traditional liberal democratic theory, be
applied only to queer communities? It also begs the question of whether queer
communities would be utopian spaces of equality on the basis of gender and
race, but continue to be separate from a homophobic, mainstream community.
Butler (1997) appears to expect that queer communities would become
democratic through the majority changing their opinions, discourses, and
practices after listening to the anti-racist and anti-misogynist arguments of the
minorities and excluded. This could be said to be a version of Young’s (1997)
communicative democracy, where communications from a minority could
persuade a majority to abandon positions of power and practices of exclusion.

5

Traditional liberal democratic theory that argues that the foundation of democracy is a set of universalistic
principles that are blind to individual or community differences. This theory would assert that the recognition
of identities such as gender or racial identities would count against blind justice and democracy. Power
differences are an obvious flaw in liberal democratic models (Young 1990). As Young (1990) points out,
minority groups tend to be oppressed even in liberal democracies.
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The expectation that the powerful within glbt or queer communities should (or
could) abandon positions of power has been an ongoing one in those groups,
and historically this project of challenging unequal power relations within
lesbian communities was done through processes of debate, confrontation, and
consciousness-raising. The principle of equal access to decision making
processes is embedded in much feminist thought and action, particularly since
the challenges to Anglo, middle-class feminists in the early 1970s by feminist
groups in the United States such as Radicallesbians (Shugar 1995), and the
Combahee River Collective ([1978]1992). Early second-wave feminists worked
hard using models of consciousness-raising adopted from New Left groups to
interrogate their own beliefs and to behave in ways that supported feminist
goals (Evans 1980, p.134). An integral part of this inclusive approach was
decision-making that included all members of a group, not just the most
outspoken or educated. Robin Morgan (1970) argues that a combination of
consciousness-raising and deliberate attempts to be inclusive in feminist groups
led to equality in the groups. I argue that this expectation, however inexpertly
or inadequately realised, is still in operation in many feminist and lesbian
groups. These expectations of some lesbian fans—of fair, supportive or
politicised online lesbian communities—are negotiated by the owners and
moderators of the groups through various tactics and with varying levels of
success.
Some of the literature on lesbian communities addresses decision-making
within those communities, but these analyses are concerned with the political
models which formed the basis of those communities, such as the lesbian
separatist communities of the 1970s. Carr (1996, p.139) argues that the
theoretical underpinnings of separatist communities, particularly the emphasis
on consensual decision-making, ultimately led to their dissolution:
[S]eparatists did not devise processes or structures that would have allowed them
effectively to resolve the grievances that inevitably arose. In fact, certain practices, such
as decision making by consensus, actively stifled the full exploration of difference,
tending either to coerce conformity or lead to painful purges of community members.
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Lesbian community norms can be seen in expectations of equality in lesbian
groups. Other lesbian community norms could include the expectation that
lesbian groups will engage in some kind of consciousness-raising (even though
this term is no longer in common use) to address inequalities based on class,
race, disability, age, or some other form of inequality, and that those with
power will cede that power to the less powerful through confrontation or debate
(Carr 1996).
Dissent and governance in lesbian online community spaces are linked in
important ways to offline lesbian community expectations, experiences, and
traditions. Lesbian community expectation of consensus (or at least, of a vote in
how the community was run) has its roots in the mixed-gender counterculture
movement of the 1960s in the United States. The counterculture movement was
infused with ideals of self-governing communities that aimed for equality in
their interactions. And the counterculture also has significant links to the
development of the internet, at least in its early stages: Fred Turner (2005)
points out that Howard Rheingold, one of the founders of the theory of bottomup democracy on the internet, was part of the countercultural movement. I
argue that the lesbian separatist models of self-governing communities that
strived for equality in decision making were similar to those of Rheingold’s
(1993) countercultural movement, and that a diluted version of these models is
observable in the online groups.
Some of the literature and concepts involved in the study of lesbian community
are similar to some of the literature and concepts of early studies of internet
communities, even though the early internet studies were implicitly
heterosexual. Principles of collectives or consensus based decision-making
form the basis of some of these literatures. Consciousness-raising and
expectations of equality between women were explicitly outlined in secondwave women’s movement literature, such as Marge Piercy’s (1975) “Getting
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together: How to Start a Women’s Liberation Group.” Piercy (1975, p.1)
explicitly addressed the negotiations around leadership and the need to act:
Ever since we could hear, we have been told what to do by parents, school teachers,
employers and mates. We need to make our own decisions and we need to learn to work
cooperatively, to create new structures for making decisions and relating to others. No
one woman is “leader.”

Piercy (1975, p.1) also addressed the issue of the expectations for equality and
respect across “ethnic” and “class” differences:
Class or ethnic differences can create static. Some women are more emotional, louder,
less inhibited in feelings and choice of words and expression. Other women may
experience these women as ‘violent’ emotionally. More expressive women in turn may
feel the group is trying to make them act more middle class, more traditionally feminine.
Most of us are trained to judge all behaviour from a middle-class perspective and
anything that deviates from that we condemn without even thinking about it.

The group that Piercy was writing with, The Outreach Committee: Cape Cod
Liberation, was a feminist group of lesbians, bisexuals and heterosexual
feminists. Piercy’s feminist activism grew out of her experiences in left-wing
mixed gender groups of the New Left (Lauret 1992). Some feminist and lesbian
feminist groups of this time had similar ideals around principles of collectivism
and consensus.
Stacey Sowards and Valerie Renegar (2004) argue that feminists continue to
employ tactics of consciousness-raising using rhetorics to influence public
opinion in larger and more public forms than the small consciousness-raising
groups of the 1970s. These public forms include books and mass media
settings. Sowards and Renegar (2004) also argue that there are many forms of
feminism in operation in the new millennium, and that consciousness-raising
practices can be operation in support of diverse forms of feminism. I argue that
principles of collectivism as well as consciousness-raising appear to inform the
debates in The L Word fan communities.
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2.9 The Development of the Internet and Ideals of Participatory Democracy and Self
Governing Communities
Roger Hurwitz (1999) argues that the internet at its inception was seen as potentially
increasing real democracy for its users, because “decision makers” would listen to the
newly empowered, articulate “netizen:”
The term netizen, coined in 1994 on the basis of Internet and citizen, refers to an Internet user and
suggests that as the Internet became a center of power, it would confer a new sociopolitical identity on
its users, as the city did for citizens.

Hurwitz (1999) argues that the many claims for the utopian potential of the internet are
flawed, that both communitarians and libertarians (who are by implication liberals) have
made these claims about internet forums, but that the actual online debates have not
realised this potential because of “the absence of social and legal traditions that define
acceptable online rhetoric and debate.”
Eli Noam (2005, pp.57-58) argues that the internet is bad for democracy, and fails to
facilitate political, participatory action because of inequalities of access to the internet, as
well as the plethora of voices on the internet:
And if everybody speaks, who will be listened to? Thus, any effectiveness of early users will soon be
matched by their rivals and simply lead to an expensive and mutually stalemating political arms-race
of investment in customization techniques and new-media marketing technologies.

Jenkins and David Thorburn (2003) also argue that online groups are actually often
stratified in similar ways to offline cultures, with people attracted to groups that reflect their
own interests, identities, and politics. According to Jenkins and Thorburn (2003, p.12), the
democratic potential of online cultures is limited by this stratification and splintering into
interest groups, so that even though the internet opens up the media to a variety of voices,
these voices are often too dispersed to effect real social change:
Is there any place on the Web where the whole world is watching? The Web is a billion people on a
billion soap boxes all speaking at once.
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Rheingold (2000) argues that deliberation in the public sphere is potentially increased
through interaction on the internet. However, public opinion is partially shaped by access to
news, and so many sources on the internet are unreliable or commercialised. For Rheingold
(2000, p.175-176), informed citizen journalists need to continue to promote access to
alternative news sources:
The sophisticated and wholesale manufacture of public opinion, and the domination of popular media
by electronic spectacles, had damaged the public sphere just as industrial pollution has damaged the
biosphere. I believe the foundations of democracy have been eroded [..] [T]he immense power of
television as a broadcaster of emotion-laden images, combined with the ownership of more and more
news media by fewer and fewer global entertainment conglomerates, has reduced much public
discourse, including discussions of vital issues, to soundbites and images. Opinion-shaping techniques
originated in the print media, but truly grew into their present degree of power during the era of
broadcast media. Now that the internet has turned every desktop computer into a potential global
printing press, multimedia broadcasting station and place of assembly—what will change? Will citizen
communications via the internet be commodified, co-opted or shaped? Have citizen forums been
neutralized already, or were they never any threat to centralized control of public opinion? Are manyto-many media less easily manipulable than mass media, or does the manipulation simply come in a
different form? Which way can the internet go? When the present turbulence clears, who will have
more power because of the internet? Is there a concrete way of preserving a universally accessible
public area in a rapidly privatizing internet?

Turner (2006) argues that the perceived potential for the internet to create truly democratic
interactions between users was a result of both the technologically determinist narratives of
the corporations and the United States government who first developed the World Wide
Web, and the press that hackers, net users and programmers with countercultural ideals
were achieving. Turner (2005, p.488) argues that early communitarian ideals proposed by
internet community pioneers such as Howard Rheingold were influenced by the
countercultural backgrounds of the individuals founding those groups. Turner (2005, p.488)
describes the group The Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link (The WELL) that Howard Rheingold
first joined and studied as based on 1960s and 1970s ideals of non-hierarchical
communities that resisted hegemonic state institutions and power. There was an offline
basis for this online community: Americans in rural communes and also their suburban and
city countercultural counterparts (2005, p.489). The WELL was itself an extension of
offline journal, The Whole Earth Catalog, a publication which brought together a
geographically diverse network of counterculturalists (2005, p.488-489). Turner (2005,
p.489) argues that:
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the countercultural celebration of small-scale technologies as tools for the transformation of
consciousness and community came to undergird popular understandings of early computer networks.

Turner (2005, p.487) argues that most subsequent scholarly works on virtual communities
reference Rheingold, without exploring or even usually mentioning the countercultural
element of WELL. He suggests that much of the literature on virtual communities argues
that the technology helps to create online communities which helps to counter the
alienation of modern society. He argues, however, that most of this literature does not
explore the offline countercultural movement that early internet communities such as The
WELL were based on. Critics are therefore transposing a model of community that was
explicitly invoked in the one Rheingold examined onto communities that are not similarly
informed by countercultural ideals of community.
The internet was developed in the United States while the discourses of the New Left were
still influential on some left-wing or countercultural groups. The ideals of utopian, selfgoverning communities which were governed using consensus-based models or bottom-up,
“grass-roots” discursive democracy emerged in part from the discourses and practices of
New Left groups such as Students for a Democratic Society (Saco 2002, p.39-40):
The SDS proposed a “participatory democracy” […] that sought to relocate political power where it
properly existed—among the people (universally conceived)—and where, as it turned out, that public
power could be its most strikingly visible—among the literally tens of thousands of bodies that
gathered throughout the 1960s to march in protests on the sidewalks […]. This remapping proposed a
more localized, noninstitutional, and distributed political space (or better: spaces), where individuals
could meet face-to-face, deliberate matters, and arrive at a consensus that would have real
consequences at other levels (i.e. at the centre of government). What SDS proffered, in short, was a
bottom-up, in the streets democracy that would begin at the grass-roots and march on Washington.

Diana Saco (2002) argues that early models of participatory democracy were based in part
on left-wing United States student groups of the 1960s, such as Students for a Democratic
Society, who argue for bottom-up, consensus based models of democracy (2002 p.39-40).
2.10 Internet Communities and the Need for Governance
The question of whether or not people can be truly engaged in a community
while sitting alone at a computer has been a contentious one in the scholarship.
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Seminal internet community theorists such as Rheingold (1993) contend that
community can form online. Rheingold’s contention is challenged by other
scholars such as Derek Foster (1997), who argues that there are many examples
of failures of online communities, and that the medium does not allow for deep,
affective relationships to develop or enable ongoing communities. Foster (1997,
p.25) questions the potential for groups on the internet to form true
communities through computer-mediated communication (CMC) that offer a
shared sense of self and a community bonds:
The context of CMC necessarily emphasizes the act of imagination that is required to
summon the image of communion with others who are often faceless, transient, or
anonymous. In this regard, asking questions of the social-psychological aspects of CMC
are frequently useful. Such questions allow us to place Rheingold’s earlier ‘social
aggregations’ in perspective, and to ask to what extent these can be seen as public or
private expressions.
The term ‘community’ is broadly used to refer to an ideal of the type of social relations
known as Gemeinschaft, the embryo of which is to be found in the relations of kindred
individuals ... the term embodies a set of voluntary, social, and reciprocal relations that
are bound together by an immutable ‘we-feeling.’ […] Community, then, is built by a
sufficient flow of ‘we-relevant’ information. The ‘we’ or collective identity that results
is structured around others who are seen as similar to the ‘me.’ In this sense, community,
like any form of communication, is not fully realized without a conception of self.

Foster (1997, p.30) focused on the example of a failure of an internet group
Santa Monica’s Public Network (PEN) to show that true community is not
possible online.
While I acknowledge the many failures of online communities identified by
theorists such as Foster (1997), I argue, along with many other scholars such as
Etzioni (2004), Feenberg and Bakardjieva (2004) and Andrea Kavanaugh
(2002), that communities can and do form online. Baym (1998, p.35) argues
that the reluctance to accept the existence of online communities by many
academics in the 1990s was a result of the focus on the use of CMC for
organisations in much of the early research, which argues that “computers were
inherently inhospitable to social relationships.” Discourses of the destruction of
offline communities and the alienation and isolation of computer users in
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inadequate online substitute communities also abounded in popular culture and
some academic literature (Baym, 1998, p.36). Baym (1998, p.36) argues that:
The dominant concern regarding most criticism of on-line community is that in an
increasingly fragmented off-line world, on-line groups substitute for ‘real’ (i.e.
geographically local) community, falling short in several interwoven regards [for
example […] their homogeneity [… and ] lack of moral commitment.

The claim, then, that online groups can form communities, is a controversial
one in some academic literature. Baym (1998) however, argues that in spite of
these criticisms, online groups are legitimate communities in as much as any
offline group is a community. The group that Baym (1998, p.62) studied, a
female specific soap opera fan group called R.a.t.s
developed forms of expression that enable them to communicate social information and
to create and codify group-specific meanings, socially negotiate group-specific
identities, form relationships that span from the playfully antagonistic to the deeply
romantic and that move between the network and face-to-face interaction, and create
norms that serve to organize interaction and to maintain desirable social climates.

Rheingold (2000) argues that the online communities that were built up soon
after the internet was developed governed themselves in the bottom-up style of
participatory democracy, but that these early “civilised” communities were
hijacked with the development of the World Wide Web and higher numbers of
people participating in online groups. Rheingold (2000) argues that these
groups could remain civilised online communities with the potential for
democratic interaction only if there was strong leadership and role modelling
from established members of the groups to keep the groups focused.
The evolution of increasing control by owners or moderators over online groups
is traced by several theorists, such as Elizabeth Reid (1999), Anna DuVal Smith
(1998), and Julian Dibbell (2001). Reid (1999, p.118) argues that the failures of
online communities—for example the much-publicised hijacking of Multi User
Domain (MUD) communities by members enacting virtual violence—led to
increasing control of virtual groups by owners and moderators as well as to
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extreme measures of public humiliation by online groups of members who did
not adhere to the agreed social norms of the group. One of the reasons for the
development of moderator controls over online forums is the issue of safety.
The protection of members of lesbian online groups from harassment from men
is one of the functions of moderated lesbian groups. The protection of
members of lesbian targeted fan groups from harassment involves active
moderators as well as strict moderation policies. As well as formal controls,
members agree to social contracts in the form of membership or user
agreements, and owner and moderator functions such as expelling or banning
individuals or censoring or removing posts. Informal control of the groups can
be seen in flame wars, which make some of the unspoken assumptions and
norms in the groups explicit (Jenkins [2002] 2004). I argue that flame wars
reveal explicit attempts to persuade, enlighten or repress others by members of
the groups. The governance of these flame wars by moderators or owners also
reveal spoken and unspoken rules of the groups, and potentially reveal the
limits of their democratic interaction. I argue that since flame wars are forms of
contestation, argument and engaged discussion, they can be seen as examples of
deliberative democracy. The closing of flame wars in online groups by
moderators or owners, while sometimes necessary, is a constraint on the
deliberative potential of online groups.
There is scholarship on flame wars and female specific internet groups that
suggests that women do not flame, and that they have a specific communicative
style that encourages polite interaction and discourages arguments (Baym 1998;
Herring 1996). Baym (1998) argues that flame wars are discouraged on the
female-dominated fan groups that she studies, and that this enables the
development of community through the building of affective relationships and
the development of group norms. Offline interactions of women are addressed
by Young (1997), who argues that argument and confrontation is a masculinist
model for deliberation, and that women and other subaltern counterpublics are
more likely to use rhetoric, greeting, and storytelling to deliberate. The
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assumption that arguments are not conducive to deliberation for women entails
a stereotype of femininity in both Young (in Dryzek, 2000) and Baym (1998).
Baym (1998) contends that the female-centred fan groups that she studies do
not flame, but that they are actively involved in shaming posters who transgress
group norms. I would label this shaming the enactment of disciplinary
formations to enforce community norms.1 I contend that arguments and
confrontations are more indicative of deliberative democracy for any gender
than Young (1997) believes. I also contend that shaming group members to
impose group norms against flaming could itself be considered a form of
flaming (Walker 2009). This would suggest that flaming is common even in the
female-specific fan groups that Baym (1998) studies. The alternative to this
view (which is proposed by Baym 1998, along with Herring 1996) is that there
is a female-specific form of online interaction which is non-confrontationist and
polite. There are obvious criticisms that could made of this view—the potential
for tricksters of any gender to participate in these groups, as well as the
diversity of communication styles even among heterosexual women. Rhiannon
Bury (2005) mentions that the middle-class members of the female-only fan
groups that she studies tend to exclude potential or new members who do not
conform to established group norms. The implication of this observation is that
some female-only fan groups have used various methods to ensure a
homogeneity of communicative style, possibly one that conforms to Western,
heterosexual female norms.
There are other potential problems, such as the use of essentialized feminine
gender traits, in the idea of non-confrontationalist heterosexual female only
groups. Fan academics report many conflicts and flame wars in fan groups
(Cassetta 2000). Under a model of female-specific communicative styles,
lesbians would presumably be expected to have no, or few, flame wars. The

1

Christina Tarnopolsky (2007, p.288) argues, counter to this, that shaming is an essential element of a
deliberative democratic process, and that it is shame itself that makes “the outcome of our political
engagements with others uncertain and unsettling, even while they make possible the kind of self-reflexivity
necessary to foster the deliberative virtue of sincerity or truthfulness.”
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actuality of confrontations and flame wars in lesbian fan groups would imply
that lesbians have a different way of relating online than heterosexual women—
that as individuals posting, as well as members of lesbian communities, they
have a tendency towards masculinist models of deliberation and interaction, a
theory I do not support (Walker 2009). If this were the case, where would
transgender interactions fit into this model? Kunstman (2007) argues that a
transgender member of a glbt forum practiced gender-specific forms of trolling2
and flaming which empowered the individual posting, helped to create a sense
of community, but also frightened other participants because of the
aggressiveness of the posts. While Kuntsman (2007) may be correct about the
specific case of that transgender member under discussion, the argument cannot
be extended to all transgenders, since there is no unified gender identity for
transgenders. The issue of whether one gender is more argumentative than
another in online groups would also be a difficult one to prove.
The issue of argument and deliberation in The L Word online groups
illuminates important aspects of group norms and the potential or otherwise for
democratic interaction in these groups, rather than proof of essentialized
gender- or sexuality-specific models of interaction. Flame wars provide
examples where group norms are highlighted, where moderators and/or
assertive members attempt to enforce their opinions on others. But they may
also be interactions that lead to changes of opinion and changes to the
communities involved.
2.11 Conclusion
A recurring theme in the scholarship on deliberative democracy and
communitarianism is whether or not communities offer the potential for
deliberation, democracy, or social change. Whether or not activist groups,
social movements or minority communities are themselves autocratically run is

2

Trolling is an online practice of deliberately baiting a group, trying to start an argument.
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not often subject to interrogation, but I would argue it is these groups more than
others that would expect equality in their operations. The operations of power,
repression, and dissent should be explicit in the deliberations in these
communities. The following chapter explores what type of communities The L
Word fan groups formed. Questions such as whether the communities were
purely online or if they were global are addressed. Other questions such as
whether the communities were diverse are also addressed. Did they allow or
enable support for bisexual women? Did they allow or enable interaction
between bisexual women and lesbians?
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Chapter 3 A More Inclusive Community? Bisexual and Heterosexual Women in the
Lesbian Forums

This chapter explores what type of community was formed in L Word forums,
and whether minority identities were accepted, welcomed, excluded or
disciplined in these groups. The policies of the different unofficial The L Word
fan groups varied in their acceptance or otherwise of heterosexual women,
transgenders, or any men, but all of the groups welcomed and encouraged
lesbian and bisexual women members. In this chapter, I explore what type of
community constitution was enabled or encouraged in the forums, and whether
or not this community imposed lesbian disciplinary formations against bisexual
and heterosexual members.
Lesbian fan groups potentially enable community, but a community that is
constrained on a number of levels. Crispin Sartwell (2002, p.48) argues that
communities are constituted as much by who is excluded as by who is included.
Sartwell (2002, p.48, 53) argues that true communities can only be formed
through the “ejection” or “self-ejection” from the “dominant pseudocommunity” of white heterosexuals. Members of the mainstream cannot form a
community beyond that of empty, rhetorical “national” or “global”
communities—groupings too large to work as effective communities (Sartwell
2002, p.48). Marginal or “subalternate” communities are formed through their
compulsory or voluntary ejection from the mainstream. This ejection
contributes to a sense of cohesion in the “subalternate” community, but rarely
to a sense of “shared values” (Sartwell 2002, p.52). Sartwell (2002, p.53)
claims that the “subalternate communities themselves practice various forms of
exclusion,” without elaborating on the forms these exclusions take. Online
lesbian fan groups would qualify as subaltern communities according to
Sartwell’s (2002) criteria, and be expected to practice exclusions, but the
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possibility for shared values determining the type of exclusions is not explored
by Sartwell.
Claims that gay, lesbian or queer communities form online, or that glbt groups
form online as an extension of or precursor to offline glbt or queer
communities, are not challenged by scholarly literature in the same way that
claims to more mainstream communities forming online have been challenged
by theorists such as Foster (1997), who argues that attempts to form true
communities online ultimately fail. There is scholarly work questioning
whether queers can be regarded as communities, such as that by Warner (1993)
that I discussed in Chapter Two, but this is not applied to literature regarding
online queer groups.
The criticisms of participation in mainstream (non-queer) online groups, the
stereotype of the loner absorbed in their computer to the detriment of
participation in true, offline community is not applied to glbts participating in
internet groups. The internet is said to have challenged the isolation of young
queers who would, without internet connections with other queers, be isolated
in their homophobic offline communities. A year after Rheingold (1993)
published one of the first scholarly essays arguing for the existence of online
community, Steve Silberman published a piece in Wired Magazine called
“We’re Here, We’re Queer, and We’ve got Email” ([1994] 2001). Silberman’s
article discusses the coming-out/coming into an online community of gays for a
teenage boy in the United States, “John Teen 0,” and a young lesbian, Kali,
who was saved from suicide by friends she met in an online lesbian group.
Silberman ([1994] 2001) argues that gay and lesbian cyberspace groups are
utopian community spaces where gay and lesbian teens can network with each
other, fight depression and teen suicide, fight homophobes, engage in
legislative battles for gay rights, find adult mentors, fight paedophiles in online
gay groups, combat the previous isolation of gay and lesbian teens outside of
major gay centres such as San Francisco, and establish global gay communities.
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Silberman ([1994] 2001) neglects to investigate limits to internet access by
queers due to money, internet censorship, or censorship by families or
workplaces. He also does not suggest that online gay or lesbian groups feature
any dissent or exclusionary practices. Later scholarship on queer groups on the
net from Jonathon Alexander (2002a,b), Alison Frailberg (1995) and Sara
Gwenllian Jones (2003) similarly do not question the potential for online queer
groups to empower participants and provide utopian queer communities.
Gwenllian Jones (2003) argues that fan sites that formed around the television
series Xena: Warrior Princess became politicised lesbian communities, without
problematizing these communities in any way. This finding was supported by
Hamner (2003) who researched an online fan group, Xenasubtexttalk, that
involved people of all sexualities but included many lesbians. Hamner (2003)
discovered through in-depth interviews of several women that some women
who spent many hours online in the group formed relationships offline, and
several of these women left heterosexual marriages for women they met
through the fan group. The fan group in that instance provided an initial
meeting place for the women, who also found support from the group for the
coming-out process. Hamner’s (2003) research celebrates lesbian identities
without interrogating lesbian community norms or questioning previous
scholarship on the utopian nature of lesbian fan sites.
Unlike the Xena fan sites studied by Hamner (2003), there were few reports of
offline romances resulting from The L Word fandom in the forums that I
studied, but this may mean that people who have met and formed relationships
have chosen to keep that private rather than share it with the group. Invitations
to offline events are not always responded to by many participants in the
forums. This suggests that the online community was of more importance to
participants than the chance to meet up offline. The most popular offline events
were directly related to The L Word, such as fan conventions, and occasional
invitations to fans to be involved as extras in specific episodes, suggesting that
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the series and fans’ relations to the series was more important to many of them
than the chance of forming offline relationships with each other.
The implied claims by scholars such as Hamner (2003) that lesbian Xena fan
sites have offered a utopian, politicised lesbian community are also put into
question by fans who published critiques of television shows such as Xena on
the web in fan journals such as Whoosh. These fans could be termed “fan
academics,” a term used by Hills (2002). Hills differentiates between academics
who are also fans, publishing in refereed and non- refereed journals—
“academic fans”—and fans who are probably not employed as academics, and
who publish in journals that may not be recognised as academic by the
academy—“fan academics.” “Fan academics” such as Debbie Cassetta (2000)
believe that the cliques, flame wars, and control of the sites by executive fans
meant that the sites were not utopian, and were not manageable, ongoing
communities. Disputes between fans who supported a lesbian reading of Xena
and those who opposed a lesbian reading of Xena were also common in some
Xena fan sites.
Many of the posts to The L Word fan forums expressed a longing for an
imaginary/utopian community. This longing is indicative of wider lesbian
longings for a sense of community. Munt (1998a, p.3-4) argues that in the
United States, lesbians of the 1970s developed a longing for an imaginary
community or nation that:
provided a rhetoric of empowerment, and most significantly a cognitive space, for
women experiencing displacement from American culture. Further, as an imagined
community, it was a metaphor of movement, of aggregation, of transit and progress to a
state of belonging. It provided the sense of a bounded, shared identity of resistance
which was conceptualised in relation to other political protest movements of the 1960s,
notably the Black Civil Rights Movement, drawing from the longing of other excluded
identities for their place in American society.

The element of lesbian community that is most praised and envied in The L
Word fan group posts is the friendship between the main characters in the
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series. Some of the posts ask whether or not those kinds of friendships are even
possible. The series represented a lesbian community of friends, acquaintances,
and networks of strangers connected through intimate relationships (both past
and present) and manifested in attendance at frequent public and private
lesbian-centred events, such as an Olivia Cruise, many women’s sporting
events, both amateur and professional, including the Dinah Shore golf classic,
art exhibitions, and coffee shops. The community of The L Word series is
predominantly middle-class, and non-lesbian identified characters have various
difficulties. This community may or may not reflect life in middle-class, lesbian
communities in Los Angeles, but does appear to reflect the desire of many of
the fans of the series, some of whom expressed a longing for those types of
friendships or access to those types of venues, particularly the lesbian-centred
coffee shop, as well as time to socialise on that scale.
In The L Word series, lesbians in a particular geographic area are quite likely to
meet (and sleep together, as well as form friendships and relationships). But
many fans were unlikely to meet many lesbians outside of their own circle.
Dolance (2005) argues that lesbian fans of a sporting team liked attending
games because the number of visible lesbian fans there gave them a sense of
community, even if they were never likely to actually meet. Dolance (2005,
p.74-75) argues that attempts to build lesbian communities, either on or offline,
have become far more “decentred” and fragmented since 1970s attempts to
build lesbian feminist communities. Lesbian communities are now “difficult to
locate” but present in events such as Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival,
lesbian bars, lesbian online groups, and women’s sporting events (Dolance
2005, pp.74-75).
Wakeford (1998) and Kathryn McKenna (1998) both argue that online lesbian
communities offer a space where women can practice their lesbian identities
before being faced with either homophobia or lesbians with more subcultural
knowledge who may regard that woman as an “inauthentic” lesbian. Wakeford
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(1998) studies a small online lesbian community which she claims offers a
potential (but not realised) utopia. Wakeford (1998) claims that the lesbian
community itself is a site of resistance to hegemonic masculinities and
heterosexuality, but that the practices of both on and offline lesbian community
spaces are far from utopian, and that women experience problems trying to
access lesbian community events. Wakeford (1998) implies that interactions,
both on and offline, are controlled by lesbians with more subcultural
knowledge. Wakeford (1998, p.179, 190) concludes that:
Much of the research on lesbian identity and community suggests that interaction with
any ‘visible’ lesbian culture (traditionally bars, clubs, women’s rallies and women’s
events) is an integral part of lesbian identity development. Perhaps the significance of
BACD [Bay Area Cyberdykes] is not whether the participants believe the list is a
community or not, but the process through which their experience of lesbian identities is
locally and continually confirmed or challenged. A recent study concluded that
accessing geographically situated lesbian culture was not a straightforward process, and
there is no evidence to suggest that on-line lesbian culture is any more homogenous or
stable. […] [R]esponses from others, even though not usually face-to-face, enabled a
newcomer to learn from those who appeared to have more knowledge about the cultural
mores of the space.

McKenna (1998, p.681) conducted a study of queer and mainstream
newsgroups, and discovered that queer newsgroup interaction often led to real
life coming out:
This increase in identity importance from newsgroup participation was shown in both
Study 2 (marginalized sexual identities) and Study 3 (marginalized ideological
identities) to lead to greater self-acceptance, as well as coming out about the secret
identity to family and friends. Results supported the view that Internet groups obey
general principles of social group functioning and have real-life consequences for the
individual.

It could be argued that if lesbian communities are constituted by diverse
individuals and groups of lesbians, many of whom will not meet even if they
attend the same events, then the concept of a lesbian community may be
likened in a limited way to Anderson’s (1991) sense of an imaginary national
community. However, I argue that lesbian communities are not purely
imaginary. Women in major Western cities who live, work or socialise in areas
which have a concentration of lesbian groups, venues, and events in a particular
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geographic area may have a stronger conception and experience of lesbian
community than those excluded, rejected, or ignored by these groups for
reasons of style, age, disability, geographic isolation, or other issues to do with
“inauthentic” or unpopular identity. I argue that it is not that the lesbian
community is imaginary, so much as that it is inaccessible to certain groups.
3.1 Online Community Formation
One of the central tenets of this thesis is the claim that The L Word fan groups
formed a community which could be termed a polis. As I outlined above, the
claim that any community can form online has been a controversial one in the
scholarship (Baym 1998). One of the seminal communitarian theorists, Etzioni
(2004), has addressed the possibility of community forming online in the article
“Are Virtual and Democratic Communities Feasible?” Etzioni (2004, pp.8589) offers four major criteria for community to form online:
(1) shared “affective relationships”
(2) the focus of the group is not “too narrow”
3) “anonymity” is removed
(4) the group also exists offline.
Etzioni (2004, p.86) also argues that most on or offline communities that are
successful networks revolve around specific identity groups (churches, gays,
Latinos, etc.) rather than neighbourhoods, as in the traditional and mythical
conception of the mainstream American community. The need for communities
and networks may be stronger for members of identity groups who do not fit
hegemonic myths of the ideal American citizen. The alienation or
marginalization of members of countercultural groups makes alternative
community building, networking, reporting, socialising and support groups
vital.
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I test whether or not The L Word fan groups could be seen to meet Etzioni’s
criteria for online community formation. These criteria appear to be more
achievable in geographically based online communities (Etzioni 2004, p.89).
Online television-based fan groups are not generally based in a geographic area,
and can attract many thousands of members. Some fan groups encourage
offline meetings, but these are not compulsory or even necessarily common for
groups that span various continents. I also explore whether or not the groups
enabled engagement across the globe. Claims about the dissolution of national
or other boundaries and the formation of a global village have been made in
both utopian and dystopian registers (Flew, 2002). I explore whether or not The
L Word fan communities could be described as global online communities.
Most of The L Word fan events that included stars from the series were based in
the United States, limiting opportunities for non-United States fans to attend,
although a few did travel to the United States from other countries specifically
for fan conventions or tours of the locations and studio, or for episodes filmed
with fans as extras, and occasionally conventions that were held in the United
Kingdom or other countries.
A thread on The L Word Fan Site established for discussion of one of The L
Word conventions after the fact revealed that offline meet-ups and conventions
were not always successful for all the participants. Several friendships appear to
have been forged at that convention, but several posters criticised the organisers
and the volunteers for being cliquey and not talking to women who were
standing alone feeling awkward. Several wardens responded that they had
exhausted themselves greeting people at the convention, trying to make
everybody feel welcome, and proved that they had met people by speaking
directly to other thread participants and reminding them of what they looked
like. Wakeford’s (1998) claims of the difficulty many women experience in
finding acceptance in offline lesbian communities are supported by this
discussion of the convention. The experience of these posters was that a public
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lesbian event offered a promise of community that was not experienced by all
the participants.
The L Word Online attempted to build offline lesbian communities around the
globe. The group attempted to facilitate monthly formal meet-ups for fans all
over the world. However, there did not appear to be high attendance at the
monthly meet-ups. One post claimed an average of seven people were attending
the Sydney meet-ups. Some countries which did not broadcast The L Word still
had a small number of members of international The L Word fan forums and
small monthly offline meet-ups. Goldsmith and Wu (2006) argue that the
increasing sophistication in internet software targeting an individual’s country
was developed to increase the potential advertising revenue by making the
advertising country-specific. However, in the case of The L Word Online, the
motivation for targeting particular countries does not appear to be increasing
potential advertising revenue (since the advertising on the site is for very small,
United States-based companies), but rather the intentional formation and
building of a global fan network. The L Word Online offered some multilingual functions such as threads in the forum targeted to particular countries
that could be conducted in many different languages. Members self-selected
their countries in The L Word Online, and nominated a particular country to put
in the location section under their nick name. Some of the fans were identified
by their membership information as being from France, China, Germany,
Mexico, Egypt, and many other countries. Because the location was selfselected, however, it was subject to abuse or trickery.1
The forums could nevertheless be said to be global online communities,
although these communities do not meet all of Etzioni’s (2004) criteria for
community formation in that the members did not generally meet offline. The
ability and willingness of fans to meet up is limited by a number of factors such
as geographic distance and the anonymity expected of internet fan groups, the
1

Several posters had ‘North Pole’ as their location in The L Word Online, which was presumably a trick.
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reputation of groups or group members (for example, the reputation of
particular groups to attract net stalkers or the small numbers of people attending
meet-ups, whether or not that site offered a supportive environment, censored
posts, or offered free speech). However, an online group that does not rely on
offline meet-ups still has the potential to form a community. How effective that
community is in maintaining cordial relations between its members, in
welcoming newcomers, or providing an environment conducive to equal,
deliberative interactions, varies greatly between groups.
The global element to The L Word Online was limited as well by moderator
control. Moderators regularly monitored and manipulated threads into neater
categories, so that all posts regarding The L Word in a non-United States
location, as well as posts in other languages, were eventually placed in the
threads relevant to that country. There were no more than several hundred
distinct members interacting in specific non- United States country threads.
There was still interaction between members from different countries in the
more general threads, although this tended to be in English.
The separation of discussions regarding non-United States concerns from the rest of the
group could be considered as to have been both targeting many countries around the globe,
and marginalising their concerns and interests. There were many threads in languages other
than English that I did not study, for example a German-language thread on The L Word
Online which numbered 72 pages by the end of September 2006. Fan Group C and The
L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group did not specify which country posters were from. A
significant number of members of both The L Word Fan Site appeared to be from countries
outside of the United States, and many of them were bilingual.
The discussions on the specific country threads that were in English appeared to be relevant
to lesbian communities in a global as well as local sense. A poster called sandybro (2005)
opened the thread called “l word censored in Latin America” on The L Word Fan Site.
Sandybro complained that the cable company that aired The L Word in Brazil, the Warner
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Channel, was censoring the series by deleting the sex scenes. Another fan from Peru, called
Peruvianfan (2005) claimed that the Warner Channel would stop editing the series and
would air the reruns uncut. Peruviuanfan (2005) claimed that the Warner Channel had
listened and responded to fan complaints. Fulano (2005) agreed, and claimed to have
watched an uncut episode on the Warner Channel the day before. Fulano did not specify
which country she was viewing the series in.
The lobbying of local television stations for lesbian representation through a
global fan group may not be evidence of a radically politicised global
community, but it does indicate the potential for a politicised formation of
lesbian fans. Jenkins (1995c) argues that fans of Star Trek who lobbied for
increased gay and lesbian representation were not all gay, but the lobbying was
in itself a political act. The fact that this form of lobbying for better and
uncensored representations of United States lesbians is occurring in countries
outside of the United States suggests that the “Hollywood” version of a lesbian
identity is resonant for non-American women who identify as lesbians.
Further research into non-United States-based fan groups is needed to
determine non-United States fan reactions to The L Word, particularly in other
languages, but there are suggestions of non-United States fan reactions and the
significance of an online lesbian community to those fans in non United States
threads in The L Word Online. An “Arabian” (2005) thread on The L Word
Online was conducted mostly in English. Much of the discussion of this thread
involved establishing the authenticity of the posters who claimed to be currently
living in Middle Eastern countries or to have immigrated from such countries to
Europe. Many presumably non-Middle Eastern posters on the thread displayed
ignorance of Middle Eastern cultures. Posters from Middle Eastern countries
said that other posters did not understand the imperatives for girls to marry men
even if they were attracted to other girls, because life as an out lesbian would
involve ostracism from their families, and difficulties in finding work and
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supporting themselves. One member from Syria posted about her fear of
reprisals such as beatings or killings for gays or lesbians in her country:
iam from syria ...and yeah gay is considered an horrible thing and not just horrible but
also a crim ...iam not accully gay i don't know maybe bi ..but talking about that is not a
easy thing i mean you can't tell any body that you are gay or lesbian , or even bi ...they
will hate you for ever and maybe will kill you. [original spelling]

This is consistent with reports in the United States gay and lesbian press which
report repression of gays and lesbians in many Middle Eastern countries,
including beatings, killings, jails and other repressive state activities (Goldstein,
2006, p.72). Another poster from Bahrain said that she thought that out lesbians
would not be killed, but that they may be beaten:
Kill you?? (IMG:style_emoticons/mediablvd/confused.gif) lady you're scaring me now..
(IMG:style_emoticons/mediablvd/lol.gif) If any one will kill you they will be your own family which
is something that i don't think happens now, i mean C'mon we're in the 21st centry aren't we??
(IMG:style_emoticons/mediablvd/look.gif) They will hit you YES.. Well try to pusnish you and
ground you, YES.. But KILL YOU?? (IMG:style_emoticons/mediablvd/confused.gif) I don't think
these kind of savages do exist any more.. (remember i'm only talking about Bahrain, I'm not sure about
how things are in other countries ) [sic]

Other discussions on the Arabian (2005) thread involved invitations to personal
messaging to other participants of the thread, and attempts to form offline
friendships for those women.
Without wishing to indulge in the utopian/dystopian rhetorics of Marshall
McLuhan’s ([1962] 1995) “global village” claim, I would like to suggest that
discussion of the international nature of many internet fandoms and groups
needs some acknowledgement of the potential or otherwise of community on a
global scale. A Google search reveals that there are active fan groups for many
United States television series in many languages. The fans of The L Word from
outside the United States appear to be drawn to the series because it is a popular
culture representation of a lesbian identity, and they thus meet one of Etzioni’s
criteria for community: a shared, otherwise marginalised identity group.
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However, Etzioni’s (2004, pp.88-89) criterion that online communities required
anonymity to be broken in order to form communities was not generally met by
The L Word fan groups. Members’ online identities remained fairly anonymous.
Fan group owners sometimes used a name that appeared to be real, rather than a
nick, and some forum members allowed email addresses to be shown which
revealed a first name and surname that may also have been real. The majority of
members however either kept their email addresses hidden from the group, or
used emails which revealed nicks rather than full names. The first names that
were often used to sign posts often differed from the first names on email
addresses, and many members used obvious nicks to sign posts rather than first
names. I would, however, argue that online communities were formed in this
case because of the number and intensity of interactions, including many
interactions involving narratives of offline lives.
An exception to the generally anonymous interactions on The L Word fan
groups occurred in one of the specific and self-reflexive attempts to build a
community on The L Word Fan Site. This was the establishment of a
community-related thread in which moderators asked members to post
photographs of themselves so that group members could become better
acquainted with each other (Show your real face 2005). There were a range of
pictures posted, and these did not appear to be lesbian equivalents of the
airbrushed gay stereotypes discussed by Greg Young (2004) in his study of
gaydar.com.uk, and bigmuscle.com. Young (2004, p.59) found that many
buffed, muscled, oiled men became minor stars through their photographs. In
The L Word Fan Site there were motivations for posting photographs other than
the chance to display pictures of semi naked bodies. On this thread, posters
were encouraged to share photographs of themselves to help form a community
(as opposed to getting a date). More women who identified as femme posted a
photo than those who identified as butch. Only a few of the posters appeared to
be over forty, and all of those who posted photographs were women. Not all
women who posted stated their sexual identity, but those who did identified as
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lesbian. Many of the photographs revealed non-Anglo faces, and some of the
women identified most with the African-American character Bette from The L
Word.1 Another well publicised feature of many fan and web sites is the
trickster aspect: people who choose to post photographs of people they perceive
as more attractive than themselves, or men who pass as women in an attempt to
gain women’s trust. One example of this was a male psychologist who posed
online as a disabled woman, because he found when he was mistaken for a
woman online that women were “far more open when talking with someone she
assumed was female” (O’Brien 1999, p.89). However, the photos on the
“getting to know you” thread on The L Word Fan Site did not appear to be done
playfully or in a trickster manner. Many of the women in the photos appeared
with friends or partners in settings such as lounge rooms, bars, and backyards,
outdoor hiking locations, or, in several cases, studio shots of graduations. It is
very possible that men involved in the site chose not to post their photographs.
Several posters identified as male in other threads on the site, and a few of these
used male avatars of characters from the series or a man carrying a rainbow
flag.
The unofficial forums which allowed male posters—The L Word Fan Site and
The L Word Online —obviously did not form a lesbian-specific community,
but, they were owned and run by lesbians and targeted lesbians. There was
controversy over the presence of men in The L Word Online, discussed in the
“Narrating Bisexual Identities” section below. At the time of my study,
heterosexual men who posted as men with respectful questions in The L Word
Fan Site appeared to be accepted and even welcomed, but this was not the case
with a member who after posting a photo was accused of being a man
masquerading as a woman (Show your real face 2005). The poster who
questioned the authenticity of the gender of the member who had posted her

1

This is also very different from some lesbian dating sites such as Gay.com, where women often post
photographs of paintings, pets, teddy bears, or only partial shots of one eye rather than a whole face. The gay
male “minor star” factor is not as prevalent in some lesbian dating sites, possibly due to the fear of being
stalked or harassed as a result of posting photographs of themselves.
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photograph was herself flamed for her insensitivity, and a moderator intervened
to ask everyone to be respectful. The partner of the woman accused of being a
man posted that her girlfriend was “all woman,” which could mean a number of
things. In a lesbian fan site, people who may not otherwise meet due to
geographic or identity boundaries mix and engage. The discussions on the fan
groups also sometimes reflect “border wars” such as the contestations over
transgendered identities that are occurring in lesbian communities (Halberstam,
1998, p.143).
There were a small number of photographs of older women in the Show Your
Real Face (2005) thread. This may have been due to the perceived ageism of
some lesbian communities, but, at least in The L Word Fan Site’s case, there
was one supportive thread directed to women over forty (vsilly 2006). These
fans followed the practice of the site of using avatars of characters from the
series rather their own photographs with their posts,2 and did not post their
photographs when asked to do so on community-related threads.3 Fans often
interacted on several threads of a particular fan group, not just country-specific
threads. The L Word fans also often joined several different The L Word fan
groups. Several members of The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group posted about
belonging to many different The L Word fan groups, because each site offered
different fan experiences, from small, friendly “community” sites to large,
polished, commercial fan groups that also offered “community.”

2

More recent advancements in the use of the internet by youths, including queer youths, in spaces such as
MySpace, have increased the number of personal homepages by lesbians that include photos of themselves.
MySpace offers several security measures that had previously been unavailable for many users who were
using free software from major portals or internet providers to build homepages. Security measures in
MySpace include the ability to restrict the usage of the page to friends only, or if the page is available to the
public, to block other users comments or links to the page. These security measures are increasingly common
in chat rooms such as msn, to guard against cyber attacks and cyber stalkers. Internet forum discussions are
usually controlled by moderators to avoid problems with spammers or harassers.
3
Alexander’s (2002b) study of queer homepages found that far fewer lesbians at that time were offering
personal homepages than gay men, and far fewer webcams. Alexander does not draw any conclusions from
this difference, but the expensive security measures that lesbians running lesbian forums have to employ to
block spamming and cyber attacks from both homophobes and male-run porn sites suggests one reason for the
relative lack of personal homepages for lesbians.
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3.2 Narrating Lesbian and Bisexual Identities in the Forums
Phelan (1995, p.51) contends that lesbian identities are politically constructed
and motivated, but that this construction and motivation is hidden by
conventional coming-out narratives as discoveries of authentic or true selves:
We must find the room and the strength to confront the fear that perhaps there is no
single core to lesbian identity and thus that our identities rely on politics rather than
ontology—indeed, that ontology is itself an effect of politics. […] The privileging of
lesbian identity and the need for truth that underlies this privileging, is displayed in the
whole cluster of ideas manifested in the phrase “coming-out.” This phrase is meant to
suggest that the process of declaring one’s lesbianism is a revelation, an
acknowledgement of a previously hidden truth. By implication, coming out is a process
of discovery of admission rather than one of construction or choice. […] [W]e might
judge the authenticity of other lesbians in our assessments of the “consistency” of their
sexuality and their politics. Such discriminations rest on the assumption that we “are”
and “are not” lesbian and that sexuality and politics are part of a seamless whole,
sundered only by false consciousness. Collections of coming-out stories document this
narrative of discovery.

The coming-out narrative featured in several of The L Word fan sites, but this
narrative was not always imposed onto women claiming a bisexual or
heterosexual identity who were same-sex attracted.
The imposition of a lesbian identity, including the compulsory narration of a
conventional coming-out story, with lesbianism as a discovery of true or innate
core desires, is one of the recurring themes in lesbian scholarship. Whisman
(1993) argues that narratives of gender and sexual identity have featured in the
border wars that have been conducted over who is an “authentic” lesbian at
least since the 1950s in the United States, when women of feminine appearance
who were in relationships with “inverts” were regarded as inauthentic lesbians
who could revert to relationships with men at any time. Whisman (1993) argues
that the fight over who was an authentic lesbian continued into the 1980s.
Lesbians who chose to sleep with men but who wanted to identify as lesbians
were still excluded from lesbian communities, while other border wars were
conducted between sex radicals and radical or political lesbians. Whisman
(1993) argues that these divisions continued into the 1990s – primarily between
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older feminist lesbians and younger women who identified as queer, modelled
their sex lives on gay men’s, and allowed lesbians who slept with men into the
queer category. According to Whisman (1993) essentialized notions of gender
are central to these divisions.
Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002, pp.127-128) study the process of comingout online, and coming into a lesbian community, and apply the concept of
performativity to this process:
[An] influence on identity theory is the linguistic conceptualization of performativity.
[…] performativity is here juxtaposed with the linear progress model in order to
problematize it. Performativity also has echoes in […] Goffman’s theory of frames
where identity is performed through the metaphor of the theatrical stage using such
models as preparation, (back) stage management and performance. Butler’s model of
performativity does not imply the subject has a free flowing choice of persona but is
highly constrained to conform to social structures of normativity. Both Butler’s and
Goffman’s models, however, imply a dramatic element to performance. The dramatic
identity roles has been used to imply that identity roles can be removed from the person,
like an actor can be separated from the character played. We do not employ this
implication of performativity, but engage with it to problematize the notion of identity as
a pre-existing social relation.

Erving Goffman (1969) argues that people behave differently according to
which “frame” they are situated in, and there will be a backstage element to
preparing for a particular role. Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002) apply
Goffman’s idea of a backstage identity management to the internet group itself,
which offered a safe space for lesbians to come out, receive advice about, and
practice in lesbian identity performance. Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002,
p.132) question whether a lesbian identity prefigures the disclosure of that
identity, and whether the participants in an online lesbian group narrated their
identity in ways that conformed to conventional coming-out narratives, or
whether the participants questioned these identities and the need to conform to
a lesbian identity role:
Generally, coming-out is accepted as an apriori condition of past, present, or shared
homosexual experience. Two participants, however, find it problematic... In
problematizing the notion of coming-out, these participants are the exception; the
majority of participants in the forum engage with the concept of coming-out by
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narrativizing their experience or offering support for others engaging with the process. It
is positioned, with all its connotations of bravery and risk, as part of a journey
undertaken by the protagonist of the lesbian ur-narrative. After the initial disclosures,
however, anxiety how to follow through with/act out this sexual identity follows. Thus
the paradigm of identity as performed is raised, problematizing the positioning of
identity as a pre-existing given.

Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002) argue that the two participants that they
recognize as problematizing a lesbian identity are bisexual participants who
resisted the lesbian “disciplinary formation” in Gaygirls that required them to
identify as lesbian.
The many threads called “coming-out” (2005) or “community” (Looking for
New Friends 2005; Welcome! Have a Seat at the Planet and Introduce Yourself
2003) in most of The L Word fan sites that I studied suggests that the owners
and moderators of the groups are supportive of the many posts that were being
made on that topic, and that they are trying both to encourage and build lesbian
communities along traditional lines, and to be more accepting of bisexual
women.4 These online communities were not necessarily backstage precursors
to lesbian communities, but rather extensions of both offline lesbian
communities and more mainstream communities. Many of the posts to threads
titled “community” in The L Word Fan Site included the narration of one’s life
events and sexuality along the traditional coming-out lines discussed by Munt,
Bassett and O’Riordan (2002, p.127) who argue that “Gaygirls,” followed a
“coming-out narrative trajectory.” They argue that the narrative begins with
heterosexuality, progresses through a “questioning of normativity,” and ends
with “the creation of a stable, integrated lesbian identity” (2002, p.127). An
examination of the several of the threads related to coming out gave me an
impression that the sites did function as a safe place for lesbians to come out.
Many of the “coming-out” posts from younger members were responded to
4

A study of the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival by Donna Eder, Suzanne Staggenberg and Lori Suddeth
(1995) found that this female- specific community privileged lesbians at the expense of heterosexual and
bisexual women. A female singer was booed for singing of her love for a man, which made many
heterosexual and bisexual women feel uncomfortable and unwelcome (Eder, Staggenberg & Suddeth 1995). I
contend that this is the enactment of a lesbian disciplinary formation against heterosexual and bisexual
women in that community.
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sympathetically from group members who had been out for long periods of
time. This is to be expected in lesbian-centred fan groups, and differs
significantly from many fan groups that do not have a queer focus, such as
online groups based around the Australian drama, All Saints (Channel 7) which
briefly included a lesbian character. Several posts requesting guidance from
young women who wanted to come out or had been outed as a result of their
fandom were ignored by many of the All Saints groups.5
The coming-out threads on The L Word Fan Site, The L Word Online and Fan
Group C were popular in terms of both number of posts and number of views.
Many women reported questioning their own sexuality as a result of their
fandom of The L Word in these threads. The placement of the coming-out
threads, besides being a way to organise a much-repeated theme in the posts,
was a way for the groups to foster a sense of specifically lesbian community.
Many of the threads that narrated personal experiences of questioning one’s
sexuality involved questions to the group about experiences with difficult
romantic situations such as love triangles and infidelities. Many of these posts
were from women who identified as heterosexual or bisexual but who had had
affairs with women.
A thread titled “Married but in love with a woman” on The L Word Fan Site
was established by Spinger (2005), who said that she was married to a man but
questioning her sexuality because she was involved in a passionate affair with a
woman she had met on a dating website. The poster said that she only joined
that dating website because of the feelings that watching The L Word and
reading The L Word Fan Site had uncovered in her. She wanted to find online
friends to discuss her situation with:

5

Ignoring a post is one of the ways that groups express displeasure with a particular poster or with an idea
that is unpopular with the majority of group members. Several posts were ignored on The L Word fan sites,
but more often an unpopular or critical post was responded to angrily, or the thread moved or closed by
moderators.
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I am in my 30's, and been married for almost a decade. I love the man, and he's my best friend, but
things have just fizzled over the years for me. He's still very attracted to me, but I really am not
attracted to him anymore.
So I was flipping channels one night and there was Shane and Carmen in the recording studio and holy
mother of god I was transfixed. Couldn't change channels. I was completely entralled. I started
watching the show regularly. I found this website. I read lots of things that made me dig into my past
and remember the crushes I had on girls in school and how I never wanted to date and just wasn't
interested in sex with guys that much. My husband was the first guy I slept with and I wonder if I
mistook the excitement of the first time and all the discovery going on for something deeper. But we
always got along great, were great friends and worked well together so it only made sense to get
married. So we did. Things have not been bad. Actually life has been great. We travel, we have a nice
house, make a good living, we have fun!!
But then I saw the show and had to ask myself the question - is it possible that I am really attracted to
women?
Then, knowing that it was fully possible, I had to know for sure. I
posted a profile on a dating website, specifically stating I was looking for a woman and that I had no
experience, but might be open to something more than friendship.
She "winked" at me about 10 days later. I emailed her back and told her immediately that I was
married and questioning my sexuality and she was cool about it because she too had been married, had
a kid and then divorced to be with a woman. That relationship had recently ended and she was wanting
someone to talk to, a pen pal of sorts.
So, we started emailing back and forth. We were hooked on each other's writing by the 2nd email. I
don't know what it was. The way we said things, or thought about things, who knows? Within a week,
the driving force in my life became obsessively checking my email for her messages. Same went for
her. We also started IMing each other and could chat for hours every night. The funny thing is, 70% of
the conversations had nothing to do with her being gay, or me questioning myself, they were just
talking. And a little flirting too...
I had not wanted to meet this person at first, and neither did she, but eventually we did. I was
enthralled by the mind on the other side of these emails. We met on "neutral ground" where I was
staying for the weekend. We had spoken on the phone for the first time the night before and ended up
talking for 2 hours (and I am not a phone person).
We had made plans to wait till she arrived at the house and then go to the store and find something to
cook for dinner. […] [A]s dinner cooked, and the wine and conversation flowed, we started moving
closer until we were touching. And it was good. Is wasn't weird at all. It felt right, she felt right. We
were then as comfortable in each others [sic] presence as we were online (weird, I know). […]
That was 4 months ago. Things heated up fast between us and everything got better and better. She has
become part of my daily thoughts and future plans. She "gets” me and understands me better than
people who have known me for years. We love each other and I feel like there is so much potential for
fun and happiness and support with her.
But wait, didn't I say I was married??? Yes, and here's the worst part. He was in the military, deployed
overseas, when I met her. He is back now. I feel like a horrible person. I have told him about her and
we are seeing a counselor. Part of me doesn't want to fix my marriage. Part of me does because its 10
years worth of memories and belongings and I don't want to hurt him anymore, or hurt our families.
But I don't know if I can ever focus on him again. I actually saw her a few times since his return and I
know that was pretty rotten of me to go to her, but I can't shut her out. She and I (ok, it was the
counselor's idea) have decided to not communicate for a while and see how my marriage is holding up.
If I am not happy, we already had agreed on me moving in with her and finding a job where she is. Not
talking to her really sucks. I started keeping a journal instead that maybe I will give her when I see her
again.
So that's my story.... I am tired of typing!! Anyone got questions or comments on my situation? I am
really just looking for different perspectives...[spelling in original]

There were over two hundred responses to this post, some of them from women
who had also had affairs with women while married, but stayed married, but
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many others from out lesbians who had either had affairs while married then
left their husbands, or who had experimented with men before choosing to
come out as lesbians. The majority of the posts in response to this topic were
supportive of the initial poster, with many using supportive phraseology such as
“I hear you,” or “I feel for you.” Many posted that they related to her story:
“Everything you wrote feels so familiar to my coming out story,” or “God your
story rings so many bells with me.”
One post to this thread from Roxxie (2005) read:
Ladies, I was hesitant to share but since we are all being so honest, I thought I would add
my story here as well. I am also married, have children and enjoy my life but since
finding this show, all the old things have resurfaced in my life.

Another post to this thread from weaknessinme (2005) read:
[W]hen I was reading your story I really felt as if I was looking at my life. Then in
scrolling down - I also realized there were other similar stories which was comfortiing
[sic] to read because feeling alone in this makes it that much harder. The difference in
my situation is that I am currently pregnant and now REALLY questioning my true
attraction towards women..., [sic]

A post from anonamousse (2005) in response to this thread read:
Well boy can I relate to this one - im also married with kids - I have known I was gay for as
long as i can remember but made a decision 20 odd years ago that i wanted to lead a "normal"
life - which is what i've done, pretty much, for the last 17 years !!!! Most of the time i can keep
my feelings under control, buried almost, but the l word has brought everything to the surface
and this time i am having a really hard time dealing with it - when i watch the relationship with
bette & tina i get such a knot in my stomach, a physical ache, a longing i suppose…[…]
There is no way on earth i would forgive myself if i hurt either the kids or my husband, so i will
have to live with the decision i made all those years ago, but it's getting harder to cope with, the
overwhelming feeling of longing when i watch the show is almosr too much - there really is "no
other love"... [sic]

boredn0w (2005), a woman who had also been married, said on this thread:
I started watching Buffy because of the relationship with Willow and Tara. He [my
husband] thought it was just because of the show, but it was more than that. I was
curious. He also got into the show which made it easier. Because of that, we decided to
go to a convention together. Between the time we decided to go and the actual
convention, I started meeting people on the convention forum. I met one women [sic]
and started IMing and eventually talking on the phone. She is a lesbian and we got to
talking about that. I told her I always struggled with it. Between talking to her and things
becoming difficult in my marriage, I started reading more and searching. Another
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women I met on this board, I became best friends with and she, too, was curious about
her sexuality. We ended up meeting each other before the convention and agreed to kiss
just to see what it was like. My husband was fully aware of the plan and agreed to it.
However, this kiss became so much more. Right before she came to visit, we were
talking on the phone long distance for hours. I had actually fallen in love with her before
meeting in person. Our first meeting became so much more than just a kiss.
When she went back home, I couldn't stop thinking about her. Things went back and
forth with my husband. Things finally setttled down with him and I until the convention.
Once I saw her again at the convention, I knew that I couldn't live without her. I just
knew. For me, the decision was made. My husband walked out on me at the convention.
It was over. While my decision was made for me, I was so in love with her that I was
ready to leave him anyway. It's a difficult decision to make especially when things are
going okay. You just know that you are missing something.

Another poster, Carri (2005) claimed that she came out as a lesbian and left her husband
after watching a lesbian-themed episode of The X-Files, but that even if she had never
watched that episode she would have discovered the lesbian attraction eventually.
There were very few responses to this thread from out lesbians who sounded judgmental or
as if they were attempting to enforce a lesbian disciplinary formation against bisexuality.
One post that did was from a “newbie” poster sue27482 (2005):
Hey Ladies,
Im new to this site and just reading all your threads and replies....! Some i agree with,
but come on, not meaning to sound rude, but make your choice! You either have the
gutts [sic] to live the life you want or live a fake life with your husband!! life is about
living for YOU! I have recently come out anmd [sic] i have never been with a man
because i always knew it wasnt right for me, i just dont understand how you can say
you're "lesbians" when you sleep with men and marry them! You must have known from
an early age? Sorry to sound as though im being harsh, i truly sympathise with you all
but i dont see how a show can make these feelings surface, if your [sic] gay, your gay
and you are fully aware of it and cant live life any other way!

This post was responded to with the suggestion that the above poster was
immature, and that life could involve compromises for women who were
married to men, had children to those men, but who were attracted to other
women. Another poster recognised that many of the posters of the thread who
were married but attracted to women were from Scotland, and suggested that
perhaps they should private message each other and meet in person. There was
considerable support and acceptance of each individual woman’s decisions
regarding her sexuality and relationships in this thread.
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Overall, then, the forums accepted women who were attracted to other women
but who did not think of themselves as lesbian: women who were bisexual or
who refused labels. The interaction on the above thread suggests that Munt,
Basset and O’Riordan’s (2002) “disciplinary formations” regarding bisexuality
were not in operation. Community in this thread is therefore potentially both on
and offline, and supportive of both women coming-out and women who choose
to stay in the closet. The coming-out narrative has a more complicated and at
times positive function within lesbian communities besides the “lesbian
disciplinary formation” because of the need for community.
One of the contested aspects of the negotiations and interactions between
women of varying sexual identities in a forum that was targeted to lesbians was
the presence of women who identified as heterosexual. A thread on The L
Word Fan Site called ‘What draws str8 girls to a Lesbian website’ [sic] 2006
asked why so many heterosexual women were in a lesbian space, since there
were so few lesbian spaces in the world, and so many heterosexual ones. The
poster spoke of heterosexuals taking over the gay bar her town. Several women
who identified as heterosexual responded to this post, many questioning why
lesbians would want spaces of their own, since lesbians were just the same as
everyone else, and stating that heterosexuals did not require heterosexual-only
spaces. Several lesbians responded angrily that the entire world was a
heterosexual-only space, and that they needed the few lesbian-only spaces to
feel safe to be themselves. This thread revealed that the alliance between
heterosexual and lesbian women in the forums was an uneasy one, and that the
lesbian community boundaries were less permeable and accepting than might at
first appear.
There were nevertheless many examples of tolerance and acceptance of
heterosexual people and bisexual women in the forums. The participation of
such a wide variety of women in a lesbian community forum speaks against
Warner’s (1993, p.xxv) criticisms of the limitation of queer communities
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because they do not encompass people before they identified as gay or lesbian,
or people who were same-sex attracted who did not identify as gays or lesbians.
These online forums accepted and even welcomed the participation of such
people and did not display many of the proscriptive tendencies of gay and
lesbian communities criticised by theorists such as Appiah (1994) who argues
that gay identities only offer a narrow code of behavioural possibilities.
Very few posts were from men who identified as gay or bisexual, although a
thread was begun on The L Word Online by a gay male poster, artie (2005).
Artie (2005) asked why the series excluded gay males, and expressed his
disappointment:
I want to know why there aren't any gay male relationships shown in The L Word. At
least Queer As Folk had the sense of inclusiveness to show a lesbian relationship in
amongst all the gay male relationships. I suspect it's because The L Word wants to play
to male heterosexual fantasy and not offend any of these straights with, horror of
horrors, a couple of gay guys. I have to say I'm very disappointed by the exclusion of
gay men.

Several lesbians responded angrily that at least gay men had Queer as Folk to
represent them, that lesbians only had The L Word. The discussion escalated
into a flame war. Artie’s assertion likening The L Word to porn made for
heterosexual men was a particular point of contention. The accusation that the
series was porn made for heterosexual men was often made in all the forums by
newbies. However, the accusation was usually made by posters who identified
as lesbian. This viewpoint, when expressed in the forums, was rapidly
repressed. The dominant fan opinions asserted in response was that one show
should not have to represent all lesbians in a realistic way, that male fans were
needed to keep the series on air, and that Los Angeles lesbians may well be like
that (glamorous, rich, femme, and promiscuous). The repression of some
lesbian discourses, and of the posters who uttered those, may well have
restricted the membership of the forums to particular types of lesbians and led
to some lesbians leaving the fan groups.
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There were several posts in The L Word Fan Site and The L Word Online from
men who identified as heterosexual. These posters appeared to have been
responded to in a predominantly welcoming manner, although they were
generally expressing opinions in keeping with the majority of posts that were
respectful of lesbian identities and politics. One of the threads on The L Word
Online was directed specifically towards heterosexual male fans of the series.
The thread discussed whether heterosexual men and lesbians reacted to the
series in the same way. The thread, called “Heterosexual male fans of the
show,” was opened by a poster called Messerschmitts (2004):
Hey, any straight guys that are fans of the L word, or am I the only "guestbian" in this oestrogen party?
If you're a guy, what do you like about the show? Do you think you like it and appreciate the show in
the same way as the predominantly lesbian audience?
Personally I admit, I started watching for the hot lesbian sex, but I stayed because a redheaded soup
chef stole my heart. Then I couldn't stop watching because I kept thinking she might come back in the
next episode. And by the time it became apparent she wasn't coming back this season, I was hooked on
the other storylines too.
Hmm...can't resist playing devil's advocate: Ladies, how do you feel about straight guys watching this
show? Does it undermine the show's purpose (I dunno, maybe of creating something for lesbians to
with bond with each other exclusively)? Does it perpetuate the "lesbian chic" and fetichisation of
lesbianism? Or is it good that we can all bond over our mutual love for women?

One poster, Aaronb (2004) responded that he believed that he and
Messerschmitts were the only heterosexual men “out” and posting as
heterosexual men in the forum. He said that he believed that men’s responses to
the series would be different from lesbians, because lesbians would react in a
political way, and heterosexual men would be focused on appreciating the
series as entertainment:
no. while we all view it as entertainment, i think the lesbian audience view it in a
political sense as well. some see it as a chance to be visible in a way they haven't been
before. some see themselves and their friends on screen for the first time. imo, many
have invested a lot emotionally in this show. that's what makes this board fun [sic].

Aaronb’s (2004) impression on whether or not heterosexual men were welcome
in that fan group was that they were tolerated, and that the minority of lesbians
who had seriously objected to men’s presence in the forum were no longer
actively posting:
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how do the women feel about us guys being here? most have no problem. would they
rather we weren't? probably. would some really wish we weren't? definately. but they
seem to have gone by the wayside. c'est la vie [sic].

A lesbian moderator, honeythief (2004), responding to this thread said that she
was glad heterosexual men were watching the series, because it kept the ratings
up and the series on the air:
Personally I’m totally comfortable with straight guys watching TLW, no matter what
their reasons are for tuning in and that includes sitting alone in a darkened room with a
box of Kleenex to hand
I think for the show to have any chance of a successful long-term future it has to appeal
to as broad a demographic as possible. IMO it’s succeeded in that aim so far without
compromising the storytelling and without selling its gay audience down the river. It’s a
fine balance to achieve and from reading some of the angry comments on various L
Word boards not everyone feels the same as me.

The posts from men who identified as men in the forums that allowed male
participation (The L Word Fan Site and The L Word Online) were usually very
respectfully written. The active inclusion or acceptance of a small number of
self-proclaimed men in these lesbian targeted communities signals a very
different constitution of lesbian targeted community than has traditionally
developed in some offline spaces such as “lesbian separatist land communities”
(Baird 2005, p.257). Although many lesbians would not identify as separatist
in the new millennium, many offline lesbian-specific events still actively
exclude men, such as Olivia Cruises, women-only sections of Mardi Gras
parties in Sydney.
3.3 Conclusion
The policies of many of The L Word fan groups have implications for the kinds
of lesbian communities constituted in those groups, and what kinds of
discourses were possible and dominant in those groups. Whether or not the
forums were restricted to self-identified lesbians or bisexual women, or
welcoming to all, affected the constitution of community in those groups.
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There may be conclusions to be reached about the constitution of new lesbian
targeted communities in the qualified acceptance of men, transgenders, bisexual
and heterosexual women in some of The L Word online fan groups. The groups
that allowed this kind of interaction may be an example of Phelan’s (2001)
utopian queer community space. The numerical dominance of lesbian-specific
topics of discussion, however, suggests that there are numerically more lesbians
in the groups, and that the kinds of discussion allowable in the groups are
determined by this.
In terms of the interactions of bisexuals and lesbians in The L Word groups,
there appears to have been a space for bisexual women to express their
identities, although this was constrained or ignored in several of the threads by
a dominant lesbian reading position. There was also a space for the expression
of same-sex desire from women who identified as heterosexual, with a
minimum of repression of their identities, or responses that sought to impose a
lesbian identity on these women.
There were many spaces in all The L Word fan groups that I studied for the
induction of “nascent” lesbians who were looking for support in the online The
L Word communities. This corresponds to the findings of Munt, Basset and
O’Riordan (2002) in their study of an online lesbian community. As with the
site they studied, The L Word sites did appear to function as an opportunity for
backstage identity management: that is, preparation for participation in offline
lesbian communities. The site also functioned as a networking and identity
reinforcement space for out lesbians, some of whom expressed a longing for
offline lesbian communities that resembled the one found in The L Word series.
With regard to the issue of bisexuality in The L Word forums, a variety of
opinions were expressed. But there was less evidence of disciplinary formations
deliberately excluding or deriding bisexuals than Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan
(2002) found, or that Phelan (1989) discussed in her analysis of lesbian
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communities. The purposes of the groups as spaces for the expressions of
lesbian desires, as well as responses to the series, did not appear to be seriously
compromised by the presence of a minority of active posters who did not
identify as lesbian. However, the apparently unfettered access to some of The L
Word fan groups was still constrained by moderation policies and
commercialisation issues, which I explore in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4 Governance and Commercialisation of the Groups
The increasing commercialisation of the internet is one of the challenges to
early academic claims to the potential for bottom-up democracy on the net. The
L Word forums varied in their ownership patterns. The L Word Fan Site needed
to attract advertisers and large numbers of members in order to run as a
business. The L Word Online owners also needed to attract advertisers in order
to cover the costs of the site. The L Word Online, Fan Group C and The L
Word Fan Fiction Group were all potentially constrained by the rules of the
commercial portals that hosted the groups. These constraints lead to questions:
Did the forums allow a lesbian community space that deliberated about issues
of concern to that community? To what extent did commercialisation affect the
kinds of deliberation that went on? Is there a tradition of modes of deliberation
in online communities that The L Word fan groups were following or deviating
from? These are the questions that motivate this chapter.
The commercialisation of glbt internet groups has been a subject of contention,
with scholars arguing that it could potentially compromise and exclude activist
positions (Gamson 2003) or, alternatively, that it actually enables a form of
“engaged queer citizenry” that is active in the public sphere (Campbell 2007).
Eric O. Clarke (2000) argues that commercialisation of gay and lesbian culture
may result in a compromised form of “sexual citizenship” for gays and lesbians
that depoliticises queer community representations and diverts attention and
energy away from the struggle for true equality. There has been a tension
between expectations of equality in lesbian or glbt communities on the one
hand, and the increasing levels of commercialisation of some of those spaces,
on the other. Commercial gay and lesbian spaces and businesses are sometimes
accused of depoliticising glbt community politics, or of excluding some types
of glbts (Clark 1993). The commercialisation of glbt spaces can potentially
constrain equal deliberation in other ways. The potential for “depoliticization”
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of commercialised lesbian fan forums is in the formal censorship of posts or fic
by moderators or owners, particularly if that censorship was required by
commercial sponsors. Another way that the forums could be seen as
depoliticised is in the informal repression of some glbt community discourses
by the most vocal in the group, especially where membership is open to people
of all genders and sexual identities to attract the greatest number of members
for commercial reasons. There was advertising on several of the
commercialised The L Word fan group home pages, and advertising from the
portals which some of the groups used to host their own non-commercial (as in
non-revenue-raising) fan groups. Of the five groups I studied, the most
advertising appeared on the large The L Word Fan Site. This advertising
attracted very little comment in the discussion forums of the site, other than one
dramatic flame war in which the owner of the site was accused of censoring
discussion to pander to advertisers’ wishes. This flame war, discussed below,
encapsulates the issues of owner control of forums and possibilities for dissent
in an online lesbian forum.
4.1 Decision Making in Online Groups
The ideal of self-governing, utopian, consensus based models of communities is
a variation of communitarianism. Gerard Delanty (2003) argues that
communitarian ideals of self-governing communities are not realistic, because
there is a need for state power to enforce social contracts between individuals:
individuals act on individualistic motives rather than community focused
motives, and will not always voluntarily adhere to social contracts. But what
happens in communities that operate with very little state intervention?
Mansbridge (1996) argues that deliberative democracy cannot thrive without
some form of coercion to enforce rules or norms. The methods of governance
that operated in The L Word fan groups can be justified according to this idea;
without strong and active moderation policies, the online community would
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dissolve into anarchy and verbal violence.1
There are many types of governance possible in online groups, all of which
affect the extent of democratic deliberation: bureaucratic (DuVal Smith 1998);
autocratic (Dibbell 2001), which could include commercialised groups
(Gamson 2003); consensus-based, participatory democratic groups (Rheingold
2000); or oligarchic groups.
Delanty (2003, pp.89-90) argues that communitarian conceptions of community
as expressed by theorists such as Etzioni are conservative conceptions that
idealise homogenous communities which enforce community morality and
offer nothing in the way of deliberation, difference, or democracy:
His call for a recovery of community is an appeal to the little community of the
neighbourhood, the locality, the family, associations. It is a view of community which is
decidedly privatistic and which more or less absolves the state of responsibility for
society. […] This is a vision of community that is ultimately incompatable with diversity
and social differentiation. […] The assumption made throughout his work is that
consensus either exists or can be unproblematically created. […] The appeal to
community […] is almost invariably another word for citizenship, but an aspect of
citizenship that stresses less the entitled citizen than the dutiful citizen.

Delanty’s criticism of Etzioni’s form of communitarianism as lacking any
functions for democratic interactions is an important point. How do online
communities govern themselves? Do they conform to external laws? Do they
attempt to achieve state intervention? Do the owners or moderators of the group
cede control to the group seeking either consensus or a democratically or
bureaucratically run group, or do they autocratically control the decisions of the
group?
In the ideal classic philosophical model of Aristotle, the community would
1

Unmoderated online lesbian groups experience many problems with male online stalkers, as well as female
on and offline stalkers or date rapists. Moderators have some control over online trolling, spamming and
stalking, but very little control over offline behaviour of people who meet through online sites, or over the
type of people joining or accessing the site. The formation and continuation of online lesbian communities
depends in part on the security on that site, as well as the moderation. Lesbian sites that attract the most traffic
tend to be heavily moderated and involve a choice of forums and chat, as well as anonymity.
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govern itself through a two-fold mechanism of deliberation in the polis and the
instilling of particular ethics and virtues in community members, so that
deliberation would ultimately be in the interests of the community as a whole
rather than individual self-interest (Miller 2003). Unlike Aristotle’s ideal polis,
The L Word fan forums did not encompass members’ whole lives, or provide an
opportunity to instil community values through vectors of socialisation such as
families and educational institutions. It did, however, provide links to offline
political communities, as well as provide a space for both deliberation and a
space that expressed, enforced, or encouraged particular ethics, viewpoints, and
practices of interaction. The spaces offered the opportunity to instil and debate
the values of that community.
The seminal online community scholar Rheingold (2000, p.174) proposes that
self-governing online communities need to find “consensus” in their
discussions of how groups will be governed, but that this consensus is easier to
achieve if the group meets offline to conduct these debates. The owners and
moderators of The L Word groups may conduct meetings, but these meetings
are not open to the membership of the groups. However, they are consultative
in other ways, in asking the groups for feedback and preferences. Although the
governance of The L Word groups by the owners and moderators could be said
to fit Rheingold’s (2000) model for civilized online self-governing
communities, the groups fail to meet his criteria in other ways: for instance, the
groups are owned by individuals rather than collectives, and decision making
systems in the groups tend to be autocratic. The largest unofficial fan site that I
studied, The L Word Fan Site, was owned by an individual lesbian and
supported by commercial advertisers. The staff such as graphic designers and
programmers were paid, and the owner was running the group for profit. The
second largest, The L Word Online, was owned by two lesbians. It was also
supported by advertisers, but the majority of these were small lesbian
businesses. The site appeared to struggle for money, and called for more
financial support in the form of donations from members. The third group, Fan
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Group C, was also owned by an individual lesbian. It was unclear whether or
not this site was run for profit. There was a post discussing how expensive the
site was to run and how the owner was subsiding these costs. It accepted
donations from members, and also had advertising on the site, although most of
these were either for small lesbian businesses or for advertisements placed by
the portal which hosted the group. The fourth group,
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, was a very small group which did not have
advertising except for those placed by the portal Yahoo. It was free to join, and
I did not see any posts requesting donations to support the running of the group.
I did not regard this group as a commercialised group.
Many online groups do not follow the tradition of consensus-based models of
decision making advocated by Rheingold (2000). Many early net groups, often
in response to harassment of members from individual members, developed
formal, often bureaucratic or autocratic decision-making procedures (DuVal
Smith 1998). Bulletin boards, e-groups, and internet forums attached to home
pages on the web tend to be established by individual owners, and as the costs
of running these kinds of discussions increases, the advertising from either the
hosting portal or sponsors of the owner tends to increase.
Another important governance issue faced by large sites is the need for
moderator control over discussions. This issue evolved quite early in the
history of the net because of threats posed by disruptive or aggressive members,
although these members were normally in a minority. The social controls which
The L Word fan group owners and moderators employ are on a par with those
adopted in other online discussion forums discussed by scholars such as Reid
(1999) and DuVal Smith (1998), such as functions to report inappropriate
behaviour, and owner and moderator capacity to censor posts and remove
membership privileges.
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4.2 Ownership and Commercial Issues
The commercialisation of the internet was not anticipated by many of the early
net theorists who, based in part on the non-commercial, low costs of running
these groups as well as their countercultural expectations of bottom-up,
participatory democracy, envisioned them as utopian, democratic spaces
(Rheingold 1993). Many theorists have since criticised the utopian claims to
democracy made by these early internet theorists (Flew 2002). However, in
spite of these criticisms, some scholars persist in claiming the potential of the
internet to democratize the media by providing access to diverse information
sources and debate (Carpentier 2007).
This issue of access to sites of democratic deliberation is an especially pertinent
one for glbts, since there is a perception of second class citizenry for glbts due
to various forms of legal and informal discriminations. Access to public or
mainstream debates in hegemonic media outlets has been seen as extremely
limited for queers, and as traditionally controlled by powerful, conservative and
generally homophobic media corporations (Gamson 1998). Queer-Centred sites
on the internet are seen as a source of public engagement and representation for
queers that is potentially under the control of queers (Alexander 2002a,b). The
commercialisation of these sites becomes an issue with regard to what types of
queer discussions and identities can be represented, and what types of
discourses excluded. Gamson (2003) contends that queers have the potential to
access information sources and online discussions that are outside of the control
of the increasingly commercialised gay offline media, but this potential has
been constrained by the commercialisation of several of the glbt internet
portals, such as Gay.com and Planetout, which, besides merging with each
other, have also been bought out by the owners of an offline gay press.
Paradoxically, Gamson (2003) argues that these sites do provide a measure of
pluralism in the representation of queers, because commercial imperatives
dictate that the more specific and niche queer markets that are targeted, the
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more revenue the sites will raise for the owners. In spite of this pluralism,
however, there is limited space for queer activism with the commercialised gay
internet sites, and a risk that debate could be constrained as a result of the
commercialisation of these sites (Gamson 2003).
In contrast to this argument, Alexander (2002a,b; 2005) contends that many
glbt sites on the internet authored by queer youths are not commercialised, and
that these sites are consequently very diverse in their representation of queers.
Alexander’s study was limited to the web sites authored by queer youths,
because blogs, chats, and forums were too ephemeral and difficult to study
compared to established home pages. While Alexander’s (2002a,b; 2005)
studies are important, it is also important to extend the investigation of queer
representations to the far less stable or consistent debates and discussions that
are occurring in internet forums. It is generally far cheaper (or free for some, if
using a commercial portal) to establish a home page than a forum. Large
internet forums with archiving and server demand have become very expensive
to run for some fan and other groups, a significant change from the early days
of the net, where a few servers offered free hosting for approved bulletin boards
and groups.
A differing perspective on engagement and discussion in queer internet sites is
offered by Campbell (2007), who contends that a gay and lesbian “engaged
citizenry” is one which not only engages in public debate through gay internet
sites, but that also encourages or engages in actual political action in the form
of lobbying and protest marches. The aim of this type of debate is to ultimately
effect political change in the form of legislative protections or rights. Campbell
(2007) categorises the types of possible political activity of posters to a glbt
online group into possible types of citizenry. Those relevant to this thesis are:
the “personal impact repertoire,” where the impact of a news story is narrated;
the “comparative repertoire,” where people compare glbt friendly states to those
perceived as homophobic; the “flee repertoire,” where glbts are encouraged to
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flee the homophobic states, cities or towns in favour of more accepting
environments; and a “call-to-action repertoire,” where glbts are encouraged to
protest and to fight homophobia (Campbell 2007, pp.202-203). He privileges
posts that he terms “calls to action” as being more political than other types of
post. This judgement about the usefulness or otherwise of the various forms of
deliberation in the posts imposes an artificial hierarchy which is its own form of
disciplinary framework. Campbell (2007) reiterates gay activist group norms in
his privileging of posts which support lobbying and direct action for legislative
change. The non-activist posts are relegated to second-best status. This
hierarchical framework risks marginalising deliberations among queers which
may not directly call for legislative change, but which may be more
representative of a wider range of non-activist, majority queer thought.
In spite of this criticism, some of Campbell’s (2007) taxonomy can be applied
to The L Word forum posts. Some of the posts to The L Word fan groups could
be said to be “calls to action” — petitions or links to Pride or other political
events in the United States—but these are not well supported in the global sites.
The lobbying for legislative change tends to be country-specific, although there
are global activist groups that attempt to effect change or decisions of global
forums such as the United Nations. For an online petition to effectively
challenge legislative change in a specific country it would need to be signed
only by people in that country. There was a petition circulated and a discussion
circulated on Fan Group C that called for support for same-sex marriage in the
United States. The discussion was closed down quickly by a moderator, who
suggested that specifically American politics were of little interest to the global
group, and that those kinds of political discussions were distracting to the main
purpose of the group, which was to talk about lesbian representations. The
formal closure of the “call to action” post of explicitly political discussion
suggests that intervention by owners or moderators affected the possible topics
of deliberation and types of engaged citizenry possible in the fan groups.
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Other groups did not make such a firm distinction between politics and
representation. Different groups had different rules on the circulation of
petitions. MediaBlvd, the commercial portal that was used to host The L Word
Online, had an explicit policy of not allowing petitions to be circulated. The
formal limitation of discussions of legislative change in the groups is, under
Campbell’s (2007) taxonomy, a limitation on the forms of “civic engagement”
enabled by the groups. I would suggest that it is also an obvious limitation on
the potential for equal deliberation within the groups themselves. In contrast to
this, The L Word Fan Site’s owner allowed petitions to be circulated.
Beyond the wishes of the most vocal fans, or, where commercialised, the
wishes of advertisers, the owners of The L Word online groups faced competing
demands on how they governed the sites. The forum owners decided whether or
not to conform to United States laws regarding copyright and intellectual
property, and, where third party commercial portals were used, the rules of that
portal. The forum owners also appeared to be aware of the wishes of producers
regarding copyright, intellectual property, and criticisms of actors or the
production staff. The unofficial The L Word fan groups did not appear to be
directly governed by The L Word producers, but there were several posts which
indicated that fan group owners were aware of their wishes. There were also
several cases where the owners made clear they were avoiding the threat of
prosecution for copyright infringement, even when this threat was not made
publicly or overtly. There did not appear to be government censorship of the
sites, or legal regulations, beyond those required by the portals, such as
membership agreements and terms and conditions. These could be regarded as
social and legal contracts which members entered into.
The forums were also potentially censored by the portals that some of the fan
groups used, which would constrain or limit the possibility of deliberative
debate. Some of these commercial portals, such as Yahoo, have assisted
countries such as China to censor lesbian content (Goldsmith & Wu 2006,
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p.92).2 Access to censored internet sites is possible for a few techno-savvy
people in countries where gay and lesbian internet censorship is enforced
(Goldmith & Wu 2006). A “Chinese” (2005) thread on The L Word Online
attracted posts in both Mandarin and English, several of which appeared to be
from China itself. A poster from France asked the group how they evaded the
censors in China to post to the group, since she herself had not been able to
manage it when she had visited China. A poster from China responded that she
would not discuss politics there, that she was in The L Word Online because
she loved “TLW.” The poster from France persisted with her questions about
censorship evasion, and, after another polite refusal to discuss politics, the
Chinese posters ignored the questions. The forum discussions could easily
have been viewed by official censors from China, although there was no
indication in Australia that the site was under surveillance from external
institutions. The potential for censorship by these portals is a potentially
constraining factor in equal access to, and equal deliberations within,
interactions in the groups.
4.3 Reading Formations in Online Groups
The potential for democratic interaction within the groups is also potentially
constrained by the dominance of “executive fans” and “fan stars,” as well as by
the enforcement of fan norms and practices within fan groups. In their study of
offline Doctor Who fan groups, Tulloch and Jenkins (1995, p.xii) argue that
elite “reading formations” tend to form in fan groups.3
One way of describing lesbian community interpretations of gay and lesbian media is as an
interpretive community which limits the possibilities for interpretation through the
representation and dissemination of particular themes and discourses, with certain

2

Since this time, other commercial portals such as Google have also agreed to censor content in China
(Farrell 2008).
3
Tulloch and Jenkins (1995) draw on the work of Tony Bennett and Janet Woollacott (1987) for their concept
of reading formations.
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community values valorised, and other minority possibilities disparaged. Clark (1993,
p.187, 194) believes that there are “lesbian reading formations,” partially formed through
the gay press and gossip:
Gossip, hearsay, and confessions are activities that reside at the centre of lesbian
interpretive communities and add an important discursive dimension to lesbians’
pleasures in looking.

Munt (1998b, p.7) also argues that lesbians form an interpretative community:
lesbians are an expertly literate ‘interpretative community,’ which reads for affirmation
and confirmation of a group identity. Books are signs of legitimate membership, and
certain novels are accorded an iconic status, performing a bonding function within
lesbian communities. Lesbian culture is not homogenous but heterogeneous. However, it
is possible to proffer an analysis of the prevalent structures of myth and folk tale
operating at any specific historical juncture in order to understand the specific anxieties,
needs and desires being expressed, and the efficacy of the identity forms emerging to
cleave them.

Stanley Fish (1999) coined the term “interpretive community” in his article “Is
There a Text in this Class?” to explain the biases that are inherent in a particular
educational class or institution, and the kinds of reading positions expected of
the lecturer, student, and literary critic. Fish (1999, p.41) argues that he and
other literary critics can understand each other because they speak from a set of
discourses that restrict the range of possible meanings of both texts, and the
words with which to criticise those texts:
[T]he reason that I can speak and presume to be understood by [another literary critic]
[…] is that I speak to him from within a set of interests and concerns, and it is in relation
to those interests and concerns that I assume he will hear my words. If what follows is
communication or understanding, it will not be because he and I share a language, in the
sense of knowing the meanings of individual words and the rules for combining them,
but because a way of thinking, a form of life, shares us, and implicates us in a world of
already-in-place objects, purposes, goals, procedures, values, and so on; it is to the
features of that world that any words we utter will be heard as necessarily referring.
Thus [another literary critic] [… ] and I could talk about whether or not a poem was
pastoral, advance and counter arguments, dispute evidence, concede points, and so forth,
but we could do these things only because “poem” and “pastoral” are possible labels of
identification within a universe of discourse that also includes stipulations as to what
would count as an identifying mark, and ways of arguing that such a mark is or is not
there.
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The development of shared cultural codes and group norms by fan communities
is addressed by Baym (1998, p.36), who argues that online communities
develop group norms and identities, although she does not problematize the
practices of these norms for individuals who do not conform to them:
an online community’s ‘style’ is shaped by a range of pre-existing structures, including
external contexts, temporal structure, system infrastructure, group purposes, and
participant characteristics. In ongoing communicative interaction, participants
strategically appropriate and exploit the resources and rules those structures offer. The
result is a dynamic set of systematic social meanings that enables participants to imagine
themselves as a community. Most significant are the emergence of group specific forms
of expression, identities, relationships, and normative conventions.

What are the “normative conventions” of online fan communities? Jenkins
(2006, p.55) argues that there is some respect for, and some criticism of, the
creators of original texts. Jenkins (1992) also argues that fan groups develop
interpretive communities based on the most popular reading position.
According to Jenkins (1992, p.89) interpretive communities can marginalise
those expressing viewpoints that differ from that of the majority:
[An] individual’s socialization into fandom often requires learning “the right way” to
read as a fan, learning how to employ and comprehend the community’s particular
interpretive conventions…fannish reading practices may represent a particular inflection
of gender-specific strategies of interpretation, may represent the institutionalization of a
“feminine” approach to texts that differs from the more “masculine” style preferred by
the academy.

The L Word fan groups functioned in ways similar to other fan groups described
by Jenkins, with fans negotiating their own reactions to the series, as well as
their own reactions to group processes and normative conventions. The times
when individual or minority opinions conflicted with those of the dominant
reading practices of the groups are highlighted in flame wars as well as in
gentler negotiations between people of various identities. Jenkin’s (1992) point
about interpretive fan communities insisting that fandom be conducted “the
right way” implies that there is a limit to the possibility of democratic
interaction in the fan groups he studied.
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The owners and moderators of The L Word fan groups also potentially
constrained deliberation in the groups by insisting that members agree to the
terms and conditions of the site, an agreement that could be termed a contract.
These kinds of contracts are described by Goldsmith and Wu (2006, p.135) as
akin to Thomas Hobbes’ “social contract,” which requires the threat of coercion
to work. However, I would contend that social contracts work to control off or
online societies only to a limited degree. The membership agreements in The L
Word fan groups were not always adhered to in the forums, and although the
governance of fan groups is trivial compared to state power, the owners or
moderators utilised real power over members who did not voluntarily adhere to
the contracts they had agreed to in order to join the groups. The moderators or
owners had the power to censor posts, close or move discussion threads, or to
suspend or revoke membership, which potentially affected which voices were
heard and which discourses could be expressed in the forums.
Although The L Word Fan Site did not require people to join the group to read
the posts, they did require membership for people to post to the group. The
rules of membership were clearly stated in the home page of the discussion
forum. Most of these rules asked for respect of moderators and the group in the
posts. One of the rules (Jacky 2007) referenced the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution regarding free speech, and stated that it did not apply
in the forum, since it was a privately owned and operated forum:
Expression of Opinions. This site is privately owned and operated, and therefore not
subject to First Amendment Free Speech rights. If you choose to participate in this
community, you do so on the terms set forth above. The site welcomes all nondiscriminatory opinions, including constructive criticism of the site. While this means
that feedback is welcome, it does not mean that it is appropriate to harass or abuse
moderators or site administrators, or make overtly hostile posts.

By referencing and denying the constitutional right of free speech the owner
forestalled possible future arguments from members which called upon this
right.
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The owner of The L Word Fan Site stated in the rules section that she would
leave posts that were critical of the group uncensored, but that any criticisms
should be expressed politely rather than in a flaming or inflammatory manner.
This decision leaves the group processes far more transparent and accountable
than in many forums, and in fact challenges one of the arguments Netanel
(2000) makes against the self-governance of online communities, that their
processes are not as accountable or transparent as communities that are
governed more actively by the state.
The L Word Online, which also allowed people to read the forum without
joining, had several rules for those who wanted to join and post to the group
with regard to respect of the group, and posting non-critically about the actors,
cast and crew of The L Word. There were rules specifically addressed to
newbies, telling them not to start new threads unless they had read through all
the other threads to avoid duplication. The forum discussions of The L Word
Online were heavily controlled by the owners and moderators of the site. A
variety of reading positions and fan preferences for actors and character
pairings were allowed on this site, but moderators conducted an ongoing battle
with fans of a particular character pairing (Bette and Tina), who were accused
of wasting precious bandwidth with repeated posts, off-topic trivial
conversations, pictures that were too large, and posts criticising the moderators
and defying the moderators’ control of the threads. In 2005 and 2006, the
owners’ policy regarding copyright infringements was that they would remove
posts that offered links to illegal downloads or posts that would lead to fans
profiting from other fans by selling their The L Word DVDs, but that they
would encourage the swapping of DVDs or video tapes of the series. This
encouragement of swapping is more in line with traditional fan practices of
encouraging community and discouraging the commercialisation of fandom,
described by theorists of early offline fan formations such as Camille BaconSmith (1992). Many fans in The L Word fan sites appeared to idealise non-
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profit fan behaviour. Many fans also expressed a preference for providing links
to free downloading sites.
Fan Group C had fewer formal rules than the other large The L Word fan sites
that I studied. Before 2007, when privacy rules changed, applications for
membership to the group needed to be approved by the owner or moderator.
Though there were fewer formal rules, there were many informal, unstated rules
regarding conduct on the site that were strictly enforced by the very active
moderators of this site. Most of these informal rules were very general (no
flaming, no trolling), but there was a specific advisory/warning against
expressing derogatory opinions about bisexuals on the site. There was also a
stated, formal rule regarding no linking to or discussion of illegal downloading
of The L Word, which was strictly enforced. Fan Group C did allow links to
other sites and fan groups, as long as these sites or fan groups were not
obviously infringing copyright.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group was more focused on discussions of fan
fiction than on debates over The L Word series itself. There were no rules
specified on The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group’s site, but membership
applications needed to be approved by the owner. Applicants needed to claim a
lesbian or bisexual female identity in order to be allowed to join the group. The
group was much smaller than the other fan groups that I studied, and subject to
very few flame wars.
The L Word Fan Site rules also stated that competing fan sites could not be
linked to or advertised on the sites, and that signatures on posts could not
contain email addresses or internet addresses. The rules also asked for ageappropriate discussions and no discussion of illegalities such as intellectual
property and copyright infringements such as downloading episodes of The L
Word. The state laws which do tend to be enforced in internet groups, though
only in an ad hoc way, are those of copyright. The enforcement of such laws
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may disadvantage individuals and consumers. The state intervention in the form
of laws regarding copyright or intellectual property is a potential constraint to
democratic interaction on the fan groups. As I mentioned above, these laws
were sometimes enforced through prosecutions of fan site owners or users by
production or publishing companies (Shefrin 2004). Unlike many other fan
sites, such as Star Wars unofficial fan sites (Jenkins 2002), there was no
reporting of formal cease and desist letters or threats of prosecution from The L
Word producers in the forums, but there may have been a sense of surveillance
or caution regarding the possibility of being sued by producers, or having the
site removed if they were using a third party commercial portal.
Practices such as selling illegally downloaded or pirated copies of the object of
fandom have been frowned upon in fan communities because of the implication
that fans were profiting from other fans. Traditional fan practices would see
fans circulating illegal, pirated copies of the object of fandom at cost or for free
(Jenkins 1995a, p.54) thus furthering the sense of fan community, as well as
engaging in practices that “resist” the commercial exploitation of fans and the
power of media owners. The argument that fans resist powerful media
producers by “poaching” and reworking copyright material was made by
Jenkins, and was based on theories of Michel De Certeau (Hills 2002). Leftwing and Marxist frameworks popular with many cultural studies theorists
underlie these theories, but fans themselves, as well as some more recent fan
theorists such as Hills (2002, p.40), have questioned the veracity and universal
applicability of the idea of the “resistant” fan. Many fans do not perceive
themselves to be resistant to producers or directors because they embrace
consumerism, marketing, products, and the object of their fandoms. Sheenagh
Pugh (2005) argues that fans’ objections to producers are usually at the microlevels of plot and character development, and some fans do take control of
these elements in fan videos, art, and fic. Some fans in The L Word fan sites
post with criticisms of actors and producers, but other sites actively discourage
or repress this practice. The sites which discourage criticisms of the series,
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actors, or production tend to post about having some contact with the
producers, and not wishing to offend them. These sites cannot be seen as
resisting powerful media producers, but rather, as compromised sites for lesbian
civic engagement.
A flame war in Fan Group C over “illegal” copies of The L Word in various
countries around the globe is a good example of a semi-global deliberation over
both fan and lesbian mores. “Illegal” copies of The L Word series had made
their way into countries where lesbian practices are illegal but the internet was
not heavily censored, such as Lebanon. One post to Fan Group C was from a
woman from Lebanon (2005, Appendix 1) who claimed that she would gladly
have paid for the series, but it was not possible to buy the series in her country.
She had ordered the series online but had her DVDs seized at customs when she
attempted to import the series. She could not access Showtime or any sites to
buy the series legally. Many of the other posters around the globe found a way
to access the series by downloading the series using a BitTorrent site. These
peer-to-peer file sharing sites are very difficult to censor. These posters argue
that access to media representations of lesbians was more important than
conforming to local and international laws on copyright or censorship.4
There was another flame war on Fan Group C about links to BitTorrent sites
from the fan site, and the reasons why these links were removed by moderators.
On a Forum FAQ (Do Not Start Threads Appendix 1) a fan from Sweden
argued that BitTorrent sites are not illegal there, so Swedish fans should have
access to information about BitTorrent sites because they were not breaking any
laws in their own country. A moderator responded that their decision to remove
all posts which linked to BitTorrent sites was a blanket decision that would not
be altered. BitTorrent sites were illegal in the country that hosted their internet
site and forum, the United States. The moderator argued further that even if
4

According to the OpenNet initiative (2009), the internet in Lebanon is more liberal and less censored than
any other Middle Eastern country. It does, however, actively censor any media being brought into the country
that is considered to be pornographic or a challenge to religious or political views.
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BitTorrent was not illegal around the world, the downloading of The L Word
episodes without payment to the producers was morally and ethically at odds
with the aims of the lesbian community, since the lesbian executive producer of
The L Word needed the support of the lesbian community to keep the first
mainstream United States lesbian-centred television series on air. The
moderator also stated that the site had close ties to the producers, who wanted
the site to steer clear of illegal downloads. For this moderator, the commercial
realities for the producers outweighed the necessity for access to lesbian
televisual representations in countries which censored lesbian DVD imports.
Some fans may believe that they are in a supportive lesbian community space
when they access The L Word fan sites, but there are limits to that community
which are imposed or enforced by the owners of that site. There are moral
imperatives in the call to community from both sides of the argument, with both
sides calling for support of lesbians in ways that are contradictory, or in tension
with one another.
4.4 Flame Wars over Commercialisation of Fan Groups
In this section I explore whether or not the owners of the unofficial The L Word
fan groups engaged in the “suppression of minority viewpoints” (Netanel 2000,
p.406) by examining the phenomenon of flame wars. There were flashpoints in
The L Word flame wars when perceived attacks on the reading position of the
owner and moderators of a site were responded to with differing degrees of
power. Sometimes the flame wars were closed down by moderators or owners,
and sometimes the moderators or owners intervened tactfully to attempt to
resolve the conflict. The L Word fan site moderators or owners employed tactics
described by Rheingold (2000) in other “civilized” online communities such as
“charm” or “persuasion,” but also went further and arbitrarily closed threads or
discussions.
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For example, a thread called “where are the butchies?” (2004, Appendix 1) that
was derogatory towards butch lesbians was closed on Fan Group C by the
moderator because anti-butch members had expressed “inflammatory”
opinions. A butch member opened the thread with the following comment:
I've seen every episode of the L Word, and my question is "Where have all the Butchies
Gone?" Shane is the closest to a butch woman on the show,and I wouldn't even call her
butch...not with that hair. I know in my circle of lezy friends, not one of them looks like
Bette, Tina, Marina, Dana, etc. Bring on a hundred footer as a main character in the
show. This whole thing with Ivan...that doesn't count. I'm talking about a real butch
woman, with her short dykie hair cut,no make up, blue jeans, and polo shirts with
undershirts. She keeps her wallet in her back pocket and only goes for the beautiful
femme women. [sic]

At least one poster responded with anti-butch comments.
If I want a man I'll get a man. I don't get caught up in this whole political notion of looking bad to keep
away the male eye.[…] Nobody wants to see some butches. There are too many at bars and clubs.
Where are all the women who actually look like women? [sic]

This poster was criticised by other members, and the disagreement escalated
into a flame war. A pro-butch member suggested that the anti-butch members
deserved to be bashed by homophobes:
[…] if you ever get gay bashed or encounter homophobes... don't get angry, 'cause you're no better
yourselves.

One of the anti- butch posters persisted in trying to outline her argument that she was not
attracted to butch women and could not find any femme women in the lesbian community
where she lived. She wanted to see “beautiful, fashionable, fit” femme lesbians on The L
Word rather than butches. A moderator intervened and said:
[member name removed] you are certainly entitled to your opinion and I would never take that away
from you, but I think you should also know that no matter how beautiful you think you are (especially
compared to BUTCHES! *sarcasm intended) your personality is offensive, and as long as you
continue to think of yourself as better than other people, you might find that sane people will disagree
with you.
Also, you said you wanted to avoid generalizations, and then you immediately made one about
"leering butches"... most of whom I'm guessing you never met, so you have no clue if they're nice
people or not. But you discount them immediately because they don't look like a carbon copy of
yourself.
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The anti-butch member responded, referring to the moderators and owners as “warden[s].”
It seems that the majority of people here disagree with me. To appease the warden I will say this: I
don't want to see butches on television. Is that better?
At any rate I don't see what the big deal is about butches not being on the L Word. I get so sick of
going to bars and clubs and the place is swamped by leering butches.

After several more posts from members, the thread was closed by the owner of
the forum. The owner argues that the anti-butch posters had expressed
“inflammatory” opinions about the group:
Okay, I'm going to put a stop to this conversation for awhile, since it's just going in circles and straying
too far off the actual topic of the thread.
I'll un-freeze the thread in a few days after everyone's had awhile to chill.
Meanwhile [member name removed] I certainly support your right to express your opinions, but I'd
appreciate it if you'd take a more respectful tone in your comments - accusing the entire community of
being "sensitive and narrow," for example, when you really have a problem with five or six people out
of 5,000 is not only inaccurate, it's unnecessarily inflammatory (which seems to be a running theme
with your comments).
We need everyone's cooperation to keep this a friendly forum. Thanks. (Fan Group C owner Where are
the butchies?)

A similar thread discussing butch and femme was closed down by an owner of
The L Word Online. The thread was titled “Why do some people dislike the l
word?” and begun on December 17th 2004.
The thread was begun by strongwoman 66 with the following post:
Um...It's my first time to post a new topic. Hope you'll forgive the poor use of my English, it's not my
first language. Here is the topic of people who don't like the L Word. I'm not sure if some of you
already discussed it in the past. Oh well, I recently went to a website called Butch-femme.com, that I
was curious about what others think of 'The L Word'. Wow, people on this website're really angry
about the portrayal of lesbians on our favorite TV show. They agree on many things: the plot's bad, the
actors don't like real 'lesbians', and some wondered why there're no mention of Butch-femme
relationships at all. Frankly, I'm a bit upset by their comments. I'm bi (bi rocks!) and I don't really meet
a lot of people in the community. So it's not my job to tell the 'true' culture of gays/lesbians/bi/others.
However, I feel that they are a bit too dramatic about the stories on the TV show. […]

Several of the responses discussed the issue of lesbian representation in general.
A poster, nsane (2004), then accused butch lesbians of acting like men:
SECOND, they don't look like real lesbians?... homosexuality is a lifestyle, a preference... it's not a
crossover from being a girl to boy or vice versa...
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i'm from LA, a real lesbian, femme and dresses like the girls in the show-meaning like a girl-... these
butch lesbians don't want to be with a guy so why the hell do they act like one?

The anti-butch sentiment expressed by this poster was echoed by one of the other forum
members, timewaster (2004).
OK, I'm still in the closet but very definitely gay and I just wanted to make a comment about your
quote nsane. I'm very confused about the whole butch thing. I am attracted to women and am
completely puzzled as to what the attraction is to someone who looks like and acts like a man. The
women in the l word are hot, sexy and I am certainly not complaining! I do not want a show full of
butch lesbians. I'll say it again it's set in LA - hello.
However of course I have no complaints about there being butch characters in the show - however I
haven't as yet found them enlightening just baffling. I know I should learn to live and let live - but I
don't like the portrayal of all lesbians as being butch- i.e. Will and Grace -that is offensive to me as I
am not!

This escalated into a flame war, with butch members such as Portard (2004) taking offence:
This is my first post here and by doing so I may make some enemies since a lot of people seem to be
very sensitive on this forum.
I'm not sure where to start here. I absolutely LOVE TLW. I love the women on it and most of the story
lines (I could do w/o the whole Jenny ordeal). But I have to say, I guess I would be considered a
\"butch lesbian\" and I am shocked at how \"disgusted\" and mean a lot of people on here are to
butchier lesbians.
In my opinion not ALL butchy women are ugly or fat or try to \"act like men\". A lot of \"butchie\"
girls just feel comfy in baggy clothes and hats etc. (I have actually seen VERY attractive butch
women.)
I find it ironic that you all put down \"butch lesbians\" but then turn around and bitch about equality
and acceptance for femmie lesbians (aka lipstick lesbians). Why can't we all just be cool with each
other? Hell, we all like women, so it shouldn't matter what we look like. Attractive or not, we are all
human.
I just don't understand it, I guess.

One of the forum owners, Slicey (2005), closed down this thread after posting that butches
were an integral part of lesbian communities:
Thanks for posting portard. I found it pretty offensive coming into this thread and reading what
basically amounted to "butch-bashing". Many women are attracted to butch lesbians or masculine
women, and the inference that women who "act like men" is disgusting or unattractive is really
offensive to me. People are attracted to all different things - different features, different personalities,
different styles. I love The L Word and I think they have done a great job by bending some stereotypes
that exist and I don't mind that the women on the show look the way they look. That's L.A. and that's
TV and I think it is realistic. But not everyone is attracted to women who look like these actors and I
think it's unfair to praise L for bringing us beautiful lesbian characters and thanking them for not
representing lesbians as butch or masculine. To say that butch, masculine, boyish, etc women are ugly
is degrading and disrespectful to the lesbian community as a whole. Why can't we just accept all styles,
looks, and tastes and realise that everyone you find unattractive is beautiful to somebody else.
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Many internet theorists argue that this degree of control by moderators or
owners is necessary to maintain a civilized online community (Reid 1999,
p.107). The closing down of threads critical of a group’s purpose may be
necessary to maintain the integrity of the community or to keep the discussion
board focused on the issues of interest to the owners and moderators. Without
moderator intervention, there is a potential for uncensored posts and free
speech, but this freedom of expression leads to criticisms, flaming, harassment,
and ultimately the failure of unmoderated groups, because their purpose,
continuity, friendliness, and similarity of goals is lost in acrimony. However,
moderator control that specifically represses the expression of viewpoints that
are related to the purpose of the group, such as the themes raised by the
television series that the fandom group was established in relation to, means
that moderator and owner control goes beyond the boundaries of the stated
group purpose and rules to impose their own viewpoints. In the example of the
repression of anti-butch sentiment in The L Word Online and Fan Group C, the
owner and moderator intervention could be seen as a formal intervention to
prevent discriminatory utterances. The intervention also served as an
affirmation of group purpose and enforcement of the ideal of butch inclusion
and acceptance in lesbian communities. The need for explicit moderator or
owner intervention to emphasise that butch lesbians should not be criticised or
excluded is surprising in lesbian focused groups. The criticism of butch lesbians
is contrary to Munt’s (1998b) claim that the figure of the butch signifies
lesbians in the lesbian imaginary and perhaps indicates a level of anti-butch
sentiment in some contemporary lesbian communities.
The active moderation of lesbian fan groups appears to be necessary to
maintain a group’s purpose. In the case of The L Word Fan Site, I would argue
that the owner encouraged deliberative debate and allowed public criticisms of
the group to be made in the forums. The conflicts over the perceived
suppression of minority viewpoints in that forum involved fan fic and character
pairings. The owner of The L Word Fan Site was asked in the forum why she
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had not removed posts which criticised and challenged her, and a moderator
responded by flaming the critics, telling them that the decision had been
reached to keep the posts on the forum to show how “stupid” the critics were.
One of the moderators accused the most critical poster in this thread of being a
disruptive man who obviously did not understand a woman’s way of relating or
operating. A fan fic writer, ilpinkchainsaw, left the group and formed her own
personal fan group for the character Shane. This writer left a post on The L
Word Fan Site complaining that people on that site were too fond of Bette and
Tina fic and had criticised her fic and given it low ratings because it was not
about Bette and Tina. The writer called for other Shane fans to leave the site
and follow the link to join her new site. This post was removed by moderators.
A rule on the site expressly forbade advertising or linking to competing fan
groups, because the fan group was run on a commercial basis, and the
competition could hurt the business.
The owner of the site, Jacky (nd), posted her rationale for this in the rules
section:
As L-word.com administrators we are conscious of the knowledge "USERS" were the
ones who made us "L-word.com" and we are thankful to them for that. Now we are a big
family and as you know every family has its internal problems caused by unexpected
incidents. We are also aware of our Fan Fiction pages helped us lot at becoming a big
family. And as you can imagine it is not quite possible to make happy every member of
the family. An author (or a user) can feel the need that he/she should leave this site and
go to another place to publish his/her ART. L-word.com has nothing against that!
A writer/user can say "i am writing in l-word.com but i am writing at "X" address too. so
you can find my stories at both places".
A writer/user can say "i am leaving l-word.com and i will never ever again write here!"
if he/she wishes so. The reasons he/she is doing that are HIS/HER PERSONAL
REASONS we believe and we will do nothing to stop but of course we will show
RESPECT.
BUT a writer/user can't write in L-word.com pages: "i am leaving this site and going to
another site; i also recommend other users to do so. WE WON'T ALLOW IT!
(IMPORTANT NOTE: right now only one author “ilpinkchainsaw” banned from Lword.com servers!)
We had no intentions on writing an explanation but things got out of hand by some other
author's/users' comments on this matter.
Here is a part of what ilpinkchainsaw posted on L-word.com Fan Fiction Pages:
"I just wanted to let my readers know that from now on, Parallels, Descending as well as
my other fics will no longer be updated at this site. This archive is nice and all, but it's
obvious that both Shane fans and their fanfic are only just barely tolerated around these
parts. And, to paraphrase Jenny - to be tolerated and know you're being tolerated sucks,
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because it implies that there's something wrong with you. I don't think that there's
anything wrong with Shane fans. I don't think we're weird, I don't think Shane is strange
or that she doesn't have a personality. Shane fans know... there's always more going on
under the surface than meets the eye....
....Come on by, check us out. See what you think. From now on, all of my work will be
hosted there and that is the only place that you'll be able to read Parallels (actually I just
posted chapter 22 last night) as well as any of my upcoming new work from here on in."
WE HAVE NO ISSUES WITH PEOPLE CROSS POSTING AND LINKING TO
PERSONAL WEB SITE. ****THE ISSUE**** IS PEOPLE HAVING USED THIS
SPACE AND THEN TO POST A NOTICE OR LINK THAT BASICALLY SAYS TO
PEOPLE ****STOP COMING TO L--WORD.COM*** AND GO MY ADDRESS
INSTEAD.
According to us what she did was directly "asking people to give up the l-word.com and
go to another site instead" and as we mentioned before WE ARE NOT ALLOWING IT!
In addition to all of this; CREATING POLEMICS such as "Shane fans and their fanfic
are only just barely tolerated around these parts" and/or "to be tolerated and know you're
being tolerated sucks, because it implies that there's something wrong with you. I don't
think that there's anything wrong with Shane fans"
L-word.com has NOTHING against Shane fans (Tina fans, Bette fans, Alice fans, Dana
fans, Kit fans, Carmen fans, Mark fans, Helena fans or any other fans of this show)!! the
L word is a TV SHOW and www.l-word.com is simply; "a web based online unofficial
fan site for the L word TV SHOW". we take it as a WHOLE and NO ONE (member or
not) has the right to make statements which are indicating it as opposite. This is just
plain SLANDERING to L-word.com! And as you can guess and understand WE
WON'T ALLOW THAT TOO! [original grammar and formatting].

The decision to publish excerpts from a public flame war on a forum which was
apparently commercially driven was an interesting one. Presumably it was
important to retain advertisers or to promote the site to attract more members,
and retain existing members. One of the forum rules was a request that
criticisms of the site be posted in a respectful manner, because even critical
posts were not going to be removed or censored, but there would be less
conflict if criticisms were expressed tactfully. The policy of not censoring
critical posts unless they were providing links to the competition does appear to
be a transparent and accountable decision. The censoring of posts which
provided links to the competition is also contrary to some traditional fan
practices of movement between fan groups in a particular fandom. The lack of
censorship of critical posts, however, positively indicates the potential for
democratic deliberation on the site.
This flame war also raised other issues. Although very few posts to the forum
were removed, posts were censored to remove profanities. One of the regular
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members and high volume posters to the forum claimed that in order to pander
to advertisers, erotic fan fic was going to be censored, as well as posts which
included profanities and lesbian-specific jargon that could be judged to be
pornographic. Rhetoric about the need for free speech and unrestricted lesbian
discussions opposing restrictive, “moral” judgments by “conservative” and
“right-wing” advertisers was used in the resulting flame war, with some support
for the initial poster, and some support for the owner of the site. One member
claimed that the forum allowed the least restricted lesbian discussion forum that
she had found on the net, and stated that she did not mind being restricted from
using profanities. The original poster agreed, but claimed that the new rules
would mean that The L Word Fan Site could become as censored as the official
The L Word site run by Showtime, which she believed arbitrarily censored
posts, or other major The L Word fan groups, which that poster also believed
engaged in heavy censorship.
Posters on a thread titled “Censoring the Forum” complained of the censoring of the site by
the new advertisers on the site, rather than The L Word producers. Windrider2 (2005) said:
One woman's porn is another woman's erotica. Things that are legal here are illegal in other countries
where many of our members live...and vice versa. Who decides? Who is the censor? Under what
circumstances. If I say **** or **** or cunt, will those words be censored? Why?
Provocations is one of the most vibrant forums in the broader lesbian internet community precisely
BECAUSE it has not been censored. And the only restriction has been against flaming, which is a
healthy restriction that places no moral judgment of 'right or wrong' other than to insist that everyone
here be treated with respect.
There is a level of frankness and honesty here that has been immensely healthy, supportive, and
educational. Posters know they are free and safe to speak their minds without fear of judgment and
condemnations. To begin setting moral gates on what is said here is a slippery slope that will
ultimately destroy the judgment-free environment we've created here...and for that, we might as well
go post at the Showtime board where arbitrary censorship abounds.

Jacky (2005) replied that very few posts were removed or edited, and fan fiction was not
edited, only read to check that the author had put the correct rating on the fic. The
censoring of profanities was justified thus:
I'd think you'd understand basic economics. This site costs thousand of dollars a month to run. My
deep pockets can't hold up this world wide community forever.
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This is Economics 101. We need revenue. Because I won't run porn ads, I have to look to other ads.
They require word censors. Word censors or shut the site.
It's that simple. I chose word censors.

The commercialisation of the site, and the apparent pandering to conservative
advertisers, incensed many of the posters. There was speculation from members
that the site owner was profiting from the site, which went against traditional
fan practices, and that, if she was paid, fan fic writers should be paid as well.
The owner responded that she had to pay graphic designers and programmers
something. She defended the commercialisation of the site with left-wing
rhetoric, speaking of the need to feed people such as themselves working
towards countercultural aims, since the revolution was not imminent. This
flame war made some of the assumptions by site participants about lesbian
community or countercultural action very explicit. The site was perceived to be
a lesbian community space in spite of commercial imperatives— a space for the
expression of lesbian politics, desires, and erotics. There was no definitive
conclusion to this flame war. Both proponents and critics of the
commercialisation of a lesbian net forum utilised rhetorics of lesbian
community and activisms.
There were only two flame wars on the much smaller
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group during the period I studied it. One war was
over spam and one was over the issue of the commercialisation of a different
site, The L Word Fan Site. The latter discussion began with a post from an
individual called Aleida (2004) who had just started a new The L Word fan
group on msn groups. She invited the members of
The_L_Word_Fan_Fic_Group to join her group as well:
Hey! I just made a group for all those people that love '' The L
Word '' called ~ The L Word Fan Site ~ Please Join! It has a lot of
discussions in which you can participate! And a lot of info about
the characters, cast, couples, episodes and a lot more things. It
even has a link for a quiz so you can find out which character ofthe L word are you :D If you like The
L Word you'll love it!!! :P
The link for it is:
http://groups.msn.com/thelwordfansite
And be sure to join! :p
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Jacky (2004) as the owner of an established site that has the same name as this
new group responded to this post with a post of her own in The_L-Word_FanFic_Group.
[…] This person is basically stealing a name we've used since January 1, 2004. It's a totally amateur
site created by a person who does not respect other peoples' work.
Please do not join or support this site.

A moderator of The L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, Vicky (2004), responded
with a conciliatory statement:
Before we hopefully put this somewhat silly topic to an end, i have
a thing to add:
"The L Word Fansite" and "The L Word Fan Site" are different names.
Not a huge distinction, but they are not infact the same. And Don't
make a fuzz [sic] about it. Jacky, your site is fabulous design- and
otherwise, whereas the MSN group looks like, well, all other MSN
groups, if you know what I mean. Also, it's a *group*, located under
the MSN community. It does not, nor do I think it has much chance of
getting to the proffesional [sic] level of your site.
And please. As if anyone would confuse the two.
So, as a mod, I think that from now on, if you still have hard
feelings about it, discuss it in private.
And, the more sites, the better. We want this show to stay on the
air, and the more attention it gets, the better.

This flame war was one of the few examples from this group where traditional
fan practices such as copyright infringement came into conflict with
commercial imperatives. The conflicting needs of both groups were openly
debated, which can be seen as an example of deliberative democracy in action.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group could be seen as a traditional fan space, and
a neutral site for holding a debate over fan group ownership and competition,
since the site was small, not apparently competing with other sites, and not
commercialised, although the large portal that hosted the group carried
advertisements in the group space. The debate on
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group could not be closed down by the owners or
moderators of other sites. The small not-for-profit
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group was characterized by a greater diversity of
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reading positions and little direct control by the moderators or owners by
comparison with the other, larger sites—to the extent that a few of the fans
suggested a coup when spammers had been allowed to join and spread spam to
the egroup and on the discussion board. There were few rules on this site, but
there were very few flame wars and very few criticisms of any poster,
moderator, or owner. There was a diversity of reading positions in the
discussions and the fan fic. The owner did intervene when necessary, such as in
a call to stop a spammer from inundating the group with spam, and the owner
also recruited an unpaid moderator to assist in the governance of the group to
stop anti-fan practices such as spamming, but, overall, this small group was a
model for a traditional fan community that almost governed itself and allowed
both democratic discussion without flaming, as well as a supportive, noncompetitive space for the posting of fan fic. The small numbers in the group,
the specific purposes of the group (to post, read, and discuss The L Word fan
fic), as well the need for owner approval to join the group, may have meant that
there was more homogeneity in this group, and thus less likelihood of flaming
and dissent compared to the larger, more easily accessible fan groups. There
were only a small number of discussions posted to
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group that went beyond expressions of admiration
for an actor, character, or piece of fan fic. When more in-depth discussions did
occur, they were civilized, with respectful, thoughtful posts.
The flexibility and choices offered to The L Word fans in terms of unofficial
forums—choices ranging from establishing their own groups using third party
commercial portals or fan groups, or joining pre-existing groups of vastly
different sizes—meant that the fans were not restricted to the rules and
regulations of one group, owner, or moderator, but also that particular owners
or moderators could be pressured by fans with demands for change, because
leaving a group and joining another group was a simple matter. The affective
relations that heavy users of a group built up with other users could in theory be
transferred to other sites, since many fans appeared to be members of multiple
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sites, using the same nick for each, so other fans could find them. The choices
offered to fans also meant that one person did not govern all The L Word fans.
Fans who were unhappy with a particular style of community and community
governance could leave and establish their own group, or join another group.
The expense, though, in maintaining a very large site is a disincentive to
replicating an equivalent to The L Word Fan Site, so fans unhappy with that
group had to make do with smaller forums.
Accusations of intolerance by fan groups towards particular minority reading
positions of the series were not usually directed at fan group owners or
moderators; rather, they were directed at the site in general or at individuals
who had flamed the member expressing the minority opinion. The perceived
discrimination against members who expressed opinions which were unpopular
with the majority may have been indirectly influenced by the need to make the
site commercially viable. The expression of unpopular opinions may have led
to people leaving the group, or not being attracted to the group. However, the
dominant reading position of the site, and the perceived repression of opinions
not popular with this majority, may not be influenced by commercial
imperatives. It may be more a result of the contributions and behaviours of the
most prolific posters.
4.5 Online Governance Conclusions
The New Left, counterculturalist, and separatist lesbian ideals of consensusbased democratic communities which have been used to describe online
communities do not take into account the commercialisation and individual
ownership of groups on the internet. The utopian community rhetorics also fail
to account for inequalities within online groups which both mirror offline
inequalities, and generate online inequalities between group members.
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The L Word fan communities do govern themselves, through formal measures
of social control such as contracts, censorship by owners, or moderators
(sometimes commercially driven) and member expulsion, with very little regard
for state laws beyond rules about copyright infringements from links to
BitTorrent sites. The L Word fan groups enable a degree of deliberative
democracy in that many lesbians or lesbian supporters are provided with a safe
space in which to debate issues of concern to lesbian fans. The effects of these
debates are impossible to quantify. There are no formal mechanisms to translate
deliberative debate in any community, public or forum into law or state policy
beyond voting in elections. The numbers of people participating in or reading
the fan groups are not large enough to have any effect in the governmental
arena. The fan groups may influence decisions by producers of the series, but
are unlikely to influence the opinion of people beyond those who have viewed
the homepages or discussions of the group, or potentially, networks of people
known to those in the group. More people watched the series than accessed the
websites. However, if the fans did influence production decisions on
representation of lesbians, then potentially the fansites had a greater reach than
on those who read the sites.
In this chapter I explored the potential for deliberative democracy in terms of
decision making in The L Word groups. The moderators and owners had to
balance imperatives of commercialisation, legal requirements, and the
requirements from external portals (when the sites were owned by such
portals), with the expectations from the group members that the sites should
build and maintain safe lesbian spaces. I believe that the owners and some of
the moderators facilitated discussion as equitably as possible, but that there
were times when the dominant reading positions of the large groups tended to
overshadow minority opinions. All communities practice forms of exclusion
and enforcement of normative behaviours. The L Word fan communities were
no exception to this, but the different fan groups allowed differing degrees of
expression of minority opinion and deliberative debate.
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In spite of being owned by individuals, all the sites constructed spaces for
lesbian community that allowed deliberation, within limits, about issues of
concern to that community. Both communitarians and some theorists on
cybercultures argue that the internet is a potentially democratizing force for
minority communities, giving them a voice and the technology to control their
own representations in one form of media, as well as providing better access to
deliberative debate (see Rheingold 2000, p.175; Weger & Aakhus 2003, p.2).
However, I would argue, along with Netanel (2000), that online communities
are subject to the same problems with control, participation and representation
as offline communities.
Following Phelan (1989), I posited that the potential for equality in most
lesbian groups or communities has traditionally been constrained by the
operations of power inequalities within groups. Although most of The L Word
fan groups that I studied were owned by an individual lesbian, I would not
describe their governance as autocratic or tyrannical, since there appeared to be
some consultation with the groups. There also appeared to be delegation of
authority to moderators in many instances, which means that the governance of
the groups could be said to be oligarchic. The few decisions to censor posts in
the largest, commercial fan group, The L Word Fan Site, were justified by
moderators or owners as conforming to the rules of the group, or as necessary
to attract sufficient advertising revenue to host such a large, expensive-tomaintain group.
Although the members needed to consent to abide by the rules to participate in
the groups, and the moderators and owners were willing to ban members or
censor posts to enforce these rules, there was, overall, space provided for
deliberation and engagement on lesbian focused themes. This deliberation was,
on a few occasions, censored, or discussion threads closed, but overall, there
were many examples of interactive and engaged members and debates of
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concern to lesbian communities. Perhaps this style of governance is necessary
for interpretive, lesbian focused communities to form and thrive. I will analyse
other deliberations and disciplinary formations in more depth the following
chapter, Chapter Five, as well as the potential for deliberation through
contestation of activisms.
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Chapter 5 Deliberations in the Forums: Flashpoints over Transgender Activisms and SameSex Violence
In this chapter, I explore the deliberations between people who can be said to
express activist positions over the issue of same-sex intimate partner violence,
as well as the issue of transgender presence in lesbian communities in the
context of The L Word fan groups. The contestation between positions that can
be said to be pro and anti transgender, and the trans fight for inclusion in
lesbian communities (including separatist women’s communities whose
discourses, mores and conventions precede transgender activisms and social
movements) is a continuing, contentious issue. Although there are both legal
and other activisms over exclusions of transgenders from offline lesbian spaces,
exclusion from internet groups has not caused as much controversy, or been as
effective, since challenges to authenticity are much harder to enforce online.
Some lesbian online group owners also have a deliberate policy of targeting
lesbians but including people of all sexual identities, so did not formally
exclude transgenders. The contestations in the groups between people holding
diverse positions about intimate partner violence are also explored. How issues
of transgender presence and partner violence are debated, negotiated and denied
in The L Word fan groups has implications for wider debates occurring in on
and offline lesbian communities, and for issues of sexual citizenship and
deliberation in the lesbian polis.
The deliberation between people holding opposing activist positions in the
forums suggests that there is another dimension to Young’s (2003) contention
that activists do not need to be democratic or deliberative in their attempts to
persuade or inform mainstream publics, and in fact that it may be necessary for
activists to be non-democratic or deliberative in their assertions. Young (2003,
pp.103-104) argues that although deliberative democracy aims to “bracket
power differentials in political outcomes, because agreement between
deliberators should be reached on the basis of argument, rather than as a threat
or force,” in practice, those in power are indifferent to deliberations from those
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without power. Thus, activists feel compelled to inform their “fellow citizens”
(Young 2003, p.104, 105) of the injustices perpetrated by those in power
through non-deliberative processes, such as street demonstrations, sit-ins,
picketing, and leafleting.
The three incidents of apparent intimate partner violence that are my focus here cover a
range of sexual and gender identities and were debated heavily in the unofficial fan forums.
However, with the exception of one incident involving the character Jenny, the incidents
were not referred to again in the series after their initial occurrence. In Season Two,
Episode One, (“Life, Loss, Leaving”) an ambiguously represented sex scene between Jenny
and Tim could be read as rape. In the season finale of Season One, Episode Fourteen
(“Limb from Limb”) the main protagonists of the series, two femmes Bette and Tina, were
involved in an apparent rape and sexualized violence while they were breaking up over
Bette’s infidelity. In this scene, with much screaming, Tina slaps Bette, Bette pins Tina to
the bed, Tina reverses their positions and puts Bette’s hand onto her genitals. The last scene
that I discuss is in Season Three, Episode Eight (“Latecomer”) in which Jenny grapples
with her transgendered partner Max as he tries to grab her laptop to delete the story she is
writing about him.
5.1 Pro- and Anti- Transgender Activism and Discourses
Debates regarding transgender issues began on all The L Word forums in 2006,
when rumours began that a lesbian character, Moira (played by actor Danielle
Shea) would undergo surgery to become an f-t-m1 transgender character, Max.
The character Moira joined the series in Season Three. She was initially
regarded by some fans as a welcome answer to their pleas for the inclusion of a
butch character. The character, however, announced her intention to transition
into a man, Max, soon after the character was introduced. Over the course of
Season Three, Max caused many controversies in the forums. Max’s resentment
against his girlfriend Jenny’s middle class friends was one controversy. Max’s
1

F-t-m is a common term for female-to-male transgenders.
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decision to access steroids (referred to as “roids” in the forums) to assist with
his transition through the black market was another controversial
representation.
Opinion regarding Max’s transition was divided in the forums. The debate
reflected very contemporary debates within wider lesbian communities over the
inclusion of f-t-ms in the lesbian identity category. Many f-t-ms live as out
lesbians for many years before their transitions, and some claim either a lesbian
identity or a space in lesbian communities as a man. The claims to inclusion in
lesbian communities by some trans men are reinforced by the pre-existing ties
of some f-t-ms to lesbian communities (Nataf 2006, p.441), although the
identities of trans people are very diverse, and many do not identify as lesbian
or queer, or want to be recognised as trans or included in lesbian communities.
In terms of numbers, posters who espoused pro-transgender activist discourses
can be seen as a minority within the larger lesbian community. The debates
between people who espouse pro and anti transgender activist discourses within
lesbian focused online groups could be said to be a form of deliberation, but
this is not Rawls’ (in Charney 1998) utopian, power-blind, equal form of
deliberation that could lead to any form of consensus. Differences in numbers
of people espousing activist positions from either standpoint, the purposes of
the groups as spaces to celebrate lesbian-specific popular culture and
communities, and the governance by moderators and owners, all constrain the
types of outcomes possible in the online debates. The debates and the flame
wars over transgender issues and inclusions reveal assumptions and attitudes in
the forums regarding transgenders and lesbian identities and community. By
welcoming all to lesbian targeted online forums, the owners of the large
unofficial fan sites such as The L Word Fan Site and The L Word Online may
be opening up lesbian communities to debates from a greater diversity of
identity groups than would be possible in offline lesbian groups. Challenges to
the “authenticity” of lesbian participants still occurred in the online forums, but
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there were arguably fewer challenges to transgender participation in these
groups than in offline separatist ones (Gamson 1997).
Claims to sexual citizenship for transgenders draw on a range of complex and
sometimes contradictory activist discourses and rhetorics (Broad 2002). They
include full protection under the law, and the right to marry under one’s chosen
gender. Claims to state based protections for transgenders have extended to
challenges to exclusions from lesbian and women-only community events.
Although transgender identities are diverse and at times contentious even
within transgender communities, formal exclusions from lesbian or womenonly events have mobilized transgenders and their supporters into activisms and
legal action to challenge those exclusions even though many transgenders do
not identify as lesbian (Broad 2002). Debates in these cases focus on the right
of transgenders to be recognised and included in women-only and lesbian only
spaces. The resultant clash of discourses and activisms between community and
social movement discourses, and the use of equal opportunity legislation
against lesbians, who are one of the categories designated for protection under
that legislation, speaks to the complexity of sexual citizenship and identitybased rights.
Offline debates over transgender inclusion in lesbian community events such as
Lesfest and Sappho’s Party also carried over into online communities. For
example, there was a public, offline debate over the Australian lesbian
separatist event Lesfest which was to be held in Daylesford in Victoria in 2004.
Lesfest was a week-long camping event that had been held at least biannually in
different states for over a decade (Off Our Backs 2006). The planning
committee for Lesfest 2004 applied to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal for an exemption under Section 83 of the Equal Opportunity Act 1995.
The application (Victorian Government Gazette 2003) for an exemption from
this section of the Act was extended to other sections of the Act:
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[T]he Tribunal is satisfied that it is appropriate to grant an exemption on the basis of
three attributes (sex, sexual orientation and gender identity) from sections 13, 15, 49 and
195 of the Act, to enable the applicants to engage in exempt conduct, such as: l [sic]
advertising that Lesfest 2004 is for lesbians born female only; l [sic] excluding from
attending the live-in conference those who are not lesbians born female only; and l [sic]
employing lesbians to provide any necessary services for Lesfest 2004, such as catering.2

The debate about this decision raged both on and offline. A separatist group,
The Charachy, published what they claimed to be a reproduction of the original
submission. They argue that the organisers had said that “lesbians born female
have become a minority group in the homosexual community and our culture
and identity is in danger of being subsumed and invisibilised [sic]” (The
Chararchy 2004). The group also argue that the original submission outlined a
fear that transgender inclusion in the camping festival could lead to any man
declaring a transgender identity with the purpose of infiltrating the Festival and
potentially assaulting the women, including women who had already
experienced abuse at the hands of men:
Many lesbians born female are worried about opening up these precious ceremonies for
fear of losing them altogether. We need time and separate space to affirm and evaluate
our culture. Our lesbians born female community includes women who are survivors of
sexual abuse. Some have a justifiable fear of men. Their wellbeing is one of our
priorities. As gender identity is self-declared under the Act, these survivors have a
genuine fear that any man could self declare as a woman and therefore claim the right to
attend Lesfest. As the Lesfest is a seven-day live-in event it is a very intimate setting that
increases the vulnerability of those attending. Special attention needs to be given to
assuring participants that the organising group has a strong awareness of their needs and
will act to ensure their comfort and wellbeing. Stating the lesbians born female policy
publicly lets this particular group of lesbians know that we are meeting their specific
needs (The Chararchy 2004).

Another member of this group applauded the recognition in the application of
the need to provide a safe space for “wimmin from the presence of men” (The
Chararchy 2004). The need for a safe space for women had underpinned lesbian
separatist communities of the 1970s and 1980s (Phelan 1989; Shugar 1995).
This need is still being expressed in these posts in the new millennium.

2

Section 13 was “Discrimination against job applicants,” Section 15 was “Discrimination against contract
workers,” Section 49 was “Discrimination in offering to provide accommodation,” Section 195 of the Act
“Offence of discriminatory advertising” (Equal Opportunity Act 1995).
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A transgender rights activist challenged the exemption, and succeeded in
having the exemption to the Equal Opportunities Act 1995 revoked (Victorian
Government Gazette October 2003). Subsequently, the debate continued in
other lesbian spaces such as The Pink Sofa (2004), an online lesbian meeting
space. On the thread titled “Are transgender issues lesbian issues?” a
transactivist was challenged as to why they wanted to attend a lesbian only
event such as Lesfest. The transactivist (Pink Sofa 2004) replied that the
creation of a legal category of “woman” as a female born had the potential of
setting a legal precedent for further discriminations against transgenders:
When it comes to the old argument over Lesfest, I speak solely for myself, and I say that I will never
go to Lesfest, even if I was allowed to go. What my argument was against the organisers of the event
was, was their denial of my identity as a woman and as a lesbian […] and that is what the whole
argument was over. […] Lesfest could have been and gone as the organisers had planned, but they
included their rhetoric in their applications for an exemption to the sex discrimination laws in Victoria,
and because of that rhetoric (appearing to create another legal class of woman) so was the court case.
[…] the Lesfest organisers cancelled the festival of their own volition... they largely brought it onto
themselves...
I am a woman who believes that just because I can go somewhere it does not follow that I WILL go
there or HAVE TO go there to define myself […] denying access to places to some groups may
actually make being there more attractive to some people in the denied group […] just a thought.

The Lesfest organisers ultimately chose not to hold the Festival rather than
allow out transgenders to attend (Carr 2003). This conflict shows not just
resistance to external governance or laws from lesbian communities, but also
that the strongly held views of both sides of the debate were not likely to result
in a change of opinion for anyone involved in the legal dispute as a result of
deliberation.
Lesfest events after 2004 were promoted as “private” events. Private events are
not subject to Equal Opportunity or Anti Discrimination legislation. However,
organisers of one of these events, renamed “Sappho’s Party” were taken to the
Equal Opportunity Tribunal of South Australia. The matter was referred to the
Tribunal in 2006 and a judgement was handed down in April 2009 (O’Keefe vs
Sappho’s Party 2009). A transactivist, Ms O’Keefe, brought a complaint of sex
discrimination against Sappho’s Party. The organizing group had become an
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incorporated, not-for-profit organisation in order to provide insurance for the
event. Flyers were distributed advertising the party. The Tribunal found that
the event could still be considered to be private, even though many of the
criteria for a private event, such as not advertising the event, were not met. One
Tribunal member, Mr D. Shetliffe, published a minority or dissenting opinion
that the event was public because it was advertised by an incorporated
association and therefore subject to Equal Opportunity laws. In Shetliffe’s
opinion, Ms O’Keefe had been discriminated against under Section 39(1) of the
Equal Opportunity Act (O’Keefe vs Sappho’s Party 2009). This minority or
dissenting opinion (O’Keefe vs Sappho’s Party 2009), however, did not extend
to the recommendation for compensation for Ms O’Keefe:
As this is a minority judgment, I do not turn my mind to the question of compensation
other than to observe that Ms O’Keefe gave evidence that she had no intention of
attending the event even had Sappho’s Party invited her to do so. I also note that she
received considerable publicity for her cause through the prosecution of this matter.

The Tribunal member appeared to be critical of Ms O’Keefe’s “prosecution” of
the discrimination, since she had not intended to attend the party. The action of
formally complaining about discrimination to Equal Opportunity Tribunal is
one of the few activities open to activists that directly engage with the state.
Other forms of activism open to activists are formal or informal protests, and
engagement in promoting the social movement or cause in public or private.
One of the successes of transgender community formation and activism is the
growing numbers of trans communities on the internet. There are many
transgender activist sites on the net, but many of these organizations operate in
isolation from other queer web sites. Some activist queer or glbt sites include
transgenders as an identity and transgender goals as one of their activisms, but
as O’Riordan (2005) points out, the inclusion of transgenders in glbt sites and
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organizations is often tokenistic, and problematic for those trans who do not
identify as queer.3
O’Riordan (2005, p.187) studies online transgender organizations as part of a
global transgender social movement, “global transactivism.” Stephen Whittle
(2006, p,xii) argues that the growth of transgender communities on the internet
has assisted in both promoting transgender rights, and reinforcing or creating
“politicized trans identities.” Whittle (2006), however, does not address the
interaction between marginalized trans people and wider glbt or lesbian
communities. The contestations, conflicts, and challenges between the
transgender rights movement and lesbian communities reflect a challenge to the
borders and exclusions of that community.
The woman-born-woman policies of some lesbian events (such as Lesfest,
Sappho’s Party and the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival) have been carried
over into some online lesbian communities. However, these policies are almost
impossible to enforce in anonymous online interactions, unless posters choose
to out themselves as transgender or male. Moderators or owners would have to
respond with exclusion of those posters’ memberships or silencing of their
voices. Informal governance of transgender identities however could be carried
out in lesbian forums without formal exclusions through flaming of protransgender posters.
5.2 Trans Deliberation in the Forums
As I argued in Chapter Two, the debates with The L Word fan groups do not
conform to the model of soothing and supportive female-specific

3

The study by Bettina Heinz, Li Gu, Ako Innzukat and Roger Zender (2000) of glbt internet sites
symptomatically mentions transgenders only in passing, and implies that transgenders are an assimilated part
of wider glbt web spaces, an assumption that I would challenge. Alexander’s studies of glbt web spaces
addresses transgenders more specifically (2002a,b, 2005), as does Broad (2002) in a wider study of trans
activisms, and Kuntsman (2007).
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communication.4 Arguments about gender-specific styles of communication are
also problematized by the implication that transgenders have a specific
communicative style. Kuntsman (2007) contends that the flaming and shaming
in a queer online group is both violent and playful, and signifies both belonging
to the queer community and a trans gender identity. Flame wars initiated by a
trans member are said to signify a particular trans rhetoric and way of relating
using a parodic, trickster style (Kuntsman 2007). The diversity of gender and
sexual identities in trannie communities would suggest that the concept of a
transgender specific way of relating using flame wars, parody, and lies might be
too generalised. The individual trans studied by Kuntsman (2007) in that forum
could be said to be specific to a subculture within trans, a drag queen culture,
which sometimes employs parody, exaggeration, and playful (or not-so-playful)
derogatory comments to establish the superiority of the individual queen and to
signal belonging to that subculture (Gonzalez 2005). Many trans of course do
not employ exaggeration or parody, and many pass or identify as a particular
gender. The question of a trans-specific way of relating raises more questions
than it answers, since only some trans identify as women, and many of those
that do may not identify as queens. The trans and the lesbian both problematize
the issue of a female-specific, non confrontational way of relating.
Some posters on The L Word forums related their experiences of transgender
people, their lovers, and their friends. Others expressed explicit or implicit
disapproval of transgenders in general or the character Max in particular. Many
of the most explicitly anti-trans statements were prefaced by claims such as
“I’m not trans bashing, but I hate Max/Moira or whatever.”
The use of the term trans by a poster who expressed hatred of a transgender
character speaks to the partial success of the transgender rights movement in
disseminating non- discriminatory language—although this success is ironic,

4

Similar contentions about female-specific communicative styles are also expressed by many theorists who
have studied female fan groups (Baym 1998; Bury 2005; Clerc 1996, p.42; Pugh 2005).
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given that the term is being used by someone who is anti-trans. Whittle (2006,
p.xi) notes:
The word “trans,” referring to a trans woman or a trans man (of whatever subtype of
trans identity) is a very recent take on the umbrella term “transgender.” Although there
had been some previous use in the 1990s (e.g. in the creation of the online group TransAcademics), “trans” as a stand alone term did not come into formal usage until it was
coined in a parliamentary discussion group in 1998, with the deliberate intention of
being as inclusive as possible when negotiating equality legislation.

The responses to the trans identity of a character in The L Word who had
identified as a butch lesbian were very much divided along pro and anti
transgender lines in all the forums, although there was some variation in
responses between the different groups, with a minority of posters in The L
Word Online forming a small interpretive community that supported and
celebrated the trans character. Several posters to The L Word Online suggested
that Max had matured in the last few episodes of Season Three, and that they
were looking forward to seeing him in Season Four. Several also posted that
they felt sorry for him because his girlfriend Jenny was treating him so badly.
Many posters on The L Word Online had been enthusiastic about the character
Moira. These posters did not appear to be persuaded by the negative posts
concerning Max or his negative portrayal in the series as a violent outsider.
There does not appear to have been a large amount of deliberative debate on
The L Word Online regarding trans. The majority of posts on The L Word
Online concerning the character Max were, however, negative, with many
posters wishing that he would leave the series. There was a small amount of
debate on The L Word Online over the linking of butch lesbians and f-t-m trans.
Some of the posters saw the potential of the character Moira to satisfy some
lesbian community calls for more butch representation, while others claimed
that an f-t-m could not be considered to be a butch lesbian, since the person
actually becomes a man and probably will not identify as butch, and even
possibly would no longer identify as lesbian or queer. In debates such as these,
consciousness-raising tools were often employed in an attempt to educate
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community members into using the concepts and discourses of activists, in this
case a small number of posters actively taking pro-trans positions. There was
far less debate or vitriol expressed against trans in The L Word Online than
there was in the L Word Fan Site and Fan Group C.
There was more explicit deliberation between pro- and anti-transgender
positions in The L Word Fan Site. A pro-transgender poster in The L Word Fan
Site pointed out that the difficulty posters appeared to have with pronouns for
Max was in fact hateful to transgenders, especially with comments such as s/he,
h/she, it, or “whatever Max is.” Posters supportive of transgender people in
general and Max in particular were a small but vocal minority in all the fan
groups.
A few of the posters in The L Word Fan Site wanted transgenders to be
represented more positively and not as self-loathing perpetrators of violence.
Several posters (the l chick 2006, AliC 2006, MsLahbib 2006) criticised the
actor and character’s high voice or straggling facial hair. One poster suggested
that she knew a dyke who could pass as a man far better than Danielle Shea,
and that perhaps the producers should employ her instead. Many of the posters
attacked the actor’s “wooden acting.” Some of these critics defended their
dislike of the character with a disclaimer that they were not anti-transgender,
only anti- that particular character, and ending with the comment “so don’t
dump on me,” suggesting that anti- transgender comments were attracting
critical posts. One thread to The L Word Fan Site began with the subject line
“Why do lesbians disrespect transmen?” (2007) and another with “Don’t hate
me but I feel bad for Max” (2006). Many of the responses to these threads were
critical of the actor and the character, but several of the posts suggested
sympathy for the character and for trans in general, with one member posting
about the experience of their transitioning friend.
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Anti-transgender rhetoric was common in Fan Group C, the group that initially
was specifically restricted to lesbians and bisexual women. Many posters
lamented the transitioning of a butch character into a transgender. Some posters
from Fan Group C questioned Max’s right to be considered a lesbian after the
transition. The biology of sex difference was more important to these posters
than any ideas of queer supportiveness. The limit of lesbian community for
these posters was female biology. One of the posters said that they knew some
transgenders who had been “dumped” by their girlfriends after transition,
because the girlfriends were lesbian and did not want to be sexual with a man.
This poster claimed that all trans were unhappy with themselves and looking
for something to make them happy, but that invariably the transition made
people unhappier, partially because their girlfriends left them, and partially
because they became a “cheap imitation” of whatever sex that they took on.
This criticism echoes lesbian feminist rhetoric of the 1970s. Susan Stryker
(2006, p.4) argues that this rhetoric claimed that:
[T]ranssexuals […] failed to properly analyse the sources of gender oppression. Rather
than working to overthrow equality by analysing the gender system itself, they
internalized outmoded masculine or feminine stereotypes and did harm to their bodies in
order to appear as the men or women they considered themselves to be, but that others
did not.

The poster was not challenged for bigotry by other members of the forum. The
assumption that the group members would not only not be transgenders
themselves, but would agree with this poster’s negative assessment of the trans
state, speaks to the assumptions of lesbian community membership and
attitudes by some of the posters in Fan Group C.
A poem (2006, Appendix 1) on Fan Group C exemplified many of the attitudes
towards transgenders in that group. The poem is derogatory about Max’s state
of mind, his chin hairs, and Jenny’s obsession with him. The poet begs the
producers to write about Bette and Tina, and to remove Max from the series:
[…] Little Jenny has a crazy obsession
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For Mad Max, why? We just just can't see
She gives him loving that his body can't handle
But all he can say is "baby, it's all 'bout me"
One day Max goes and takes a glimpse in the mirror
Because the makeup artists are messing with his face
His storyline is growing and the fands don't't know why
3 chin hairs just may take this show to it's final resting place
Don't go writing about anymore of Jenny's pitfalls
Please stick to Marina or that cute blonde we're
Used to
I know that Ilene's gonna have it her way
Or nothing at all
But could you put Mad Max in the past? […] [original spelling]

One poster who responded to this thread applauded Max, and suggested that
Max could find a much better girlfriend than Jenny, but this suggestion was
disparaged by other posters.5
5.3 Debating Intimate Partner Violence
In this section I ask whether any traces of feminism can be discerned in the fan reactions to
ambiguous representations of intimate partner violence in The L Word series. The scene
which I argue ambiguously represents and eroticizes intimate partner violence in The L
Word is in the Season One finale “Limb from Limb.” In this scene, after Tina slaps Bette
and yells “no” several times, Bette pins Tina to the bed. Tina eventually capitulates, rolls on
top of Bette, bites Bette’s ear hard, and places Bette’s hand on her genitals. As soon as the
sex act is complete, Tina leaves Bette. The representation of eroticized or sexualized
violence in popular culture has been a source of contention for feminists for many years.
Andrea Dworkin and Catharine MacKinnon are the most prominent proponents of the
influential radical lesbian or cultural feminist view that representations of violence against
women, particularly sexualized violence, in popular culture could lead to real life violence
against women (Echols 2002).
The belief that the representation or eroticization of rape creates, reinforces and legitimises
a culture where rape was acceptable or perpetrated continues in some radical lesbian and
feminist communities (Reeves & Wingfield 1996). There is also a belief in some
5

Halberstam (1998, p.149) claims that lesbians have often tried to erase or appropriate transgender lives as if
they were “lesbians who lack access to a liberating lesbian discourse.”
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scholarship that representation of violence against gays, lesbians, bisexuals and
transgendered people in popular culture may lead to an increase in violent crime against
these groups (Walters 2001). The representation of eroticized sexual violence between, by
or to lesbians in lesbian-produced media is a particular source of contention. I argue that
representations of intimate partner violence will not necessarily lead to an increase in
intimate partner violence. However, these representations are fiercely debated by
audiences. Several audience members appeared to have their existing values and
experiences as either perpetrators or victims of intimate partner violence reinforced by the
representation by the Season One finale of The L Word. For several women who identified
as behaving like Bette and Tina, their behavior was legitimised.
Elaine Miller (1996, p.viii) argues that “lesbian imitation” and adoption of “male sexual
violence” in popular culture represents a regressive and restrictive move for lesbians:
Sarah Schulman, the US queer activist who has a cameo part in the first lesbian slasher movie, recently
stated in a popular lesbian lifestyle magazine that: I get to slash in the shower and it gets covered in
blood. I get to kill a baby. It’s really disgusting…It was really, really fun (!)

The production of sexualized violent lesbian images challenges some radical feminist
claims of Andrea Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon that pornography = rape (Echols,
2002, p.98). Under one kind of radical feminism that is pro-porn and anti- censorship,
lesbian media produced by lesbians with an assumed readership of lesbians empowers
lesbians or women in giving them control of the production and distribution of images
produced by and for women (Echols 2002). However, these images do not necessarily
conform to the standards of other forms of radical feminism. Miller (1996, p.ix) argues that
the rise of lesbian chic in popular culture, along with the trend in lesbian circles to imitate
gay or heterosexual male culture, has led to an abandonment of feminist politics in the
production of lesbian media:
one of […queer’s] most lethal aspects for lesbians is the notion that the imitation of male sexual
violence (gay or heterosexual) represents a new freedom for lesbians—the freedom of personal choice.
[…] In reality the opposite is the case.

Reeves and Wingfield (1996) argue that some lesbian produced films and other media
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reinforce or imitate the worst of male controlled representations, valorising child abuse and
rape.
The reactions of fans to the ambiguously represented intimate partner violence in The L
Word series cannot neatly be divided into positions that were pro- and anti- censorship or
pro- and anti- pornography. None of the posters advocated official censorship of the series.
Posters reacting specifically to the intimate partner violence sometimes called for the
executive producer Chaiken (as the apparent creative force behind the series) to change the
representations of their favorite character (Bette) as violent in the Season One finale. A
member of The L Word Online (fbartlett 2004) posted the following:
And then… the confrontation… I knew that slap was coming and I felt so pissed and angry at Bette by
then, I figured she would deserve it. I thought her and Tina would have angry words, shout out
aggressive things to each other, maybe break a vase or toss a box of Kleenex or something… but I
honestly was NOT prepared for what happened after that slap!!! […]
When it started getting physical I got a little confused… I knew Tina was very, very angry but Bette
throwing her on the bed… I’m thinking what? Just talk to her stupid.
Then when Bette ripped her top… I was stunned… I’m thinking what the F**k is she doing? I didn’t
know if this was supposed to be angry sex, control and power issue and… then it click… I didn’t want
to believe it… I thought it was rape! I had such an awful feeling in the pit of my stomach and for the
first time since the first second of this show… I knew I despised Bette (Ilene Chaiken… how could
you do this to Bette… she was my favorite character and now I have to hate her! ) That was way too
hard and painful to watch! I never, ever expected to see that! I’m still not over it! It’s going to take
me till season two to feel good about the show now! Sigh!!!!

There were many other reactions to the ambiguously represented intimate partner violence
that I discuss below. Before doing so, however, I want to set out the social and theoretical
contexts for this representation.
Intimate partner violence can be defined as any violence between people in intimate
relationships. The change in name—intimate partner compared to intimate partner violence
or wife battering—reflects the change in understanding violence in relationships as
restricted to heterosexuals (Hester & Donovan 2009). There is a danger in promoting or
advocating this change in paradigm. As Beverly McPhail, Noel Bridget Busch, Shanti
Kulkarni & Gail Rice (2007) point out, feminists have fought for many years to have
serious and endemic violence against women by men addressed globally. To argue that
women could themselves be violent to their lesbian partners risks having this argument
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appropriated by those involved in the backlash against feminist services and support for
women. Shamita Das Dasgupta (2002) argues that a non- gender-specific or gender-neutral
understanding of intimate partner violence that implies heterosexual women may be violent
towards their partners misrecognizes the overall pattern of abuse by men in heterosexual
relationships. Dasgupta (2002) distinguishes between abuse by women against women they
are in intimate relationships with, and retaliatory violence by women in heterosexual
relationships who may be violent on a short-term basis in an attempt to stop a pattern of
being victimised. However, McPhail et al. (2007) suggest that an understanding of intimate
partner violence that encompasses violence in lesbian relationships can still be framed in
feminist terms. They tested their Intimate Feminist Model (IFM) with women working in
women’s services, and found that these workers were generally open to or experienced in
services to women who have been abused by other women. They found that in the context
of attacks on women’s services, the need for a feminist model and understanding of
intimate partner violence was vital.
Queer, feminists and lesbian activists have been advocating for a recognition of intimate
partner violence for many years (Irwin 2008). Lori Girshick (2002) conducted a study of
intimate partner violence in lesbian communities, and argues that denial of the possibility of
violence by women against other women is widespread. Grace Giorgio (2002) discusses the
reaction of disbelief of those in the criminal justice system to any victims of intimate
partner violence in lesbian relationships. Giorgio (2002) also suggests that glbts
underreport intimate partner violence.
The intimate partner violence represented in The L Word in regards to the trans character
risked stereotyping f-t-m trans as violent. Jeffrey Todahl, Deanna Linville, Amy Bustin,
Jenna Wheeler and Jeff Gau (2009) argue that sexualized intimate partner violence in
lesbian or transgendered communities is still very much a taboo subject. Todhal et al (2009)
suggest that violence against transgendered persons may be higher than that experienced in
the general population. Girshick (2002) mentions violence against transgendered people in
intimate partner violence but suggests one transgendered respondent to her study identified
as a woman at the time the violence occurred. The scholarship on transmen and intimate
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partner violence is sparse. There is one study by Nicola Brown (2007) of lesbians in
relationships with transmen. Brown (2007) argues that lesbians who reported intimate
partner violence sometimes blame hormonal fluctuations for this violence. However,
Brown (2007) found that the literature on hormone use did not consistently support this
theory. Brown (2007) also suggested that f-t-m’s who were preoperative were most
vulnerable to challenges about their new gender status and more likely to adopt a hypermasculine style and behaviours. These hyper-masculine behaviours could include intimate
partner violence. Henry Rubin argues that transmen reported a mixture of reactions to
hormones, some of them becoming calmer after taking hormones (in Brown 2007). The
pathology of the medication aside, this representation may have resulted in a new
stereotype of transmen, further problematizing their acceptance in lesbian communities.
The representation also ignores the possibility and prevalence of violence against trans
people.
The representation of intimate partner violence in The L Word series from the newly
transitioning Max against his girlfriend Jenny risks creating or perpetuating this stereotype.
The character Max grapples with his girlfriend Jenny over her laptop because he wants to
delete a story that she is writing about him. Jenny’s reaction to Max’s violence evokes a
quasi-medical discourse of transgenderism. She places Max’s violence in a quasi-medical
framework, implying that the violence is a result of his illegal use of hormones. The
response in the fan forums to this incident reiterated assumptions about unstable and violent
transmen due to “roid rage” and illegal hormone use (paz 2006). The fans in the forums
also reiterated other stereotypes about transmen that were already circulating in lesbian
communities; for instance, that the trans character practiced a “cheap imitation of
masculinity” (Walker 2009). This stereotype was also found by Brown (2007) in her study
of intimate partner violence in lesbian and trans communities. Any discussion of intimate
partner violence in lesbian or transmen relationships, or calls for a new paradigm of
intimate partner violence that encompasses these forms of violence, risks supporting the
backlash against feminist activism on domestic violence (Girshick 2002).
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The forum reactions to the representation of Max being violent towards Jenny
were generally condemnatory. Max generally was an unpopular character, and
his decision to transition from female to male was very unpopular in the
forums. Max was arguably represented in the series, as well as by many posters,
as violent because of his choice to transition. Although his violence was read
this way by the majority of posters in the forums, there is some challenge to this
reading from transgender supporters. For example, Mr Piddles (2004) argues
that forum posters are transphobic, and need to understand the character Max as
affected by hormones:
Folks also need to know that when someone is starting a female to male transition they
are basically like teenage boys tons of hormones that bring on horniness, rage and other
emotions. Once again I think IC’s [Ilene Chaiken] was trying to show an important part
of our community but has not given everyone enough information to fully understand
what is going on for that character.

Jenny is praised in The L Word Online for standing up to Max, but the systemic
problem of intimate partner violence in both heterosexual and queer
communities is not addressed. I did not find any posts that suggested that Jenny
or her friends should have called the police or sought any legal redress for any
of the incidents of violence against her. The only solution offered by forum
members was that Jenny leave her partner, Max, making the intimate partner
violence a problem not only of individuals but also of individual relationships.6
The fact that there were no posts suggesting that the character should have
involved the law to help her may speak to a distrust of legal processes for
lesbians. Erin Cahill (2005) argues that lesbians are used to minimal legal
protections, especially with regard to relationships.7 Many members of The L
6

Some domestic violence discourses that also characterise domestic violence as an individual rather than
cultural problem would recommend not only legal interventions, but psychological ones as well, with
counselling for both parties to address their patterns of perpetrating or being victims of violence (such as
Burke & Owens 2006).
7
Baird (2007) argues that recent moves to fight for legal recognition of lesbian relationships has changed the
public recognition of lesbian couples. I argue that the implication of this for lesbian The L Word audiences is
that the relationships between lesbian communities and the state may change as more states and countries
legislate to recognise same-sex relationships.
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Word Online applauded the intervention of another lesbian character, Shane,
who checked the violence against Jenny by her transgender partner by
intervening in the episode “Latecomer.” The implication here was that lesbians
should police their own community, without the need for outside social
controls.
The other risk in the representations of intimate partner violence in The L Word is the
“normative” function of lesbian representations. As Chambers (2006) points out, lesbian
representations in popular culture are “normative.” However, I am not arguing here, with
Chambers, that the specific politics of The L Word are heteronormative. Instead, I am using
Chambers’ (2006) idea that the politics of the series are “normative,” and pairing this with
Suzanna Walter’s critique of lesbian chic representations in popular culture. Walters (2001)
argues that representations of predominantly Anglo, middle class lesbians make these types
of behaviours, identities and practices appear to be normal, and those not represented as
marginalized, deviant, or invisible. I extend this point with the argument that the
representations of intimate partner violence in The L Word is a behavior that is unnamed,
unrecognised, and made to appear to be a normal aspect of behavior by lesbians, bisexual
women and transmen. There are no legal and few social repercussions for the perpetrators
of this violence in the series. These representations risk marginalising or silencing victims
of real intimate partner violence in real life.
Like the representation of the Jenny/Max incident, the representation of intimate partner
violence between the femme characters Bette and Tina in the finale of Season One was
ambiguous. As Tina yells at Bette for being unfaithful seven years into their relationship,
Bette restrains Tina and pins her to the bed. Slapping a partner, or pinning them to a bed, if
nonconsensual, are defined as acts of intimate partner violence by Natalie Sokaloff and Ida
Dupont (2005). The violence of this scene was hotly debated in fan and lesbian and
feminist non fan forums. One scholarly article by Lorna Wheeler and Lara Raven Wheeler
(2006) concludes that no rape occurred in this scene, because Tina reversed the power by
grabbing Bette’s arm. Wheeler and Wheeler (2006) argue that the mutual aggression of this
scene could instead be read as spontaneous, non-planned, queer, sadomacochistic sex. I
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would argue against this reading of the incident since, as Wheeler and Wheeler (2006)
point out, sadomasochistic encounters tend to be negotiated. The incident was, however,
ambiguously represented, and a reading of rough sex or a reading of sexualized violence
were both possible. The fans were divided in their readings of this scene. Some fans read it
as “mutual rape.” Other fans suggested that violence between women in relationships was
impossible because domestic violence and rape were about masculine power over women.
Such views support the arguments of Lori Girshick (1999) that the lesbian communities she
studied tended to deny that lesbians could be violent in relationships.
Several fans related to the violence in The L Word scene, and narrated their experiences as
professionals or para-professionals who responded to domestic violence, or as victims or
perpetrators of this kind of “intense” and “emotional” encounter. A poster called
“Tinwoman” posted to The L Word Fan Site on 7th April 2005:
I am new here so I hope you will not mind me jumping in. I just saw the break up scene and even
though I am not an emotional person by nature, that scene hit me like I had been punched in the
stomach. I watched it several times and was totally impacted by the raw emotion of the characters.
Increditable [sic] acting, awarding winning stuff in my opinion.
I did try and place a man in the role to see if I felt any different about the scene, in particular Tina
slapping Bette. Would that be acceptable to me? In real life that would be domestic violence. But being
the same gender Bette and Tina are more like physical equals. So I would be interested in any ones'
[sic] opinon if gender roles were changed to a man and a woman in the same sceniero, and do you feel
it would change your view if Bette or Tina had been a man? […] [original spelling]

One of the responses to this post was from spacystacy:
Hi Tin. Welcome. I think if the gender roles were changed, a man slapping a woman would be
uncalled for because he is physically stronger. I think of Bette and Tina as equals and the scene worked
because of that. I think a real man handles a cheating partner much the way that Tim handled walking
in on Jenny and Marina. Be mad but do not hit. I must say that the scene bothered me a lot. […]

The above posters are just two of many examples of fans who posted to the fan forums
denying the possibility that a woman could be violent to her female partner. This denial
echoes the results found by Jacqueline Neilson (2004) in her study of abuse in lesbian
relationships. A response that more intensely mirrored the abuse of the scene was from
posters who identified with the character who slapped and restrained her girlfriend.
Chantemoi (2005) said that the scene reverberated for her, and that she would behave in the
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same way as Bette to try and control her girlfriend if she found herself in the same situation
of having cheated:
All I know is that scene was so intense and so "real" I could hardly breathe, let alone actually think
"what is going on here!?". I still get all tense and teary-eyed when I watch it over. I know if I were in
Bette's position I would do everything I could to keep my girl from leaving.
It came pretty close to home for me too - my wife of 5 years could be Tina's understudy if The L Word
were a play. She looks and acts very much like her. And with the exception of the great job, the great
hair every single day, the money, & the affair, I come pretty close to being "Bette" in the relationship.
The whole thing just really makes me uncomfortable to watch, but not because I think that their final
scene from S1 was anything even close to resembling an assault, but because it was so convincing,
especially in a lesbian relationship.
I know the turmoil & anguish for Bette & Tina has just begun […]

Paragonvictim also narrates her experience of being in a relationship that was similar to the
fictional one portrayed by Bette and Tina. Paragonvictim (2005) however, narrates her
experience as a recipient of “raw aggression” from her female partner without naming this
as violence:
I totally agree with Chantemoi, I've been thru it to, the same scenerio in the final episode. And I can
only speak for me, but that raw aggression my girlfriend of 6 years displayed made me realize how
much I love her, I mean you really have to be in love to go through something like that. The people
who are saying that this scene was assault just haven't been through anything llike that yet. No, it
wasn't wrong. No, it wasn't disturbing, it was raw and real. Being in love is not wrong, finding out
your girlfriend (Long Term) has cheated on you will bring out emotions exactly like Bette and Tina
portrayed. Chantemoi also hit the nail right on the head when she said how amazing Jenneifer Beals
and Lauren Holloman's acting is. Everybody has a right to their opinion and thank god for that
!!!!!!!!!!!!! [original spelling]

The unchallenged narration of partner abuse and control by this (and other)
posters could be seen as one of Young’s (1997) elements of democratic
expressions by minority groups, storytelling. However, the lack of awareness of
the illegality of violent acts by a female against a female partner in the forums
suggested that lesbian and queer anti-violence campaigns have not found much
success, and that there is a level of acceptance of partner abuse by many forum
members.
Other fans also denied that an incident of rape or domestic violence had occurred. Many of
these fans referenced the apparent capitulation or control taken by Tina as she was pinned
to the bed when she freed an arm enough to touch Bette’s genitals. While these fans
sometimes accepted that a woman could rape her partner, they asserted that because of
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Tina’s gesture, either no rape had occurred, it was unclear who raped whom, or the incident
could be described as “mutual rape.” The poster Emony (2005) posted to The L Word Fan
Site on the thread, “Season Ender—Rough Sex or Assault: Another take on it:”
I had a discussion about this with a friend of mine and I thought she had some valid points that I
wanted to share with you all. This was her assessment of the scene (I edited out her name for her
privacy):
<*> Guys do that too though. They think "If I can just hold her still and pork her, she'll settle down".
<Emony> ::nods:: I'm not saying it was the best choice or that I approve
<*> It's wrong on two levels. It's an unwanted intimate touch, and it's emotional blackmail.
<*> Bette is using Tina's vulnerability, banking on the possibility that there is still an emotional
attachment there to exploit.
<Emony> I suppose
<*> That almost makes it even more dastardly, because after all is said and done, Tina will end up
blaming herself.
<Emony> Tina leaves her
<*> Yeah, that's almost inevitable.
<*> But it was stuff like this the courts had in mind when they ruled it is possible for a husband to rape
his wife.
<*> Back in the not too distant dark ages it was assumed anything a man did to his wife was simply
privaledge of his relationship with her.
<Emony> ::nods:: I can see how it could be thought of as assault
<Emony> Yeah
<*> Tina was not attacking or damaging property. There was no reason to restrain her, other than to try
to gain control of her. And rape is all about control.
<Emony> I don't really think that rape was Bette's intention though
<Emony> She was trying to gain control of her but I think it was more to calm her down
<*> Oh, I don't think many rapists actually consciously think "I am going to commit rape".
<*> I think many of them are thinking "If I can just show her how good it can be, ..."
<*> In fact, some of them say something to that effect.
<*> They give the recipient of their attentions absolutely no credit for having a will or mind of their
own.
<*> What it comes down to is Bette did not respect Tina, and Tina lost all respect for Bette.
<Emony> ::nods::
<Emony> and the sex?
<*> Part of that was leftover emotional stuff, and maybe mutual rape. I mean do you think either of
them was seriously concerned with making the other feel good?
<Emony> no
<Emony> good point
<*> Even what people call "Angry sex" comes down to mutual consent and mutual concern. [original
spelling]

Another poster, baby_dom06 (2005), argues on the thread Control that the sex was mutual,
but that Bette needed to control the situation, her partner and her life:
I feel that it was about control the thing that bette needs the most. Then when she got it got too hard on
her and she needed to lose control. Candace just happen to be there at the time. Bette is somebody like
me. Afraid to show their feelings cause somebody might not approve or in Bettes case think your as
perfect as u seem. She wanted tina to think that Bette could give her the perfect life the perfect family
etc.. And in order for that to happen Bette needs to be in control.
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As for the finale scene thats what the issue was it was just more intense than what Bette has handled
before and it hits her heart because she losing control over the 1 thing that she thought was secure in
her life. I believe that it was make-up sex. Tina took Bettes hand and forced Bette into her therefore it
was mutual.

The claim by some fans that a mutual rape had occurred was problematic because mutual
implies consent. Joan McLennen (2005) argues that mutual abuse or mutual violence is a
myth:
Research as to IPV [intimate partner violence] between same-gender partners being primarily mutual
battering is dismissed by a majority of research as a myth (McClennen, Summers, & Vaughan, 2002).
Mutual battering is considering victims’ actions of self-defense against their perpetrators’ attacks as
synonymous with voluntary acts of engaging in physical fights. In demystifying mutual
battering, perpetrators are differentiated from their victims by their intent and by their emotional
reactions following the violence (Morrow, 1994). Perpetrators intentionally instigate coercive acts
blaming their victims for their actions and feeling exhilarated after the incidences, whereas victims
often blame themselves and feel emotionally distraught. The continued belief in the existence of
mutual battering has contributed to victims being rebuffed by helping professionals, who cannot
believe that IPV could occur between individuals of the same gender. [sic]

Many fans in the forums denied that any assault had occurred, because a woman could not
rape another woman. Mutual rape may be a contradiction in terms, but the possibility of
both partners engaging in violence, or one party retaliating against the other’s violence,
have been researched. Girshick (2002) argues that although there are no automatic
determinants for recognising the perpetrators of violence in same-sex relationships, there
does tend to be a pattern of one partner controlling the other that can be discerned through
careful interviewing. She argues that violence in lesbian relationships tends to be one- sided
rather than mutual.
There is little discussion or debate in The L Word series itself about intimate partner
violence. The exception to the apparent denial of intimate partner violence is in Season
Five, Episode Nine (“Liquid Heat”). In a very self-reflexive move, Jenny is represented as
directing a screenplay that she wrote about her life. Jenny’s lesbian lover, Niki, plays Jenny
in this autobiographical screen play called Lez Girls. The scene in the screenplay is a reenactment of a scene from Season Two, Episode One (“Life, Loss, Leaving”). Niki and
Greg act out the sex scene in an intense way that signals the enjoyment of both the
characters. The play within a play takes on a farcical aspect. Jenny stops the action, and
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explains to her girlfriend Niki that the scene should be played with less enjoyment on her
part. The incident that she is reenacting was “obligatory sex” with her ex-boyfriend Tim.
She describes, with emotion and hand gestures, how uncomfortable this sexual act had
been. While Jenny does not name this incident as intimate partner violence or rape, the
scene attempts to sympathetically position Jenny as the victim of a heterosexual man.
Jenny’s discussion of how she had realized soon before that incident that she was a lesbian
and in love with Marina positions her as a lesbian victim of heterosexual male violence due
to the revelation of her “true” self. The heterosexual man Tim is clearly the enemy in this
reenacted scene. However, the attempt to address people of all sexualities in an attempt to
attract as wide an audience as possible is also evident. The male character Greg is
represented as unable to act in a domineering or non-consensual way, even when required
to for the screen play. The scene ends with Jenny firing Greg and leaving the room when
she realises that her partner Niki has been unfaithful with him. This scene attempts to be all
things to all people, to represent several gender identities and norms polysemically. The
abuse of the original scene from Season Two, Episode One is overlaid with so many
conflicting messages about monogamy and bisexuality that the potential impact of the
reenactment is lost. Any feminist messages about the discomfort or ongoing trauma caused
by “obligatory” or retaliatory sex is lost in the mix. There did not appear to be any fan
debates posted to either The L Word Fan Site or The L Word Online discussing the
reenactment. There was in general very little response in the forums to representations of
heterosexuality, so it is possible that there was a lack of response to apparent sexual
assaults involving Jenny and Tim because they did not attract the interest of the lesbian fan
audience.
A feminist non fan blogger (bean 2005) named the original scene as rape, because the
boyfriend, Tim, had continued to have sex with Jenny after she had said no:
I don’t actually watch the show, either. But a couple of my co-workers did (they are now boycotting
the show because of this). Apparently there have been 2 rape scenes.
The first one was a man raping a woman — threw her on the bed, climbed on top, had sex, while she
was saying, “no, don’t, please…” the entire time. After the rape, he got up to leave, and she said,
“don’t go.”
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This blog suggests that, at least in some feminist circles that were blogging and reading
blogs, the idea that sexual assaults had been represented in The L Word was circulating.
However, there was very little naming of the interaction between Jenny and Tim as rape in
the fan forums. Pam Cole (2005) asks in a fan editorial on The L Word Fan Site, “why did
Tim ‘rape’ Jenny before disappearing forever?” There did not appear to be any debate as a
response to this editorial, or to the representation itself. In an obituary of the character
Jenny, who dies for unexplained reason in the final season of the series, a fan called
Katie295 (2009) also says that Tim raped Jenny. Katie295 (2009) suggests that this is
because Tim was hurt by Jenny falling in love with a female character, Marina:
[…] As is often the case, while still fucking her boyfriend, she realizes that she is a lesbian herself and
falls in love with the "only in your dreams" beautiful Marina who seduces her (wish that could happen
to me, but oh well that's television wish fulfillment for you). Jenny makes mistakes common to many
women coming out. But it particularly hurts boyfriend Tim who acts out by marrying her, divorcing
her, then raping her on his way tp Case Western to be the new swim coach. [original spelling]

The small number of responses to this incident mirrors the lack of response of
the characters in The L Word series. In the series, there is no suggestion that the
people who have been slapped, pinned to the bed, had objects thrown at them,
or had sexual acts committed on their bodies after they had said no, were
victims of intimate partner violence. If these characters were not victims, then
there was no need for further action such as reporting the abuse to authorities,
calling a crisis line, accessing a refuge or service for victims etc. Bette and
Tina, the most affluent of the couples who were ambiguously represented as
violent, did seek couple counselling, but this counselling focused on Bette’s
infidelity rather than the violent altercation of the couple that followed the
infidelity.
The many examples of posters denying the possibility of violence in lesbian
relationships, and the many examples that specifically denied that an assault or
sexual assault had been represented in the series, are also concerning. The
preponderance of these kinds of response suggests that there may be a lesbian
disciplinary formation in operation in the forums that espouses or dismisses
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intimate partner violence between lesbians. The issue is the subject of intense
work by lesbian and queer activists, but the forum debates indicated that a
minority of members had either been exposed to or agreed with lesbian or queer
activist discourses over same-sex domestic violence.
5.4 Conclusion
The debates in the lesbian focused fan groups over transgender identities and
same-sex domestic violence can be seen as an argument that is unlikely to result
in change in the utopian sense of equal citizens engaging in informed debate
over issues that they have neutral positions on. Activist dissemination of
discourses could be said by definition to be not neutral, and to in fact reveal
strong investments by individuals in either an identity category or a position.
The debate in the online The L Word groups over domestic violence,
transgenders and masculinities reflect the contemporary debates occurring in
both on and offline lesbian communities. These issues are flashpoints with
regard to the representations of lesbian community in popular culture.
The pro- and anti-trans positions have polarised lesbian communities that have
been influenced by lesbian separatism. The numbers of vocal pro-trans
supporters in The L Word groups were too small to enforce a pro-trans position.
However, the debate that the pro- and anti-trans positions generate, particularly
in response to the negatively portrayed trans man in the series, at least
challenges the anti- trans position expressed by many of the lesbian fans. These
debates may lead to changes within the norms, discourses and beliefs in those
participating in these online communities.
The concept of lesbian communities as safe spaces for the narration of identities
and experiences for lesbians has not yet extended to lesbians who also identify
as trans. My research found that support and acceptance for trans identities and
discourses are not common in The L Word online communities. Narration of
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identity itself is problematic in terms of narratives that are acceptable to
communities and reinforce community mores, and can lead to totalizing
discourses or expectations of identity narration that are constraining to
individuals. With regard to the issue of transgenders, there are a small number
of transgender activists and supporters active in some of the forums, and there
are the beginnings of some awareness in posters of the insensitivity of posting
explicitly anti-transgender rhetoric. Although this is hopeful, the treatment of
trans in the forums suggests that Phelan (1989, 1994) was a little optimistic in
her claims that lesbian communities were becoming more permeable and less
rigid in their proscription and enforcement of lesbian community discourses
and boundaries.
Queer or feminist activism over same sex violence does not appear to have
reached most of the forum members, so the decentreing and even globalisation
of the lesbian identity and opening up of the debates to such a diverse
community has also weakened the impact of activism on the community. The
posts, such as those Chantemoi or babydom06 went beyond claiming the scene
was not an example of domestic violence. These posters celebrated violence
and control in lesbian relationships as a passionate expression of commitment.
These posters did not post as identifying as engaging in consensual bdsm,
which, in my opinion, is not intimate partner violence. They posted about
needing to control their partners.
The predominance of posts that denied that any lesbian relationship could be
violent leaves the community and individuals in a limbo. Official or
mainstream legal processes are often not appealed to because of fear of their
homophobia or lack of awareness of their applicability, or, in some countries,
the active repression of lesbians. The need for safety from violence from
partners as well as the wider mainstream community becomes an issue for some
lesbians which is not acknowledged or understood. Hobbes argues that the state
needed to implement repressive instruments such as police and prisons to
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enforce social control such as protection from violence (in Goldsmith & Wu
2006, p.135), but these instruments do not protect many lesbians. Renzetti’s
(1989, p.160) study found that the majority of same-sex domestic violence
victims did not seek help or legal redress from any state institution, including
police and health care professionals, because they did not believe that these
institutions would help them, or have any understanding of the issues involved
for queers or lesbians.
Ironically, lesbian feminist rhetoric from the 1970s about women’s equal
strength and power in same-sex relationships was invoked by some of the
posters in their denial of the possibility of same-sex domestic violence or rape.
Paradigms of male violence and female victimhood do not translate well to
acknowledge, describe or analyse same-sex violence. These paradigms are
invoked against transgenders, but not against women-born lesbians. I argue,
along with Girshick (2002) that a new paradigm needs to be evolved to describe
same-sex violence, which encompasses the messages and statistics being
collated and published by queer intimate partner violence activists. The
paradigm could still encompass a feminist understanding of intimate partner
violence being rooted in issues of unequal power and control (McPhail et al
2007). The forums revealed a number of posters who admitted to behaving in
ways that activists would describe as violent, without acknowledging that their
behaviour would be interpreted in that way. The denial in the forums that
lesbians could be violent in relationships was consistent with findings from
Giorgio (2002) and Girshick (2002) that this denial is widespread in lesbian
communities.
In the following chapter I look at fan fiction as an expression of lesbian
community desires, as well as the operation of lesbian disciplinary formations
in the fan fic communities and the fan fic itself. I explore whether the espoused
rhetorics and discourses over transgenders, sex radicals, lesbian monogamy and
same-sex violence is represented in the fan fiction and by implication in the
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lesbian imaginary. Other themes which I have analysed earlier in the thesis
through examination of posts to the discussion forums regarding lesbian
community acceptance of bisexuals and heterosexuals are also tested against the
lesbian imaginary represented in the fan fiction. I explore whether the apparent
acceptance of some minority identities in lesbian fan communities is extended
to the shared fantasies of lesbian lives, sex, and relationships expressed in the
shared fan fiction and fan fiction communities.
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Chapter 6 Fan Fiction and The L Word
The fan fiction (fan fic) published in The L Word fan groups reveals aspects of
the lesbian imaginary and desires that are often celebratory representations of
lesbian communities and practices. The fan fic, as a representation of the
imagination and desires of the predominantly lesbian targeted groups, could be
seen to be part of a collective imaginary that may not be representative of all
lesbians, but does represent a diverse, semi-global lesbian community and
reflects this community’s currents of thought and desire.
Munt (1998b p.54) argues that the “Lesbian Imaginary” is a space of collective
lesbian fantasy:
Butch is the recognizable public form of lesbianism; despite the media hype of chic
femme in the early 1990s, it communicates a singular verity, to dykes and homophobes
alike. Butch—despite the evidence of butch heterosexual women and the passion of
femmes for women—is the gospel of lesbianism, inevitably interpreted as the true
revelation of female homosexuality. Butch is the signifying space of lesbianism; when a
butch walks into a room, that space becomes queer. Explicitly and implicitly the butch
stands for the lesbian in the Lesbian Imaginary; this is not entirely unproblematic as
much of the power and entitlement of masculinity which has been appropriated is not
wholly other to straight masculinity, however ‘heroically’ it is claimed.

The many diverse lesbian communities in existence globally complicates this
notion. However, The L Word fan groups could be seen as small semiautonomous, semi-global lesbian centred communities. The concept of a
Lesbian Imaginary can be applied to the collective fantasies of these groups,1
even though these groups do not represent all the diverse lesbian communities
around the globe.

1

The butch is the signifier of lesbianism for Munt (1998b). Femmes can only be read as lesbian in relation to
the butch figure. However, the dominant fantasies in The L Word forums were about femme or soft butch
lesbians, which suggests either that there has been a shift in which figures are imagined as lesbians in these
fan communities or that Munt’s (1998b) original conception needs to be modified. The fan communities were
self-selecting, so lesbians who are attracted to butch lesbians may not have joined the forums. The increase in
lesbian chic representations in popular culture in the new millennium may also have affected the ways that
lesbians are imagined.
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The lesbian imaginary could be said to be the lesbian knowledge involved in
building lesbian specific cultures, discourses and mores. One of the
fundamentals of shared or collective identity is sexual desire. Arguments over
politics and exclusions in lesbian communities tend to ignore this facet of
lesbian sexual identities. Much, but not all, of the fan fic in the groups that I
studied involved lesbian sex, and the vast majority involved lesbian romantic
relationships. The sexual imagery focused almost exclusively on women’s
bodies, and was reminiscent of Doan and Garrity’s (2006) cultural imaginary
that was focused on Sapphic imagery, practices, identities and desires. The
celebration of lesbian bodies in a collective space is an important function of
The L Word fan fic groups. Representations of lesbian sex and relationships
have been enduring interests for women who desire other women (Doan &
Garrity, 2006). Which types of lesbian sex representations were encouraged,
and which marginalized, speaks to both the imposition of particular reading
positions of the groups, and the denial or repression of other voices calling for a
greater range of representational possibilities of lesbian sex and relationships.
In this chapter, I explore how the lesbian, bisexual, the heterosexual ex-lesbian,
and the transgender characters from The L Word series are imagined in the fan
fic communities and by implication the lesbian imaginary. Have the characters
which pushed the boundaries of conventional lesbian communities been
accepted and desired by the lesbian fans in the fan fic groups to the extent that
these figures have become objects of collective or even minority fantasy?
The negotiations and reworkings of the lesbian relationship in the series that
also pushed the boundaries of lesbian communities by featuring an episode of
sexualized violence or conflict in the series in the fan fic are also explored. The
voting and discussions about posted fan fics, as well as flame wars over
“inauthentic” lesbian fic are discussed to explore the dominant and minority
reading positions in the lesbian focused groups in order to further explore the
constitution of the lesbian community.
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6.1 Fan Fic Study Method
I concentrated on three fan fic groups, made up of two unofficial groups, The L
Word Fan Site and The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, and an official fan fic
group, The Fanisode. Two of the fan groups that I studied for forum posts, The
L Word Online and Fan Group C, did not allow fan fiction to be posted to their
sites. I concentrated on fan fic in The L Word Fan Site from the inception of the
fan group until mid 2006. I then conducted a further search in mid-2009 for
specific terms: trans; the names of couples such as Max, or Tina and Bette, and
their shipper2 name, TiBette; the character names Shane and Carmel, and their
shipper name Sharm; variations of couple names; and the character names
Jenny and Alice. I also searched for words associated with sex such as
“vanilla,” “clit,” “breast,” “orgasm,” and words associated with sex radical
themes such as “orgies,” “sex toys,” “whip,” “bsdm,” “dildo,” “strap-on,” and
“sub.” I also searched for words associated with the theme rape such as “rape,”
“assault” and “slap” “violence” to discern fan reactions to the scenes in the
series that I discussed in Chapter Five.
I also concentrated on all the fan fic produced for
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group until mid 2006. This fan group has since
closed. There have been several versions of The Fanisode, but I concentrated
on the first version, which ran from January to April 2006. I browsed and
searched these three sites for fan fic which addressed the following themes:
transgenders, polygamy, sex radical themes such as orgies and sex toys,
bisexuals, heterosexuals, domestic violence, rape, assault, and lesbian couples
and sex. I also searched and browsed for particular character names from the
series who were associated with any of these themes, such as Moira, Max, Tina,
Bette, Jenny, Tim, and George. I focused on the fan fic themselves as texts (a
strategy adopted by nearly all the contributors to the anthology Fan Fiction and
2

A ‘“shipper” is a relationship, often not present in the series, that fans prefer.
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Fan Community in the Age of the Internet [Hellekson & Busse 2006]). I
interrogated the representation or lack of representation of contested issues and
identities in lesbian communities. The latter strategy was definitely not
proposed by any authors in the above anthology, but was hinted at by Munt,
Basset and O’Riordan in their study of an online lesbian group that did not
involve fans or fan fic (2002). I explored the contentious issues portrayed in the
fan fic that were raised in the discussion forums, such as trans, bisexuals,
heterosexuals, sex radicals, monogamy, and violence. I also browsed for flame
wars on the fan fic sites which provided examples of explicit deliberation.
The L Word Fan Site included a section for fan fic. The fan fic section was
expanded in April 2006 to include specific fan fic forum discussions. The L
Word Fan Site’s fan fic section attracted 15, 146 submissions by the ninth of
May 2006, with seven hundred and sixty four fan fic authors. Each piece of fan
fic submitted could be “rated” out of five by readers, unless the author had
specifically requested that it not be rated, in which case it would show up as
nought out of five. There was also a space at the end of every fic for comments
and responses to be posted. As with many internet groups, it is unlikely that all
the members were continuously active. Any number of “members” could in
fact have joined, searched the site once, and never returned. Another proportion
of the total number of members could be “lurkers” or occasional viewers of the
site. The maximum number of members logged onto the site at any one time
rarely exceeded five hundred. The site could be searched without joining and
many posts and fics could be found through a Google search. Only fan fic that
was rated NC-17 or R by the fan fic author required membership to read. The L
Word Fan Site did not offer monetary rewards or fame for competition winners.
The prizes were usually autographed pictures of the cast or crew, The L Word
posters or soundtracks. Winners of fan fic competitions on The L Word Fan
Site had all their subsequent fic marked with an icon, which may have
distinguished their work sufficiently to attract new readers, as well as making
them better known in that site, possibly even making them “fan stars” in that
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fan site. Fic could be searched on The L Word Fan Site by author as well as by
rating (G, PG, NC17 or R), whether or not the author had won a fan fic award,
or character pairing, so it is likely that these were the types of ways that readers
wanted the fic to be organised. What is the point of voting on fan fic? The point
seems to be that the group can assert their preferences and reading positions,
marginalising or criticising both writers and fans with unpopular or minority
points of view, and valorising those writers and fans with popular points of
view.
The L Word Fan Site was larger than The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, so
faced more challenges in governance and in structure.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group were very supportive and non-competitive in
their treatment of fic, and appeared to allow or encourage a greater diversity of
reading positions in the fic. By contrast, the responses on The L Word Fan Site
to fan fic varied and were not always kind. There was a ratings system and
space for posts to feedback on each fic. Fic was criticised less for the
grammatical and formatting errors that fan fic is notorious for, and more for
unpopular character pairings. But in terms of online communities, The L Word
Fan Site is quite long lasting, and for such a large site it appears to have
suffered very few disagreements. The management of the site by owners and
moderators appears to have been successful in building and maintaining a large
online community that was targeted to lesbians but that welcomed a wide
variety of people in terms of age, ethnicity, geographic location, and possibly
class. The fact that the majority of the posts on to this group appear to be from
women who identify as lesbians may have assisted in maintaining group
harmony. The fic on this site is almost entirely lesbian, with very little mention
of trans characters and very little heterosexual or bisexual fic.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group group could not be searched without joining,
and membership was controlled by a moderator or the owner/moderator, who
reviewed each application to join. The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group did not
offer any formal competitions. A few informal competitions were suggested but
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rarely enacted. There was no system for rating the fic. The lack of competitive
features on this site was one of the attractions for many of its members, along
with the smaller numbers and the sense of a supportive community.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group were almost universally kind to the fan fic
writers in their responses to each piece of fic. A few fic writers in
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group requested “betas” (proof-readers/editors who
were more experienced in fan fic and in the particular “canon” for that show
and that group), but beta-ing was only suggested a few times by other posters to
new fic writers in The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, even when there were
many grammatical errors in the fic. These findings contrast with Bertha Chin’s
(2005) findings on fic writers and readers in The X Files groups, who were
intolerant of newbies’ attempts at fan fic and intolerant of anything they
regarded as deviating from the “canon.”
The supportiveness of responses in The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group cannot
be explained purely in accordance with Baym’s (1998) framework of the
“politeness” of women in online groups, since, even in the predominantly
heterosexual female groups studied by Baym (1998), group norms to minimize
confrontation were enforced through practices such as “shaming.” The lesbianfocused fan sites of The L Word were not universally polite, and there were
many examples of confrontations in the groups. This does not necessarily mean
that lesbian focused communities allow more contestation in their groups, or
that there are lesbian-specific forms of interaction or lesbian-specific types of
utterances or argumentation. Many of The L Word fan sites and general lesbian
sites contained female members or moderators who were quick to criticise or
judge posts which deviated from their reading positions or other group norms.
In contrast to this, the supportive and polite group dynamics of
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group may be a result of the owners’ or
moderators’ tactfulness and reluctance to criticise fic, and may be related to the
very small size of the group in relation to the other fan groups, and the tight
control that the owner of the group had over potential members, personally
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reviewing applications for membership, and restricting membership to those
who identified as lesbian fans of The L Word. The group appeared to allow for
more diverse reading positions and more diverse content in their fan fic
compared to the other fan groups that I studied. Any lesbian fic about The L
Word was encouraged, even if it deviated from the dominant reading position of
other groups such as The L Word Fan Site who promoted and rewarded Bette
and Tina fic.
The official The L Word fan fic site (The Fanisode site) was not established
until 2006, two years after the creation of the series. The Fanisode site was
promoted on the official Showtime website, but was hosted on a separate
website owned by Fanlib.com. In 2006, The Fanisode site could be accessed
from countries outside the United States (unlike the Showtime site prior to
2007). Showtime had been running an official site that did not allow any fan
productions such as fan fic up to that point. Showtime announced a partnership
with the company Fanlib.com in 2006. Fanlib.com promoted itself to potential
advertisers as offering a way of turning previously chaotically organized fan fic
sites into controllable ones that could count the number of participants and
profile members.
Many other unofficial fan sites, and a few official fan sites for television series
had run fan fic competitions, but before the advent of The Fanisode
competition, none had previously publicly offered the possibility of the winning
scene being produced, or offered the executive producer as a writing mentor.
Showtime promoted the competition as a way for fans to collectively write
scenes for The Fanisode which would “at the least” be published on the web,
or, if they were good enough, be produced as an episode. The first Fanisode
was eventually published as an e-zine, but not produced as an episode. A writer
from The L Word staff moderated The Fanisode site, and provided four
potential storylines for The Fanisode. Fans who had joined Fanlib.com would
then vote on their favorite storyline out of the four choices. Approximately
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3,000 fans voted for a Fanisode submission that explained what happened
between the second and the third season on The L Word. The numbers of
participants in The Fanisode increased dramatically over the following two
months, and claimed 20,000 members in April 2006.
Numerically, the membership of The Fanisode site was comparable to the
membership of the large unofficial The L Word sites such as The L Word Fan
Site. However, many more people voted in The Fanisode than in any polls or
competitions run on unofficial sites, perhaps because the stakes were so much
higher for The Fanisode competition. The winners of each of the seven rounds
of The Fanisode had their pictures published in newspapers near their homes;
they also had their photos and a short biography posted on The Fanisode site.
The Fanisode promised “fame” to the winners of the rounds, but the fame was
limited by either their immediate geographic vicinity (people who read the local
paper where news of The Fanisode win was promoted) or limited to the people
who read the online fic or promotions. The Fanisode site claimed that this was
the first time that fans had been invited to participate in writing for a television
show, but in fact several fan fic writers had been recruited to write for
television series in the United Kingdom (Brooker 2003).
The Fanisode included many disclaimers meaning that anyone posting their fic
there relinquished any claims to copyright or intellectual property rights. The
Fanisode was further incorporated into the control of producers in 2007, where
it featured on the official The L Word site hosted by the Showtime web site. In
2006, during the period of my study, The Fanisode site was still operating as a
separate site on the Fanlib.com web site.
The L Word fan fiction was written by people claiming a variety of sexual
identities and genders. The majority of fan fic submitted to unofficial L Word
fan sites that I studied was from fans who claimed a lesbian sexual identity,
although there was a substantial minority from fans who claimed a female
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bisexual, heterosexual or unstated sexual identity. Many more writers of The L
Word fan fic who entered the official The Fanisode competition identified as
heterosexual women and in some cases as heterosexual men. This is not to say
that there were no male fan fic writers in the unofficial forums, but that if there
were, they were generally claiming to be, and passing as, women, or had posted
about being men at some point, but did not make their gender obvious in their
profile or fan fic.
6.2 Deliberation and Fan Fic
Some of the practices of some of the fan fic groups appear to be democratic,
such as voting for the most popular fan fic, or rating the fan fic, but these
practices in some ways actually encourage or enforce the “tyranny of the
majority”3 against the minorities. Scholarship on fan fiction communities or on
online queer communities rarely addresses ideas about democratic practices.
Pugh (2005) reiterates “first wave” cyber research assumptions identified by
Terry Flew (2002) about the democratic potential of online groups to provide a
voice for those otherwise marginalized by the top-down control of traditional
mainstream media sources. According to Pugh’s (2005) findings, however, fan
fic groups themselves are not necessarily run in a democratic way. She
mentions practices she found in online female fan fic groups such as deliberate
exclusions of self-identified lesbians and lesbian politics, and control of the
groups by executive fans who were often educated, middle class, heterosexual,
and Anglo-Saxon. For Pugh (2005), however, these elements that might temper
the democratic practices of fan fic communities were less important than the
celebratory, democratic potential of the groups for its members.
3

The repression of minorities in a community by the majority was anticipated by some political theorists,
such as Alexis De Tocqueville ([1834] 1963), who conducted extensive empirical research on the treatement
of prisoners as well as racial minorities in the United States in the 1830’s. Tocqueville ([1834] 1963, p.258,
xx) coined the term the “tyranny of the majority” to describe the practices of repression that can result from a
democracy that relies solely on majority opinion, in a community that lacked the administrative stucture, such
as an independent judiciary that was not elected, and values and morals that would prevent it becoming
repressive. Mansbridge (1996) argues that deliberative democratic systems requires some coercion to enforce
rights to prevent repression of individuals or minorities by “the tyranny of the majority.”
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The L Word groups could be said to be communicating stories previously
repressed or underrepresented by the mainstream media both within the groups
themselves and outward to a mainstream public. These stories have the
potential to change the mainstream public’s views about lesbian individuals and
communities. Goodin (2003) argues that representations of minority or
subaltern publics, communities or cultures can be regarded as a form of
deliberation when individuals from the mainstream listen to these stories.
Goodin (2003) argues that a process of internal deliberation occurs for members
of mainstream groups when they comprehend stories or artwork from oppressed
groups, and that even though no form of representation could be said to
represent a whole group, comprehension of diverse representations can
challenging people’s stereotypical understandings of minority cultures because
they can then see some of the problems of oppression from the oppressed point
of view.
Dryzek (2000) argues that deliberative democracy can accommodate various
forms of communicative strategies, including Young’s suggestions, as long as
those forms of communication can be recognised by the majority, and there has
been no coercion involved in the communicative act. Dryzek (2000, pp.68-69)
asserts that storytelling in some groups, such as consciousness-raising groups,
lead to disciplined or coerced stories that lack credibility when related to
mainstream publics.
There is little recognition by Young (2003) of the potential for coercion and
disciplinary formations within counterpublics. It is important that subaltern
communities be non-coercive because if the stories are regarded as coerced or
compulsory, they will have little validity to the mainstream that they are
challenging, and they will be unwelcoming or repressive to those members of
the community who do not conform to the majority discourse within the
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community. Compulsory stories indicate disciplinary formations that repress
other stories and identities.
Goodin (2003), Young (1997) and Dryzek (2000) all assume that deliberation is
occurring between minority or oppressed groups and the mainstream, but can it
be assumed that mainstream communities are engaging with minority
communities? The L Word forums, particularly the official The Fanisode
forum, all include posts and some include fic written by people who identify as
heterosexual, so it can be assumed that non-lesbians are engaging with the
representations in the forums and probably also The L Word series that the
forums are based on.
At times, fan fic is posted by people claiming a lesbian identity that may meet a
lesbian authenticity test, but the fic challenges conventional lesbian mores, or
dominant reading positions of the group. Can the stories told in the fan fic be
regarded as coerced or disciplined stories, since some stories are encouraged
and others excluded or repressed? As I noted in Chapter Two, Phelan (1995,
p.339) argues that “postmodern” lesbian communities have become more
accepting of diversity and I tested this hypothesis against contemporary online
lesbian communities. Which stories are told, and which ones repressed or
ignored, speaks to the operation of lesbian disciplinary formations and
enactments of lesbian mores.
6.3 Intimate Partner Violence in the Fic
I argued in Chapter Five that deliberations over a contested representation of
intimate partner violence between femmes in The L Word series could have
been regarded as a clash between feminist positions on intimate partner
violence and lesbians who deny the possibility that women could be violent to
each other. This latter position was supported by the ambiguity of the violence
in the series itself. Each group negotiated and debated the scene in a different
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way, which suggests a different reading position of each group. How the groups
represented the couple who were involved in the contested violent scene in their
fan fic spoke further to the ideologies of those groups concerning same-sex
violence.
The L Word Fan Fic Group appeared to contain the smallest percentage of
supporters of Bette and Tina’s relationship. A few of the posters to this group
expressed a belief that the Season One finale incident was violent. One fan fic
presented Bette’s point of view, and named the incident as rape. Other pieces of
fan fic posted to this group named the encounter between Bette and Tina as
violent. These were not representative of the majority of fic posted regarding
Bette and Tina, but it reflected a vocal minority of fan fic writers and posters
who understood the interaction between Bette and Tina to have been violent.
Several other fics posted to this group split Bette and Tina up after the
contested violent incident in the series. One piece of fan fic by faithnangels62
(2004) represented Tina as falling into a domestically violent relationship with
a Mary-Sue (a fictional character not present in the series, often standing in for
the fan fic writer herself). This fic was called “A Different Road Home: A
Twist on Bette and Tina’s breakup (chapter 3, Tina and Angela):
Angela listened from the foyer to Tina
laughing and talking on the phone. Bitch, she thought to herself in
her drunken stupor. She and her snobby friends just laughing and
carrying on, it made her sick to think about how they all looked at
her earlier at the Planet. "They think their better" she half
mumbled to herself. Tina heard her, but didn't know what she
said. "Babe, is that you"? she called. Angela appeared from around
the corner. "Who are you talking to" Angela slurred out hatefully.
Tina hesitated, then said into the phone "Um, listen Dana, Angela's
home so I'm gonna go". "I'll call you later" she added. "Did you
have fun"? Tina asked Angela cautiously. She could tell that Angela
was extremely drunk. Angela smiled a sarcastic smile. "Oh yeah" she
said. "I had fun". "I had lots of fun earlier at the Planet too
with all your friends looking down on me-thinking their better than
me". Tina looked confused. "They didn't" she started but was cut
off by Angela's shouts. "Don't fucking tell me they didn't, I saw
it. I saw it in their eyes, just like I see it in yours right now".
Tina looked annoyed. "I'm going to bed" she said "This is just
ridiculous". Tina turned to go to the bedroom. "Oh, fuck you, your
not" Angela shouted as she grabbed Tina by the arm and spun her
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around to face her. "Let go of me" Tina said in a low voice. "Fuck
you". Angela spat back. Tina tried to jerk her arm away, but
Angela's grip was too tight. Suddenly, before Tina even realized
what was happening, Angela brought her hand up and hit Tina hard
across the face. She flew backwards toward the couch. Before Tina
could even move, Angela was on top of her. "You snobby bitch, I know
your type" Angela was screaming at the top of her lungs. She raised
her fist and brought it down near Tina's eye. "Please stop it" Tina
was begging through her tears. To Tina's amazement, Angela stopped.
She stopped hitting and she stopped screaming. Angela collapsed in
tears on top of Tina. "I'm so sorry, please, please forgive me"
Angela begged. "I didn't mean to, please don't leave me" Angela
continued to cry pitifully. Tina stared at her in disbelief. She
was now sobbing uncontrollably. Tina numbly pushed her off, got up,
and went to the bedroom without a word. Angela heard the bedroom
door lock from the inside. [original spelling]

One piece of fic called “In the Center” by shakennotstirred (2004) represented
Tina as still in relationship with Bette but unhappy:
She began driving home…home to Bette, home to the chaos of their
relationship and home to her insecurities. The light turned red in
front of her and as she waited for it to change she remembered what
she used to do years ago after night yoga classes.
When the light turned green she turned right instead of going
straight onto the freeway. It was time for a drive; time to indulge
in a favorite guilty pleasure. She drove to her old stomping
grounds in Santa Monica and followed the Pacific Coast Highway as it
wound around hugging the coastline. She drove for maybe an hour
with no destination, just enjoying the journey. Driving relaxed
her, especially driving at night.
An hour later she heard the distinct ring of her cell phone and she
pulled over. Reaching across to the passenger seat where the phone
was sitting, she picked it up and looked at the number. The call
was from home. She sighed, pressed a key and said hello.
Bette was worried…she was late… `what do you mean an another hour'…
Tina said goodbye and turned off the phone. Reluctantly she turned
the car around and headed home. Bette said she'd wait up for her.
She roiled [sic] silently for having responsibilities to get back to, even
a partner to get back to. Much as she loved Bette, and she did
unconditionally, those easy days of her twenties when she could run
around as she pleased were sounding better and better lately. Now
it was sperm, mortgage, therapy, babies, and every once in a while,
sex. She didn't remember exactly what her life was like before,
but there was a lot more sex, even if it was with men. The last
thought made her laugh.
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The fic regarding Bette and Tina on The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group differed
significantly from that on the other fan fic sites. On The L Word Fan Site the
majority of Bette and Tina fic kept the couple together. Much of the fic on this
site could be categorised as following many of the conventions of the
heterosexual romance genre, including happily-ever-after narrative resolutions,
child-bearing and raising, and many soft porn passages. These were
predominantly Bette-and-Tina romantic fics that sometimes spanned
generations, showing their daughter growing up. The other common form of fic
on The L Word Fan Site were short chapters of erotic fic, predominantly
featuring Bette and Tina: Bette and Tina reunited after a long absence, Bette
and Tina reunited after a day’s separation, Bette and Tina’s meeting years
before, Bette and Tina in the early parts of their relationship before their
troubles, Bette and Tina together in the present, unseparated. In The L Word
Fan Site’s fic, there were very fewer instances of Bette’s “p.o.v” (point of view)
questioning their relationship or Tina’s p.o.v. questioning their relationship, or
Bette or Tina coupled with someone else (such as Carmen, Helena, Alice, or
Shane) than those kinds of fic in the The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, even
though The L Word Fan Site was a much larger group. The fic on The L Word
Fan Site was distinguished by a dominant narrative in which Bette and Tina
were a successful couple. Fic that represented the couple as together almost
invariably attracted a rating of five out of five, whatever its quality of grammar,
formatting, or plotting, while fic that represented the couple as split, with other
people, or troubled, attracted very low ratings.
It could be argued that aesthetic choices played a more important role in the
popularity and rating of fan fic than I have credited. However, there were
examples of flame wars over fan fic writers leaving The L Word Fan Site
because they believed that their fic was rated poorly because of the dominance
of fans of the Bette and Tina shipper. There were also many examples of fic
which included many typographical and grammatical errors being rated five out
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of five if it was focused on Bette and Tina. There were many other examples of
well-crafted stories that were not focused on Bette and Tina that rated poorly.
At least one fic posted to The L Word Fan Site represented the relationship
between Bette and Tina as troubled, and the incident from the Season One
Finale as about Bette being “sick” and exerting “control” over Tina. A poster
called PortiaOnly posted fan fic to The L Word Fan Site that named the Season
One finale encounter between Bette and Tina as rape. The following is an
excerpt from “Why, Bette? Part 1.” It recounts the day after the encounter
conversation between Bette and Candace:
[..] I forgot myself, then I lost myself. I fucked you because I
wanted to. I let you fuck me because I knew Id enjoy it. I forced
myself on Tina that night to prove to both of us that I still wanted
her.
The pen fell from Candaces hand as she stared at Bette. You raped
her?
Bette nodded at first, then shook her head. We had very confusing sex
that night. It was all anger and emotion. It was the best sex Ive ever
had and the worst. She wanted me just as badly, but as she…when she
came, she was sobbing. She was on top of me, my fingers were buried
inside of her and I wanted to just climb inside her and stay there
forever. Ive never felt more connected. I wanted to hold on to her
forever, let her know that it was forever. And just as she was going
over, our eyes met and I saw all the hurt and how she was trying to
make it go away and I saw that she didnt feel protected and safe with
me anymore. All of it showed in her eyes.
Oh, Bette.
She rolled off of me, changed clothes, and left. That was it. Seven
years and thats how it ended.
It doesnt have to be the end.
I dont want it to be.
Then keep goingWhat else? I dont know. Thats what I did. I lied to
her, I cheated on her, and then I tried to make it up to her in a
really sick way. [sic]

However, Portia Only represents Bette as longing for Tina, and reunites the
couple. This piece of fic was viewed over 10,000 times by October 2009. The
comments on the fic were predominantly positive. However, it was only rated
3/5 by the members of that fan fic community.
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One of the many criticisms of much of the fic posted to The L Word Fan Site
that separated Bette and Tina was that it was not consistent with the “canon” of
The L Word fan fic. Canon, a term appropriated from literature studies, is not
used ironically in The L Word fan sites. Chin (2005) suggests that the “canon”
criticism is used about The X Files fan fic in a very serious way, to help enforce
the style and quality of fic established by long-term members of fan groups and
executive fans. The style of “canon” varies across the different L Word fan fic
groups. The “canon” criticism was rarely employed on
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, which offered far more diversity in terms of
character pairings, as well as far fewer criticisms of the fic than that of The
Fanisode or The L Word Fan Site. The “canon” criticism was employed on The
L Word Fan Site against most of the fic that paired Bette or Tina with other
characters. The most popular character pairing or “shipper” was Bette and Tina
(TiBette). Only one fan fic submitted to The L Word Fan Site competitions
which was not a TiBette shipper won before early May 2006. The fic “Wanted”
by justkeepswimming (2006) was the Winter 2006 overall fan fic winner. The
fic was a Belena (Bette and Helena) shipper. It had been viewed 4,060 times by
early May 2006. Other winners of The L Word Fan Site competitions (TiBette
shippers) had their winning fic viewed a similar number of times.
The commercially driven official site, The Fanisode, allowed a wide variety of
writing positions: both pro- and anti-feminist, conventional lesbian, queer, and
stereotypical heterosexual male fantasies of lesbians. As I outlined in Chapter
Five, a minority of fan site posters had claimed that the relationship between
Bette and Tina was an emotionally abusive one for Tina, and a violent one for
one or both of the individuals. The Fanisode allowed, even directed, fans to
write of the relationship as a troubled one, but fic submitted to The Fanisode
that revealed deeper problems than communication between Bette and Tina was
often criticised as not meeting the “canon” by posters to The Fanisode. The
scene mission for the interactions between Bette and Tina in The Fanisode
included explaining why they had problems in the third season. This was not a
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popular choice for many fans, with many posts in reaction to the submitted
scenes saying that this is not what they wanted for Bette and Tina, and asking
why there could not be an ongoing lesbian relationship in the series. Many fan
fic writers, however, obeyed the injunction to write the prelude to the
separation. Many participants voted on this scene. The winner and top ten
ranking scenes in the Bette and Tina focused round (round 7 of The Fanisode,
2006) strictly adhered to the scene mission, writing minor problems into Bette
and Tina’s interactions, for instance, Bette always speaking for Tina with their
friends and family.
A few submissions to The Fanisode varied from the scene mission and either
presented more severe problems for the couple than the winning scene, or
presented the couple as problem-free and headed for a happy future together. In
one of the scenes that revealed deep problems for the couple in The Fanisode,
titled “Slipping Away” by bresita (2006), Bette was reported to Child Services
as a danger to their child because of her anger management issues. This
representation was an unpopular choice for fans. The scene ranked seventieth,
with comments ranging from “ok,” “loved the twist at the end,” “keep writing,”
to “adoption piece not realistic.”
Another scene submitted to The Fanisode not only named Bette and Tina’s
relationship as abusive, it accused Bette of holding Tina “captive.” The scene
was titled “Losing Latitude” by Sophia Serene (2006). The scene ranked
seventy-second, but received predominantly positive comments, with several
“great”(s) and “awesome” (s) and only two negative, one “Bette’s not that bad,”
and “I realy [sic] liked the beginning but I don't know if I feel as if Tina is
‘being held captive.’ She and Bette Loved each other.” Many internet
interactions involve spelling and grammatical errors, but it appears that this
poster was attempting to emphasise the “love” between the characters with her
use of capitalisation. The love between the couple was often explicitly adduced
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in the forum discussions as the reason that there could not be violence in the
relationship.
There was one scene submitted to the seventh round that represented Tina as
increasingly violent to Bette. The vast majority of The Fanisode submissions
did not address intimate partner violence as an issue for the couple, and made
no reference to the violent breakup scene, although several made reference to
Bette’s infidelity. In the scene “The blame game” by femliona (2006) Tina and
Bette verbally abuse each other over infidelity. They then slap each other, Tina
pushes Bette into the pool, and Tina holds Bette’s head under water. This scene
ranked eighty-third in round 7, and received several critical comments, such as
“too violent,” “not realistic,” and “doesn’t follow scene mission.” Several of the
unpopular The Fanisode scenes suggested the need for couple therapy for Bette
and Tina.
Overall in The L Word fan groups, intimate partner violence did not often
appear, although several of the fan fic groups did suggest through fan fic that
the couple Bette and Tina had issues to do with power imbalance within the
relationship. Many of the pieces of fan fic that valorised Bette and Tina’s
relationship did so by erasing the contested scene altogether, through flashbacks
to their first meeting, or through elision and flash forwards to a future encounter
after a long separation, and possibly therapy, to address their individual issues.
The pieces of fic that mentioned or highlighted the contested scene as violent,
or portrayed the couple as in violent relationships in the future with each other,
or other people, were overall very unpopular in most of the groups.
Most of the fan fic groups appeared to valorise monogamy and the long term
lesbian couple. I address the affect this hegemonic position had on alternate sex
radical possibilities below.
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6.4 PWP, Monogamy and Sex Radical Parodies
The sexual imagery found in the fic I studied focused almost exclusively on
women’s bodies. The celebration of lesbian bodies in a collective space is an
important function of The L Word fan fic groups. Which types of lesbian sex
representations were encouraged, and which marginalized, speaks to both the
imposition of particular reading positions in the groups, and the denial or
repression of other, diverse voices calling for a greater range of representational
possibilities of lesbian sex and relationships. The types of lesbian sex
represented in the forums tended to be split along vanilla or sex radical lines.
The split between sex radical and anti-bdsm (bondage and discipline,
sadomasochism) lesbians has a long history in lesbian communities (Green
1997; Jeffreys 1993; Phelan 1989, 2001).
It was rare for discussion to be stifled in the unofficial The L Word fan groups
that I studied, but some fan fic writers in one group, The L Word Fan Site,
complained that their work was not appreciated because other fans were only
interested in fic that represented one relationship “shipper” in that group, Bette
and Tina, called TiBette. Direct control over the fic through formal governance
and practices from moderators and owners was very rare in the unofficial The L
Word fan groups that I studied, but far more common in the tightly structured,
official The Fanisode site.
Unpopular fan fic writers, or writers who created character pairings that were
unpopular (as well as posters to forums with minority opinions) were flamed on
some The L Word fan sites and then left the groups. The fan fic that is left in
particular groups, then, does not necessarily reflect the views of all fans, but
does reflect the desires of the majority of posters to that group. This begs the
following question: Why were some character shippers unpopular, and some,
such as Bette and Tina, so popular? The L Word fan forums generally
celebrated and valorised romantic and erotic relationships in a context of long186

term monogamous lesbian relationships, although there was a genre of fic
which celebrated non-monogamous, short-term erotic liaisons, including sexradical fic which featured bdsm and orgies. Fic also commonly celebrated
lesbian families, including children and grandchildren for the characters. This
speaks to a trend in offline lesbian communities towards the romanticisation of
both long term, monogamous lesbian relationships, reflected in the recent fight
for gay and lesbian marriage rights (Baird 2007), and the trend towards
lesbians, often lesbian couples, becoming mothers.
The unofficial fan sites offered a space for far more queer eroticism than The
Fanisode submissions. There was far more R or NC-17 rated fic, (called
“PWP,” standing for “plot, what plot?”) in both
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group and The L Word Fan Site, compared to the
official The Fanisode site. The Fanisode’s rules specifically excluded graphic
depictions of sex, so the lack of erotics on that site was to be expected, but this
censorship meant that the official site compromised on an important function of
lesbian fan fiction: the celebration and circulation of erotic representations
authored by and targeted to lesbians. The competition, prizes, and access to the
production team on The Fanisode site may have ameliorated the effects of this
compromise, since many of fan fic community appeared to have participated at
least on the first episode of The Fanisode. But the drop in numbers of
participants in the second episode of The Fanisode suggests that fans were not
satisfied with this site, possibly because one of the promises of the site, that The
Fanisode would be produced as an episode of The L Word if it was good
enough, was not followed through. The incorporation of fan fic into official
sites, with the resulting censorship and limiting of possibilities for the fic, is not
a new phenomenon for fan fic in general (Shefrin 2004), but the censorship and
limitation of plot possibilities censored and limited the politics or practices of
that community that the site targeted.
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Erotic fic featured strongly in both The L Word Fan Site and
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group. A minority of fics in both groups
represented non-monogamous and/or sex radical lesbian sex. The commercial
sponsorship of The L Word Fan Site did not preclude the posting of sexually
explicit fic, so the commercialisation of that site did not affect the
representational possibilities for lesbian sex practices. However, the reading
positions of the different groups may have constrained the types of lesbian sex
represented.
The use of sex radical eroticism in fan fic parodies was not uncommon among The L Word
fan fic, but such fic generally proved to be unpopular on the unofficial sites, usually rating
poorly and receiving negative comments. A few parodic writers posted to The L Word Fan
Site, some of whom, such as The L-Wankers, wrote collectively. One fic by these authors,
“The Scavenger Hunt- The L Word Gone Mad 13,” described a group orgy featuring most
of the female The L Word characters. An excerpt from this parody is reproduced below:
"OH SWEET LEAPING JESUS!" Came a shrill voice from the back of Bette's car, everyone slowly
turned, looking towards the car, seeing it moving back and forth as Jenny's earth shook for the sixth
time that day.
(Cont.)
As the ground settled, an eerie hush fell over the angry vagina pile that was now gathered on the
Porter/Kennard front lawn.
Bette: "Ya know, I must have told Jenny to go fuck herself a thousand times! Who knew she took
things so literally?
Tina: "Well, she's a writer Bette!"
Shane laughed.
All the heads from the pile turned quickly as the sounds of Alice's Biker Boots began slowly stomping
toward them. She finally took a stoic stance at the top step, hands on her hips, and a determined look in
her eye! She was clearly on a mission! Well, what that mission was exactly was yet to be seen. All the
heads below remained still, opened mouthed, lit by bad porch lighting, waiting!
Alice reached back and pulled the bondage hood over her head. The sounds of a zipper opening could
be heard as the words, "Time Out!" came echoing from behind! It was muffled, but trust me, that's
what she said! Alice then closed the zipper and turned, making her way back into the Porter/Kennard
residence, slamming the door shut! The sounds of a lock locking snapped the group out of their shock!
Bette was lying on top of Dana who was lying on top of Kit who now had Tina in a choke hold who
had a clump of Shane's hair in her hand. Jenny was still in the car, apparently now ass fucking herself
with Shane's butt bandit! She couldn't write worth a damn, but she could catch flying sex toys like no
body's business!
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The author disabled the rating for this fic, and there was only one comment on
the fic—a positive comment that it was “hilarious.” The fic had been viewed
1,462 times by the 31st December 2009.
Another fic that flirted with sex radical representation managed to cater to the
majority of vocal fan’s preference on The L Word Fan Site for Bette and Tina
fic. The fic was called “Three is Not a Crowd” by British Breasts are Best. In
the fic, Tina gives a threesome with Helena to Bette for her birthday:
Tina looked at Bette and saw the look of sheer joy spread across her face. She was giving her wife the
most unusual present she could ever manage. Helena was smiling and looking very beguiling in her
little outfit. Bette looked from Helena to Tina and back again.

The fic reiterated many times the strength of Bette and Tina’s love and
relationship. Both Bette and Tina repeatedly say “I love you” and the
description of Helena’s thoughts emphasizes her pleasure in being allowed to
view their love:
Helena was already battling with a throbbing clit just from the anticipation of this day
and night they were going to share. Seeing the married couple in front of her aroused her
more than she could ever try to put into words. They had no idea how beautiful they
looked as a couple, Tina so innocent and Bette so obviously dangerous. Tina with her
skin so milky; while [sic] Bettes contrasting mocha. Despite their differences they were
both gorgeous, both sexy, the combination of them together, completely lethal.

This piece of fic was rated a five out of five, and most of the comments
included the word “hot.” Although this piece did represent an act that could be
considered to be sex radical, it ultimately reinforced the long-term relationship
preferred by fans in this group.
Another piece of erotic fic on the site paired Bette with a “Mary-Sue.” The fic
was called “Living in Entropy (Chaos).” The fic was by Janet Marie (nd), one
of the authors of the parody The Scavenger Hunt. Bette was a “sub”
(subordinate) in a bondage relationship with a Mary-Sue called Crystal. Crystal
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was secretly drugging Bette to ensure her submission. As well as this illegal act,
Crystal was threatening Bette with a spanking and nipple chains:
"You will wear it." Crystal said, as Bette looked at the barely there turquoise dress that Crystal had
chosen for her. It was almost trampy, and that is just what Crystal wanted, she needed to knock Bette
down one more peg.
"I have to be professional, and that is most certainly..." Bette began, as she sipped on the cup of tea
that Crystal had made for her. It was a unique blend that Bette had never tasted before she was in love
with it.
"Shhhh. Enough, or you'll be sporting a sore ass and I'll have you wear the nipple clamps the whole
evening." Crystal threatened and Bette relented at the threat, she went off to get dressed and Crystal
smiled. Her blue eyes dancing at the thought of Bette tonight submissive and wanting.

This piece of fic attracted a rating of one out of five, with several negative
comments. The fic was prefaced with a disclaimer suggesting that the author
was aware that the majority position of the group favoured Bette and Tina
together, but she wanted to play with the characters. The bondage of the fic was
exaggerated to the point of comedy, but could still be considered to be a
representation of an aspect of some queer communities that challenged the
mainstream vanilla sex reading position of the group. This author often utilised
both parody and bdsm. She wrote many character pairings that challenged the
popular Bette and Tina coupling, but those that she wrote that paired Bette and
Tina appeared to do better in the ratings than those that did not.
Unlike The L Word Fan Site, where TiBette couplings were the norm against
which other couples were judged, The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group appeared
to celebrate a number of different character pairings, as well as a diverse range
of lesbian sex representations. Some of the writers posted to both The L Word
Fan Site and The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group, including some of the parodic
sex radical writers. The fic from these writers that were not Tibette appeared to
be better received in the The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group. There were many
pieces of fic that paired Dana and Alice, Jenny and Marina, and Shane and
Carmen. There was a threesome represented with the characters Marina,
Francesca and Shane.
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The diversity of reading positions, genres, plots, and character pairings allowed
on the smaller, non commercial The_L_Word_Fan_Fic_Group suggests that
that community was successful in terms of encouraging or allowing a diversity
of attitudes towards sex, including those that transgressed traditional lesbian
mores, such as sex radical and bondage fic. The persistence of a minority of fan
fic writers who posted sex radical fic to The L Word Fan Site in spite of a flame
war over one writer leaving the group also suggests that that community was
successful in terms of encouraging a diversity of writing orientations, even
though the majority of the active posters clearly favoured fic about Bette and
Tina’s monogamous relationship.
The dominance of the Bette-and-Tina reading shipper that characterized The L
Word Fan Site was not as evident in The Fanisode submissions. However, there
was also a lack of feminist or queer activist politics in most of The Fanisode fan
fic submissions. This may have been a reflection of the conservative politics of
the voters, but their posts to the moderator or producer in response to the
question of what they would like to see in The L Word suggested that they were
aware of some of the concerns of lesbian activists such as representations of a
diverse range of lesbians in terms of age, ethnicity, nationality, style and ability.
There was little to suggest that The Fanisode participants felt themselves to be
part of a fan community. Many of the posts were directed to the moderator and
producers of the series rather than to each other. This had a profound effect on
the scenes selected and the apparent dominant views of the group.
The parameters for fan fic submission to The Fanisode were extremely narrow.
The majority of the scenes submitted for The Fanisode strictly adhered to the
“scene mission” for each episode, which included not only character pairings,
but also the problems in each relationship and instructions for interactions
between the characters. The limitation of the fan fic competition to choices
provided by a staff writer, as well as many rules for the writing of this fiction,
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such as not allowing work that would attract a NC17 rating, severely
constrained the creative possibilities for writers.
Many of the scenes submitted to The Fanisode did represent two women in bed
together, but most represented sex using euphemisms. Several of The Fanisode
submissions managed to subvert the overt attempt at censorship of sexy aspects
of fan fic through the use of parody. Several parodic scenes that could have
been described as explicitly erotic or pornographic included the exaggerated use
of sex toys, especially gigantic strap-ons, sometimes violence, shootings and
deaths, and always humour. One fic called “Celebrity Death Match Round 1”
by ckrenshaw (2006) explicitly outlined that the submission was a parody rather
than a serious submission:
CELEBRITY DEATHMATCH ROUND ONE!!!
Round One: Bette Vs Tina's Mom! Warning: THis IS A PARODY!! THIS IS NOT A SERIOUS
SUBMISSSION TO THE MISSION!! PLEASE READ AND COMMENT, BUT PLEASE GIVE THE
RATING A ZERO! THANKS!! This is also the first of several rounds!! Enjoy!!! [sic]

The scene placed 97th in the fifth round of The Fanisode. The scene featured a
physical fight between Bette and Tina’s mother. This particular scene was not a
sex parody. Another scene called “Pulp Fiction” by Tess submitted to Round 7
provided a warning that it was a parody in the introduction. An excerpt from
this scene is provided below:
Tonya, Melissa and Gabby are eating
cheeseburgers. Shane and Carmen burst
through the door
CARMEN
Alright where is it Mother!#%&ers?
MELISSA
What?
CARMEN
Helena Peabody's strap-on that's
what, don't say what to me again
TONYA
Beneath the bed
Shane takes the strap on and looks at it, it
has a supernatural glow. Carmen looks at
Gabby
CARMEN
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What does Helena Peabody look
like?
GABBY
Erm, Howard Stern and Joan Collins
evil love child?
Carmen shoots her
CARMEN
Wrong answer
CARMEN
(to Melissa)
What does Helena look like?
MELISSA
What?
Carmen shoots her shoulder
CARMEN
I told you not to say what to me
again
Carmen shoots her again
CARMEN
And that one is for your Mother
Suddenly Lacey pops out of the bathroom with
a hand cannon. She fires it at them until
it's empty
LACEY
Die, die, die, die, die!

Several of the sex radical parodies on The Fanisode site rated poorly in the
rankings, but were rescued from obscurity by the feature of spotlighting a work.
Either the moderator, or winners of previous rounds, could spotlight a new
scene to be featured on the blog called “Scenes from the Attic” (2006). The
winners tended to highlight other fan fic writers’ work rather than their own.
This spotlighting power could be seen as an example of executive fan power.

One of the spotlighted fics was called “Bettenator” by fanatic (2006) and had
originally ranked 335th. The following is an excerpt from this fic:
Alice's hidden sex dungeon is a windowless
room filled with a huge assortment of sex
toys, ranging from strap-ons to a well
stocked chest with bondage ropes. We see a
naked Dana chained to the wall upside down
on an oversized x. Alice stands in front of
her with a garden hose.
ALICE
(playfull)
It eats my pussy, or it gets the
hose again!
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DANA
(mock pleading)
Oooh please don't make me do that.
If you let me go now...
Alice just grins and sprays Dana with cold
water.
DANA
(surprised)
Hey... quit it!
ALICE
(with a sly smile)
Make me!
Alice drops the hose and walks up to Dana.

The posts in response to this scene were either very positive or very negative. Several
posters commented on the humour of the scene. One example of a negative response to this
scene, from QuillinEmSoftly, was: “I have no words for how horrid and inappropriate this
is.”
Sex radical fic did not appear to be popular on either The Fanisode or unofficial
sites, suggesting that while contemporary lesbian communities may be more
inclusive of sex radical representations and discourses than in the past, there is
still more of a tendency to privilege representations of lesbian monogamy over
non monogamy, and vanilla sex over bdsm in lesbian fan groups.
6.5 Trans Fan Fic
The representation of lesbian gender in the fan fic was not very diverse in either
the unofficial or official fan fic sites. This suggests that diverse lesbian genders
are not as yet an acceptable or desirable aspect of the lesbian imaginary. There
was very little trans fic in The L Word forums. The transgender character from
the series was rarely represented in the fan fic. The scarcity of transgendered
bodies or identities in the fan fic suggests that this identity had not yet found a
place of desire in the lesbian imaginary represented by the forums.
The few fan fics that featured Max on The L Word Fan Site did so in a limited
way, with Max alone or Max waiting for Jenny as she had an affair with a
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woman. One fic was called Emotional Rollercoaster ch 10 by akiracolorblind
(nd). Jenny’s affair is represented as justified because Max should not have
transitioned, and should not have had sex with another woman on Jenny’s bed:
I met Moira when I was in Skokie, and she was the nicest person I ever met. She was
very down to earth and fun, but everything changed when I came back with her to LA.
She didn’t fit, and she still doesn’t. She wants to be a man, and she changed her name to
Max. We have our fights, and we make up, but she went too far. I found her in my bed
with another woman. I guess we’re not meant for each other. I just want to start my life
all over again. I need to start with a clean slate.

In describing Max, this author uses the pronoun “he” for Max (unlike many of
the posters in The L Word Fan Site), validating Max’s choice of gender. Max’s
partner Jenny is represented as being unsympathetic to Max’s choice to
transition. Jenny invokes anti-trans sentiment when she uses a female pronoun
to describe Max. This fic is slightly more respectful of trans in general than
many of the posts to The L Word forums. The author employs some plot
devices which are designed to evoke some sympathy in reader, such as Max
being supportive to another, more popular character (Shane), and Max being
worried about Jenny’s safety because she has not let him know where she is.
The fan fic author, however, undermined her validation of the trans choice
through the plot, which reinforced many assumptions about trans people that
are common in the offline lesbian community and in The L Word Fan Site
community, such as: a trans relationship will not work out with a lesbian; a
trans cannot be trusted to be monogamous; a lesbian is justified in cheating on a
trans with a woman because lesbians are only attracted to women; and a trans
has removed his right to be called a lesbian along with his essential femaleness.
Another representation of Max in The L Word Fan Site is in Sammysgirl’s
“Lucky In Love ch 3.” Max is violent in this fic. Jenny and her friend Shane
stand up to him and throw him out of the house. Jenny blames the illegal use of
steroids for Max’s rage, and suggests that he gets medical help. Jenny suggests
that she will see Max again if he seeks this help:
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Are you fucking kidding me?” Max bellowed. “You’re choosing that bitch over me?”
“I’m not choosing Shane,” Jenny answered. “I’m choosing to support Shane tonight and if you don’t
know the difference, I don’t think you should stay here.”
“You’re kicking me out?” he was incensed. “Who the fuck do you think you are?”
“I’m the one on the lease who actually pays the rent,” Jenny answered evenly. “I’m the one who
doesn’t recognize you. Do you even know who the fuck you are anymore?”
“I’m the one who can kick Shane’s ass from here to next Monday.” Max was outside of himself, his
rage fueled by the hormones, his actions fueled by the rage. He advanced menacingly toward Jenny.
“Yours too, for that matter…”
“Do you hear yourself? Is this really the kind of man you dreamed of being?” Jenny stood her ground.
Something in Max snapped and he struck her across the face with such force she was driven into the
wall two feet behind her. As he stepped in to continue the assault, he was lifted from his feet from
behind and moved to the other side of the room. Shane slipped a foot between his and took Max to the
ground, landing on top of him before he knew what happened.
“Are you alright?” she asked Jenny, who was shaking off the wooziness and still couldn’t quite process
what was going on.
“Get the fuck off me,” screamed Max as he began pummeling Shane in the back. She turned her head
and nearly caught one in the eye.
“This is your one and only warning,” Shane hissed. “Calm the fuck down or I’ll do it for you.”
Jenny crossed the room and grabbed the phone. She gingerly moved her jaw, testing to see if it was
broken.
“Shane is going to let you up and you’re going to pack your shit and get the hell out here in the next
five minutes,” she said. Her cheek was already starting to swell and bruise. “If you do or say anything I
don’t like between now and then, I’m calling the cops and throwing your sorry ass in jail.”
Max glared at them both for a few seconds before nodding his understanding. Shane moved and he
jumped up, ready to strike again, but Jenny pushed the phone in his face and waved him off.
Shane moved and he jumped up, ready to strike again, but Jenny pushed the phone in his face and
waved him off.
“Clock’s ticking,” Shane said.
When Max emerged from the bedroom, tatty suitcase in hand, Jenny was waiting for him with Shane at
her side.
“Unless you get yourself some qualified medical supervision,” she said, “I don’t ever want to see you
again.”
“Are you forgetting who gave me my first shots?” Max sneered.
“No, and for that, I’m sorry,” Jenny replied. “You’re a good person Max, at least you used to be. You
can be a good man, but you have to want it.”

The perception that intimate partner violence is caused by a substance rather
than that it is an exercise of power or control contravenes feminist paradigms
such as those outlined by McPhail et al (2007). McPhail et al (2007, p.819)
argue that some of the alternative models for theorising intimate partner
violence—“psychological,” “sociological,” or “neurobiological”—would take
account of the substance abuse. According to Brown (2007) medical studies are
divided on the possibility of steroids causing violent behaviour. The feminist
paradigm that I advocate would not excuse or explain intimate partner violence
in this way, since there are many other possible and appropriate outlets for
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aggression than one’s partner. Lucky in Love represents the trans character as
violent for medico-social reasons beyond his control.
Other factors in the representation of unequal power in the relationship in Lucky
in Love do not support a traditional feminist reading of domestic violence, since
there are several signifiers of Max’s poverty: his reliance on the black market
for steroids because he cannot afford health care, his “tatty suitcase” and his
reliance on Jenny to pay rent and provide a roof over his head. This economic
dependence of the abuser on the abused inverts traditional power relations in
intimate violent relationships (Sokoloff & Dupont 2005). The poverty of the
trans character, however, is a feature of many trans people’s lives (Walters
2001).
A positive representation of Max in fan fic in The L Word Fan Site is in a PG13
story by Kace (2006) called “The Mythical Season.” Max is part of a large
ensemble of characters in this story. He is looked upon with sexual interest by a
gay male character. The acceptance of Max as a man, as well as the exploration
of Max’s queerness, positions this author as supportive of trans. A slightly
parodic introduction to the scene includes a representation of the producer of
The L Word, Chaiken, as a character, a bus driver who is also a writer of lesbian
screenplays, who wonders if they have not been produced because they include
too many male and heterosexual characters. The criticism of the producer is not
new for the forums, but is not usually explicit in fan fic. There are many male
and female characters of various sexualities in this piece of fan fic. Even the
much-disparaged “lesbian man” Lisa from the first season of The L Word is
included in this fic, and although several other characters react in a negative
way to Lisa, Max advises Lisa that it is important to be himself. The author
disabled the rating on this story, so there was no chance for other fans to either
praise or disparage the story through this function. They could, however, post a
public message for the author. One of the responses continued with the
criticism of the producer. Other responses praised the author but suggested that
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fewer characters would be easier to follow. None of the responses to this fic
disparaged Max or Lisa.
There was very little fan fic that included an erotic representation of a
transgender character. An exception to this was one piece of fan fic submitted
to The L Word Fan Site in 2008 that imagined a transitioning f-t-m body in an
erotic encounter with a lesbian, suggesting that there is a slippage at the edge of
this female-centred imaginary. One fan fic posited Max as a romantic hero in a
sexual relationship with a lesbian, Jenny. The second chapter of this piece of
fic, called “L City” by Dani F (nd), opens with the following depiction of
transgender/lesbian sex:
It’s one of those nights that are hot as hell the sweat causes the bed sheets to stick to
every part of your body. We booked into a flee and cockroach ridden motel in a seedy
part of town.
I stare at this beautiful girl... She isn’t just beautiful she is a
goddess... She tells me she needs me and what I am packing in my pants bad.I wont wait
one more second trying to work out how a transgender like me got so lucky.Max: I want
you.She smells the way angels would smell... The most perfect woman...Shuster: I need
you.Shuster, she tells me her name is Shuster... We get our clothes off in no time, the
moon light reflects off of sweat on her milky white breasts as they bounce up and down
as she rides my strap-on hard and fast. She makes me feel like a man... A real man. She
is the first girl to make me feel this way. [sic]

In this narrative, Max falls asleep, and when he wakens, Shuster has been
murdered:
Max: Fuck... Shuster... Who were you really and who wanted you dead?... Who were
you besides an angel giving a 3 time loser the time of his life.She sure didn’t do it for my
looks, my half transformed womans body to a mans.... I hear sirens.

This piece of fan fic was the only fic posted to The L Word Fan Site to
represent a transgender character as sexy or in a sexualized way. But while the
piece posited Max as sexy and masculine, it also represented him as a selfhating individual whose transitioning body was not attractive. The ambiguity of
this representation speaks to the emerging, ambivalent interactions between f-tm transgenders and lesbian communities.
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Several fan fic pieces included Max as a supportive, possibly asexual, or even
gay male character whose status is minor in comparison to the lesbian
protagonists. The numbers of transgender fan fic are still small compared to the
number of pieces of fan fic that reiterated the community norm of long term
female-born lesbian coupledom. The very few fic featuring transgender
characters suggested that at least in these small samples of contemporary
lesbian communities, the figure of the transgender has not become part of the
lesbian imaginary.
Another representation of a transgender character in The L Word fan fic that
could be said to be sympathetic is one posted to Round 7 of The Fanisode that
showed Moira being beaten up by a group of unnamed men for using the men’s
bathroom. The scene was called “Surprise Calls and Surprise Packages,” by
Lassdebora (2006). The men pulled Moira’s pants down to discover her real
gender. The fic was very unpopular in terms of ranking (84/100), but the
comments on this fic were predominantly positive. Several posters
congratulated the author on the powerful scene, and one specifically mentioned
enjoying the representation of Moira. The depiction of transphobic violence in
this scene appears to promote a pro-trans position, although the use of the
female pronoun does not. The messages against anti-trans hate crimes echoes
both glbt activism over hate crimes, and popular culture representations of
violence against trans such as that found in the film Boys Don’t Cry (1999).
The hate crime narrative could be said to be a rhetorical device employed by a
minority public told to appeal to the emotions of the universal (dominant,
mainstream) publics. This type of deliberation is one that Young (1997) argues
is employed by groups with less power to deliberate.4

4

The hate crime narrative developed through the civil rights activisms in the United States, and was extended
to encompass glbts as a minority group only very recently, with the mass publicity surrounding the
homophobic killings of Matthew Shepard and Brandon Teena in the 1990s.
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6.6 Het Fic
I could only find three examples of heterosexual fan fic in the unofficial The L
Word forums, two in The L Word Fan Site and one in
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group —probably because such fiction was not
seen as appropriate or welcome in a lesbian-centred forum about a lesbiancentred television series. One in The L Word Fan Site showed Tina’s point of
view while having sex with a man (the character Henry from the series), but
regretting it and missing Bette. This piece of fic attracted a better rating than
most of the other heterosexual fic in that fan group, probably because it
reinforced group norms, of Bette and Tina being soul mates and destined to
reunite, and of Tina not being able to be fully heterosexual because of her love
for Bette. There is much disparagement of the character Tina after she is paired
sexually with a man in the third season of The L Word, but fic about Bette and
Tina reuniting, or Bette and Tina meeting in the past before all the dramas,
lived on in the forums, particularly The L Word Fan Site. Most of these pieces
of fic (such as “Denial” by Foxylady) split Henry and Tina so that Tina can
reunite with Bette, reinforcing the anti-bisexual or anti-heterosexual reading
position of the fan group.
The lack of fic about men suggests that in both the official and unofficial
forums there is a lack of desire for sexual representations of the male body. The
male body is not seen as a desirable figure for the publicly circulated, sexual
fantasies and stories present in the lesbian fan fic and by implication the lesbian
imaginary. The inclusion of the f-t-m trans and heterosexual male bodies in The
L Word series did not inspire the fan groups to write or post fic that included
these figures as objects of sexualized fantasy. A few small, heterosexually
specific The L Word fan groups did exist, but I did not research these groups,
since heterosexually written fan fic has received scholarly attention elsewhere. I
discussed the resentment that the inclusion of heterosexual men and f-t-m trans
characters incited in the fan groups in Chapter Five. There were a number of
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heterosexual and bisexual forum members in several of the official and
unofficial fan groups, but even in these groups there was a scarcity of
heterosexual, bisexual, or trans-supportive fic. The figure of the trans is still
contested as representing a border war in lesbian communities, but the
heterosexual, non-trans male figure is one that is clearly excluded from the
lesbian imaginary.
6.7 Flame Wars and Deliberation over Authentic Lesbian Fiction
Jenkins (1995a, p.53) argues that flame wars, along with trolling, are ways that
established community members confuse and bait newbies, thereby reinforcing
group norms as well as the superiority of established group members.
Kuntsman (2007) argues that flaming sometimes involves trolling in glbt
groups, but I found that there appears to be minimal trolling in well moderated
The L Word groups, whether because they are well moderated, or because the
practice of trolling to confuse or bait members is not acceptable in groups
studied or in women-only groups in general. Is there such a clear delineation
between gender practices in the different groups? The owner of The L Word
Fan Site welcomed male group members. There was a discussion on this site
posted by a heterosexual male fan about some women having objected to men’s
presence in the group, but those women had left the group at the time of the
conflict, before I joined. This group does not appear to have featured more
trolling or flame wars than the lesbian and bisexual female specific Fan Group
C.5 The Fanisode, however, does have a different tone and less apparent sense
of lesbian community than the unofficial The L Word groups, this appears to be
partly as a result of a large number of active male posters and participants in the
5

I argue that anti-gay or lesbian discourses are generally not tolerated in lesbian controlled forums, including
practices that could be regarded as trolling. Any anti-lesbian rhetoric would also be excluded and repressed in
these forums. The expression of anti-lesbian rhetoric in lesbian forums could be regarded as an expression of
hate speech. Hate speech can be defined as “speech or expression which is capable of instilling or inciting
hatred of, or prejudice towards, a person or group of people on a specified ground including race, nationality,
ethnicity, country of origin, ethno-religious identity, religion, sexuality, gender identity or gender” (Gelber &
Stone, 2007, p.xiii). The implication of the repression of hate speech in lesbian communities is that lesbiancontrolled forums police the borders of their communities, and exclude or repress explicit anti-lesbian
commentary.
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fan fic competition as well as the forums. The members of the unofficial The L
Word forums appeared to work hard to keep the tone of the groups lesbianspecific, for instance by excluding “inauthentic” lesbian fiction from the groups
which appeared to have been written by men. There were a variety of character
pairings on The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group but they were predominantly of
lesbians together, with very little heterosexual, bisexual or trans fic. Many of
the posts on this site, including the one accusing a fic writer of plagiarism, were
addressed to the group assuming they were women, e.g., “Hey Girls!” There
was an assumption in this group that the members would be female and the fic
would be lesbian-centred. A poster called for other members to stop reading the
fic by a particular author because they claimed it was plagiarised from an X
Files fan site, www.flunky.gossamer.org. Phantomframe04 (2004) thanked the
other posters for pointing out that the fiction had been plagiarised, and claimed
to have had a suspicion that the fic was inauthentic because the fic had
employed the term “stubbly:”
Excellent sleuthing job on your part. I had my suspicions about laurellover's
writing when she messed up and had some line in a fic about Tina rubbing against Bette's
"stubbly" face. Huh? Then she covered it by saying she had adapted the story from
another she had previously written.

There was no response from the accused plagiariser, and no defence of this
writer offered, so although this thread could be called a flame war because the
initial post was potentially inflammatory and critical, the post in fact garnered
unanimous support from those who posted to this thread. The incident was less
a public deliberation over an issue than a public expression of lesbian
community values which implicitly assumed that a plagiariser was both
unethical and a man, or at least, unethical and drawing from an original source
that eroticized a man and was not addressed to lesbians. The alleged plagiariser
thus transgressed several previously unexpressed lesbian discourses as well as
fan fic community rules.
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A similar issue involving the exclusion of “inauthentic” lesbian voices was
raised in a flame war in The L Word Fan Site over the decision by the owner to
remove a fan fic after a complaint from a group member. The fic was only
available to read on the site for a few days, and not available after this time
even for research purposes. In this fic, Tina was literally eaten by Bette, who
had become a cannibal. In a thread discussing the issue, the fan fic writer was
accused of being a man and perpetuating sick male snuff fantasies. The fan fic
writer defended herself on the thread, claiming that she was in fact a woman,
but that she had a sick sense of humour that she thought a few others in the
group would appreciate. The owner decided to remove the fic, but allow the fan
fic writer to remain a member of the group and to post more fic, on the
conditions that it was correctly rated (i.e. NC17 or R) and that it not contain
content as “disgusting” as the original fic. Some of the posters to the thread
agreed with this decision, but some of them lamented the fact that they had not
been able to read the fic and judge it for themselves; however, a moderator told
them that it was not up to the group but the owner to make decisions that
affected the whole community, including whether or not advertisers might be
offended, or whether or not the fic might affect whether new members would
be attracted to the site. This thread is a good example of the governance and
commercialisation of online lesbian communities that I discussed in Chapter
Four. The removal of the offending fic, as well as the negative reactions of
several of the group to the snuff fiction about their favorite characters, which
was widely thought to be written by a man, also speaks to the enforcement of a
lesbian disciplinary formation which set the boundaries of the group.
There was a further flame war over “inauthentic” lesbian fic written by a man in
The Fanisode in 2006. The flame war was over a winning The Fanisode scene
that offended many of the readers. The winner of Round 2, ErvinV, started a
flame war with his depiction of sex between a female babysitter and one of the
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L Word characters as a ten-year-old girl.6 The scene was called “Those Lips,
Those Lies.” The character Rebecca is talking with Jenny in a psychiatric
hospital where they are both incarcerated for self-harm.

JENNY
Yeah, that's pretty much it.
Actually, that's kind of a lie.
Wanna know a secret? Something no
one else knows?
Rebecca excitedly turns and moves closer to
Jenny.
REBECCA
Yes please! Secrets please! Now
please!
JENNY
I've been fooling everyone, and
myself, for a long time. Marina
wasn't the first girl I was ever
with. When I was ten, I had a
female baby-sitter named Sky, a
total hippie. She always stunk
like pot and incense, but in a
good way. She was in her early
twenties, and one night she
crawled into bed with me and told
me that I was beautiful. Then she
put her fingers inside me.
REBECCA
You are totally scandalous, Jenny.
JENNY
I had blocked the whole thing out
for so long, but then recently the
memories came back, along with
some other, more horrible
memories. I should hate her for
what she did. But I don't. I miss
her smell. Does that make me
awful?
REBECCA
You're just about the least awful
person I've ever met.
They stare at each other and offer warm
smiles.

Many of the people who posted about this scene were outraged at this
depiction. One of these was a poster called Morty Piper (2006), who, in a thread
6

According to McLelland and Yoo (2007, p.95), accessing fictional depictions of children in a sexualized
way in any form, including fan fiction written in other countries, is illegal in NSW under the Crimes
Amendment (Child Pornography) Act 2004.
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called “Those Lips, Those Lies Concerns” expressed concern that this
representation trivialised and glorified abuse:
Ervin, you may not have intended to make it sound like the molestation was sexy, but I thought it came
off that way too. Mostly because of Rebecca's reaction: "How scandalous!" - that's the type of reaction
I expect to hear from someone revealing they wear thong underwear, not that they've been molested.
Yes, there isn't a lot of description one can go into with this type of medium, but even the "does that
make me awful?" didn't convey to me the feelings that, from your comments here, you were shooting
for: those feelings of love/hate for their former abuser and hatred for yourself for even some 'love' in
there.

Another poster, amm0385 (2006), also expressed concern over this
representation:
I have a big problem with the suggestions made in finalist scene "Those Lips, Those
Lies". The suggestion that being molested by a woman is sexy, while being molested by
a man causes severe psychological damage is completely, for lack of a better word,
bogus. I do not agree with this unrealistic and troubling message. Doesn't anyone else
see something seriously wrong with this?? The scene makes extremely unhealthy and
untrue insinuations about child abuse. Child abuse is child abuse, and a ten year old
child would not enjoy being raped by anyone, even if it is their hippie babysitter who
happens to be a woman. Furthermore, Jenny's parents seem to have been negligent in the
way that they ignored her rape story, but it seems extremely unlikely to me that they
would have allowed Jenny to have a babysitter that reeked of pot constantly. The whole
incident rings very untrue and sends out a terrible message. Please tell me there are
others out there who are seriously disturbed that this scene made it into the finals?????

The writer of the scene, Ervin (2006), responded to these posts with the claim
that he was offended:
Okay, that's my scene so let me reply. First off the scene made it into the finals because many, many
people enjoyed the scene, including a writer from the show. Secondly, never in my scene do I say that
being molested by a woman is "sexy." That's ridiculous and insulting. The point of the scene, which
you seem to have missed, is that Jenny hates herself for having even the tiniest of residual feelings for
the person who molested her. That she misses that older woman's scent disgusts Jenny, and that's why
she feels like an awful person. I don't see how this is at all "sexy." In many instances a child who is
molested will have cetain feelings for the person who molested them. Have you read anything by
Augusten Burroughs? There are many examples of this sort of thing. And as far as the baby-sitter
smelling of pot, I always imagined that she waited until Jenny's parents went before she fired up a
joint. As a teenager, I had many friends who smoked pot, and my mother had no idea. Anyway, I'm
kind of offended by your take on my scene, as you missed the meaning entirely. Take care.

Amm0385 (2006) responded to this post with the following:
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All I am saying is that I think the suggestion that it is more okay to be molested by a
woman than by a man is a very demeaning one. I know this is just a Fanisode that may
or may not ever actually be made into an episode, but The L Word is supposed to be a
show that is empowering to women. I'm sorry I offended you, but I feel that your scene
sends out a very negative and unfitting image. I am aware that many people voted for
your scene, but I am not one of them and I am not the only one who has commented on
that particular aspect of your submission. Many people also voted for George W. Bush,
but that does not make him qualified for the job.

Ervin (2006) responded to this with a sarcastic flame:
Jeez, amm, thank you for comparing me to George Bush. I'm sure we're very similiar. I'm sure he's a
big fan of the show. And thank you for sucking out all the fun I was having with this competition.
Great Job. Swell. You're a peach. Keep up the good work. All week long all I've heard was that my
scene was great, but now that I'm in the finals it suddenly sucks. I give up. Literally. Thanks again,
amm. Now please go and ruin someone else's day.

One of the responses to this post was from a woman, poem (2006) who
identified as a survivor of sexual abuse:
Hi, As a survivor of sexual child abuse with tons of therapy and reading about this issue behind her I'd
like to speak. Thanks amm for being protective. And I'd like to clarify something for you. The winning
scene writer is not wrong about her take on being violated. For those of us who experienced physical
pleaure and not physical pain with the abuser it is extremely difficult to recover, precisely because the
abuser induced pleasure. There is a lot of guilt & shame frozen into our memories, our bodies, our
souls, our minds for the" act" feeling "good" so surely we caused this thing to happen. I mean that is
one reason, there are so many more for recovery being difficult and torturous. As children we literalize
everything. We find it confusing as adults then to find the metaphorical, healing leap of the abuse
because we are stuck in the concretization of the memory. We have flashbacks and all manor of
symptoms because we are trying to save ourselves from what we perceived as defeat. I think the tricky
part is that we were not defeated but the child believes he/she was. Our believing we were defeated is a
lie we continue to tell ourselves, we have internalized someone else's lie and betrayal. Until we find a
healthy defense mechanism. Which takes a long, long time to establish. I mean you are, and myself
specifically going down into layers of the the self that were formulated years and years ago. It takes
years to reestablish strong,"healthy" defense mechanism's. Partly, too because the therapeutic
community's way of dealing with sexual abuse is still relatively new. I am 52 yrs. old and when I
statred dealing with this when I was 23 there were maybe four books about it out. If anyone wants to
talk about this write to me. Or if you have questions and this is not clear let me know. No, I was not
crazy about Jenny experiencing pleasure at the hands of a female predator. And the writer had no time
or space to deal with the complexity. But J's reaction is a real one. [original spelling]

The narration of personal experience of abuse from supporters and detractors of the scene
also adds a poignant element to the debate. These women appeared to narrate their own
experiences of abuse to give weight to their arguments as personal experts on the issue.
These disclosures were not responded to in a sensitive way in the flame war.
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Amm0385 (2006) responded to Ervin’s flame with one of her own:
You know what? I give up. Literally. This contest is a f***ing joke. I didn't even go into all of the
other problems I have with "Those Lips, Those Lies," which is poorly written and doesn't sound like
any of the characters at all. So, congratulations on your victory. And be happy you'll never have to
hear from me again. I just hope to god they never decide to actually make this *** into an episode.
[sic]

One of the posters, TiKiBluESinBOOTS (2006), responded to this thread in defense of
Amm, and claimed that Amm wanted the series to be empowering for feminists. She also
identified as an abuse victim, and gently chastised Ervin for attacking other posters:
Okay...I've never used one of these fanfic posting thingies before […].
Okay, so here's my deal----Ervin---I don't think your portrayal of having feelings for a molester after
the fact is unrealisitic. What about Jenny's other molesters? I'm just curious. She seems to hate them,
but not the babysitter....even though they were probably closer to her and would have evoked a stonger
emotion thusly??
....but enough about that b/c I'll probably just get called self righteous or retarded or something ---You
guys were really mean to that Amm girl just because she thought that the show should be used
differently as a tool for feminist empowerment. Amm, I raise my fist with you.
But as long as the LWord continues to showcase dramatic conflicts within society.....lets talk about this
script's dramatic conflict with ideas already presented in the show.
My problem is with the whole Rebecca scenario. It was years ago for me.... as a teenage cutter, with an
eating disorder, with depression, who was put in a facility........thanks for making rebecca's character
sound like an absolute flipping amoeba. While the way that she wanted to share personal feelings and
information with Jenny was right on, did you really have to make her so annoying??? like who has
EVER ever ever said "Yes Please, Secrets Please, Now Please!!!!" or whatever that line was.
.......Please. I realize that you wanted to show them bonding, but the way it was done was both abrupt
and unconvincing. Seriously, while reading this scene, I expected one of them to stop everything to
hold up a sign that said: "Jenny and Rebecca are bonding like young girls right now, and next they will
have a pillowfight."
AND......
While having Rebecca stuck at five years old so that she can parallel Jenny's character conflicts
SEEMS like it might be a good idea, the way you chose to go about this was, well--less good. The
background information presented doesn't really fit with what we know about her mom--ESPECIALLY Jenny's later relationship with her. I don't think that Jenny is enough of an asshole to
cavort with somebody who would mentally abuse a girl by putting her in those pageant situations--. I
mean, maybe her mom has changed, but....well....this part seems a bit like superfluous sensationalism.
As a compliment Erwin---even though you seem to be getting enough of them to make you so self
confident that you lash out at those who may not agree with you....(so what if we don't like your
writing?).......
[sic]

Zoefive (2006) suggested that the series would lose many of its fans if the scene was
included in the series because it was degrading to the character Jenny, and reflected a
heterosexual male fantasy:
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I totally agree with your statement! I half-way enjoyed the scene before Jenny shares her "secret". It
was awful! I can't help but hope that those who put this scene in the finals where a bunch of horny
men. I think that this scene is so anti-L Word and more of something that straight men fantasize about.
I think that if Showtime were to air this scene as it is written now, they would not only lose a lot of
fans over such a degrading scene but they would damage Jenny's mended persona. This scene should
be fixed by replacing the baby sitter with a girl the same age as Jenny was and by making the situation
less serious. I think that fans would love to see something more positive from Jenny's childhood.
[original spelling]

TiKiBluESinBOOTS (2006) was flamed by another poster, skirbo (2006), who claimed that
not only were the posts criticising the scene self-righteous and long-winded, but that child
abuse by a female was not as serious as rape by a man:
And fyi for the person wondering about why Jenny doesn't have 'fonder' feelings about the other
people that abused her. Given the descriptions we received in season 2, Jenny wasn't 'molested' by
anyone else, she was raped, which is very different. Rape is an act of violence.

TiKiBluESinBOOTS (2006) responded with a flame of her own, and tried to clarify that
child abuse by an adult female was as serious as child abuse by an adult male. She included
an insult to the poster skirbo that implied that skirbo was male identified:
I was trying to be nice, you know, by adding a positive comment even though I didn't like the author's
attitude or scene....but apparently any criticism is too much for Special Skirbo and Exceptional Ervin.
PS. In what way is unsolicited penetration by a woman different from rape? Is this because only penis
sex is sex? Because if so, I think you're obsessively posting about the wrong show buddy.

Zoefive (2006) weighed in again in this flame war to insult Ervin, accusing him
of representing child abuse as a heterosexual male fantasy:
You just proved how ingrnorant you really are by posting the above listed statment! I have
generously provided the definitions of rape and molest for you and I hope that you can now tell they
are the same thing. More importantly, they are the same thing legally. You are condoning women
molesting/raping women but condeming men molesting/raping women. How do you justify your
statment? I am totally blown away by the support this guy is getting! I think this is the most
outrageous thing that the L Word has supported! The world needs to know that violence against
women should never be condoned no matter what the gender is of the perp. Obviously, in Ervin's story
Jenny didn't welcome her babysitter anymore than she welcomed those boys to abuse her! This further
proves my theory that this was written by a HORNY, STRAIGHT, MALE!!!! [sic]

The editor of The Fanisode drew the flame war to the attention of readers by
providing a link to the thread on the home page of The Fanisode for several
weeks, but the scene itself was not removed or censored. The fact that the scene
won that round meant that there was no consensus on the offensiveness of the
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content among The Fanisode members who voted, and in fact reflected its
popularity with that group. Many of The Fanisode writers, and presumably
many of the members, identified as heterosexual men or women, so there was
not necessarily a majority of lesbians in that group. The diverse demographics
of the members of the site had a profound effect on the scenes selected and the
apparent paucity of feminist or lesbian politics in the reading position of the
group. However, the flame war over this scene in the forums section of The
Fanisode suggested that there were many lesbians reading the fic who were
willing to debate the issue and to try to politicise other members over the issue
of child abuse. But the issue was a complex one for many of the posters, with
posters on either side of the debate narrating personal experiences of child
abuse, or their experience as counsellors or paralegals regarding the issue. None
of the posts defending the episode claimed that sex between a ten-year-old and
a female babysitter could be consensual, or that the scene was hot and sexy,
which are usual descriptions and reactions to fan fic sex scenes, so at least in
this regard The Fanisode members expressed opinions that could be read as
opposed to intergenerational sex. There was no suggestion in The Fanisode
forums that the scene was sex radical or empowering to the child involved.
Although the issue was complex, the flame war over the winning scene
revealed a number of feminist readings of the scene, as well as a number of
diverse viewpoints engaged in vigorous debate. Various tactics were employed
in this debate, ranging from referring to the power of “expert” opinion, to
personal narratives, to outright criticism and derision. Some of the personalised
responses could be categorised under Campbell’s (2007, p.203) taxonomy of
civic engagement, which includes a “personal impact repertoire” i.e, posts
which employ tactics that relate issues to personal experience and responses.
The flame war encapsulates many of the arguments proposed by scholars on the
importance of deliberation. The posts which called for the removal of the fic
could be said to represent Campbell’s engaged citizenry (2007). The derision in
this flame war might also be categorised as violent by Kuntsman (2007), and
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while I would not label flaming as violent unless it involved threats, the
derision in this flame war suggested that a disciplinary formation was enacted
in this group against lesbian feminists. The narratives of personal experience
represent Young’s (1997) minority groups attempting to persuade the
mainstream public of oppression through disclosure and storytelling. In the
unofficial fan fic forums, lesbians were the assumed majority, and the
minorities were generally those excluded or tolerated on a conditional basis by
lesbian communities. In the official fan fic site, The Fanisode, lesbians did not
appear to be in the majority, so the demographics and politics of the majority
are up for debate, but they were likely to be more mainstream than the
unofficial sites to reflect the mixed-gender membership. So lesbians in The
Fanisode may well have been relegated to minority status and forced to employ
Young’s (1997) tactics of the oppressed to persuade the mainstream through
storytelling and rhetoric.
6.8 Fan Fic Conclusions
The attempt in The L Word series to reflect a diverse range of sexual and gender
identities including transgenders, bisexuals, and ex-lesbians was challenged in
the unofficial fan fic through the erasure of these characters, as the desire for
lesbian community representation was asserted by the fan fic authors and
groups. Anti-transgender sentiment that had been expressed in a number of fan
groups was not present in the majority of fic on unofficial sites, but the absence
of fic that included or represented transgender characters from the show could
be seen as a subtle disciplinary formation in the exclusion of that identity
group. Men were very rarely present in the fan fic except in small support roles
as employees or friends to the lesbians, or occasionally as violent strangers.
This erasure reflects both a reversal of traditional heteronormative power
relationships and a reflection of lesbian mores. Other examples of lesbian
disciplinary formations in the fic could be seen in the denial of the bisexual, the
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exclusion of hasbiens (women who used to date women but now date men) and
the excuses for same-sex intimate partner violence.
The differences in the reading positions regarding The L Word across the
different fan fic sites that I studied can be accounted for by the different senses
of community in each group, the influence of moderators and owners, and the
restrictions imposed by producers or commercial interests. The L Word Fan
Site claimed to involve a large lesbian community that was friendly to people of
other identities, but the commercial imperatives of the site prompted flame wars
over several different sites. The site also encouraged a competitive and critical
response to fan fiction with the use of ratings and space for direct posts to
respond at the end of each piece of fic. These responses in turn enforced a
dominant position for the group that could be said to be a conservative lesbian
response to The L Word and its fic: encouraging a long-term relationship
between a couple who had experienced intimate partner violence and infidelity
by denying these issues and focusing instead on the romance and erotics of the
couple.
The narratives in fan fic communities serve a number of purposes in terms of
community formation and identity reinforcement. The L Word fan fic groups
were not the politicized spaces of either the resistant fans described by Jenkins
in Textual Poachers (1992), or Phelan’s utopian “postmodern” lesbian
communities (1995). The site with the least commercial imperatives was,
however, the most supportive, with the most diversity of lesbian voices and
some resistant fan practices.
The_L_Word_Fan_Fiction_Group did not rate its fic, and the majority of the responses
were sympathetic and kind to a diversity of fic that included many different couplings, as
well as fic that mentioned the need for individual or couple therapy for Bette and Tina,
made reference to the assault, or to the ongoing problems of unequal power within the
relationship. Fic which featured Bette and Tina happy and together was present in this
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group as well, and not criticised. The only two flame wars in the group involved the
group’s sense of itself as a fan community that was independent and non-commercial and
that should resist outside, commercial pressures, and the group’s sense of itself as a lesbian
community that should resist plagiarised heterosexual fic.
The queer and feminist politics of this site as well as the fic could be said to be
diverse, activist, and supportive, although there was little or no parodic sex
radical fic in this site, so there were limits perhaps as to who was attracted to
this group, and who was allowed into the group, since each application for
membership had to be individually approved by the owner. The site was
welcoming specifically and exclusively to self-identified lesbians and bisexual
women.
The official Fanisode site offered little in the way of fan or lesbian community,
but a lot in terms of competition and access to producers and writers of the
series, as well as a chance that the fic would be produced in the series. There
were very critical responses to fic that challenged a conservative, mainstream
lesbian reading position by mentioning the violence and verbal abuse in Tina’s
relationships. There was also a highly critical response to the sex-radical
parodic fic, even though the moderators and fan stars in this group highlighted
and promoted the parodies. The site was supposed potentially to enable some
fans’ dreams of their stories being written into the series, but since the plots and
character pairings or splittings on The Fanisode were predetermined by a staff
writer, the potential for the representation of fan desires were curtailed. The
Fanisode also encouraged fic from people outside lesbian communities,
including heterosexual men, which led to flame wars over the inclusion of
stereotypical male fantasies of lesbians.
What can be concluded about the storytelling on the different L Word fan sites?
If the stories were disciplined or censored, whose interests did this serve? In
terms of the reading positions of the groups, the largest fan fic group that I
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studied, The L Word Fan Site, encouraged narratives of lesbian domestic bliss.
Some of these pieces of fic narrated lesbian domestic bliss over several
generations, such as fic that showed Bette and Tina’s child grown up and in a
happy lesbian relationship of her own. Most of the fic posted to the forums
denied the possibility of same-sex violence, ignored or excluded bisexual or
heterosexual practices, and ignored or derided transgender practices. The
practices of these fan fic communities does not bode well for the possibility of
Phelan’s (1995) contingent, postmodern lesbian communities that embrace
diversity. On the other hand, the representation of successful, stable, long-term
lesbian representations was important for many fans who felt that both the
series, and popular culture in general, ignored or marginalized their own
experiences of relationships, lesbian identity, and lesbian politics or
communities. The celebration of lesbian relationships and lesbian sexuality and
erotics by this group was important to its members, and potentially important to
those people who read the fic without joining the group.
Goodin (2003) argues that cultural representations are one important
communicative method that can ultimately affect deliberative democracy,
because representations can encourage people to understand diversity through
another’s point of view, thus affecting their internal deliberations. He argues
that this is especially important in large scale, mass societies, where face-toface deliberations are impossible on a large scale, and smaller scale
deliberations of particular groups may not be fully representative of the whole
group, and may not translate well in deliberations between different groups.
Internal deliberations would be facilitated by the consumption of diverse
literatures (Goodin 2003). The repression or exclusion of particular voices
within a minority’s representations is a concern for the treatment of that
minority both by that community, and by those whose internal deliberations
could potentially be affected or changed by the representations. Most L Word
fan sites themselves allow more interaction and participation from people who
do not identify as lesbian than some lesbian communities such as those
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involved in Lesfest would, thereby potentially allowing more deliberation and
diversity of lesbian representation; but in practice, there was a repression of
some minority voices within the sites, including the repression of some lesbian
voices. However, the “civic engagement” of lesbians in The L Word forums
was explicitly lesbian. There were some compromises due to
commercialisation, and some exclusions, contestations, and challenges over
inauthenticity, but overall, the fan fic sites were positive, even celebratory
experiences for their members.
What does the fic say about lesbian desire and the lesbian imaginary? Queer
scholars have criticised the turn to monogamy and family discourses and values
in lesbian communities as conservative and anti-radical, anti-queer or anti-sex
(Martin 1994). The fan fic, although celebrating lesbian monogamy, was often
highly erotic and sexual. The sex radical fic was sometimes highly erotic, but
more often exaggerated, parodic, and humorous. The “tyranny of the majority”
in the groups effected through voting and flaming could be said to have
excluded some sex radical voices. Overall, though, the sex in the fic celebrated
lesbian bodies, lesbian sex, and lesbian relationships in a way that suggested
that the writing, posting, reading and sharing of these stories assisted in forging
community bonds. If a lesbian utopia is imagined anywhere in the forums, it is
in the fan fic. Even though The L Word fan fic forums did not operate in a
completely democratic way, the fic itself and some of the responses to the fic
reflected a utopian lesbian imaginary. The fan fic posted to the groups also
reveals community mores negotiated through the fantasies in the fic. The
themes and identities that are excluded or repressed in the fan groups speaks to
a deeper level of exclusion from the identity and category “lesbian.” While
there may be contestations between and concessions towards individuals
expressing support for minority identity categories that have traditionally been
excluded from lesbian communities in the discussion forums that I studied, the
representation or lack of representation of these groups in the fan fiction
indicates that there is a time lag in identities such as transgender or bisexual
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becoming part of the lesbian imaginary, or a continuing exclusion of these
identities from the lesbian imaginary.
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Conclusion
The operations and practices of the forums suggested to me that the lesbians in
the forums expected them to operate on the basis of “egalitarian reciprocity”
(Benhabib 1996, p.78). Although the expectation that everyone would have a
say in the forum was not always met, there were many examples of debate that
reflected a wide variety of positions. I also suggested that although the forums
did not have a label “feminist,” that feminist paradigms had also informed some
of the posts. I could discern diverse manifestations of feminism in many of the
posts over representations of child abuse or same-sex domestic violence. Less
obvious and perhaps quite subtle legacies of earlier movements and groups
could be discerned in the flame wars over commercialisation or censorship in
the groups. It can also be discerned in the claims to lesbian community made by
the forum owners.
Some lesbian communities have their roots in lesbian feminist separatist
enclaves, traditions, and discourses. Why would activists and their supporters
expect communities to change as a result of activist challenges from other
minority groups, or minorities within lesbian communities who have felt
excluded or marginalized? Lesbian separatism envisaged a female-centred
lesbian community that ran its own affairs, decided its own politics, and
reviewed its own internal decision-making processes, beliefs, and politics.
There was also, however, a tendency in separatist communities to exclude those
wanting to claim membership or access to lesbian events, publications and
representations who did not identify with or adhere to lesbian separatist norms
(Phelan 1989). Lesbian separatists who lived through those years often feel
betrayed or attacked by the legal and other challenges to lesbian groups by
groups such as trans, who challenged one of the foundations of lesbian
separatism—gender—half a lifetime into the second-wave women’s movement
(Off Our Backs 2006).
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In turn, trans and trans supporters often feel attacked, marginalized and derided
by separatist lesbians (Juang 2006). The polarisation of these positions into two
camps (such as Camp Trans, the protest at the gates of the Michigan Womyn’s
Music Festival) does not suggest a change of positions in the near future, in
spite of utopian claims by trans scholars and activists such as Stryker (2006).
The interactions, discussions, and debates between people holding these
viewpoints in lesbian-focused internet forums, however, potentially challenge
and soften commonly held beliefs within lesbian communities, when these
voices are not censored or derided. The dangers of disciplinary formations
resulting from activist rhetorics and practices, however, are just as pertinent for
trans activists as lesbian feminist activists. As Phelan (1989) points out, the
impulse toward totalitarian thought that can occur in communities, particularly
communities tied to or based on social movements and identities, can be fatal
for diversity in those movements and communities, and can lead to repression
of minority voices within those communities as well as ongoing dissent from
those excluded or repressed.
The tendency towards utopian claims in very diverse scholarship is also a
worrying tendency, although this may be partially a result of scholars
attempting to both establish the importance and significance of their work, and
an attempt to counter the stereotypes and negative images that their objects of
study evoke. Scholarship as diverse as trans scholarship by Stryker (2006) and
Whittle (2006), lesbian fandom scholarship by Gwenllian Jones (2003) and
Hamner (2003), fan scholarship from Jenkins (1992), and new media
scholarship, particularly early work by Rheingold (1993) all have in common
the tendency to claim utopian models of thought, or utopian practices of the
communities that they studied. If the communities were truly utopian, they
would probably be much larger, and have no need for activism or lobbying
outside or within those communities.
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Chantal Mouffe (1992) argues that a new democratic pluralism would involve
the development of a new hegemony, since the old hegemony works against
pluralism and the respect for diversity. A new hegemony appears to me to be
just as dangerous as old hegemonies, for different reasons. Respect for diversity
is of course a great ideal, but a new hegemony risks repeating the problems of
social movements and communities, in trying to impose ideals, discourses, and
behaviours on people whose needs have not been anticipated or accounted for,
or who have moved over their life course through different identities or
communities. Butler (1997) and Phelan (1995) argue that identity groups and
communities need to be contingent to account for future, unanticipated needs,
but at what point does contingency lead to a dissolution of a group through lack
of internal coherence or clear group aims? The ultimate problem with, and
criticism of, the models of political action that I advocate—a representative
democracy with deliberations in pluralist groups—is that it fails to account for
differences between groups, or communication between groups, and so
ultimately fails to achieve substantive political change. I argue though, that
many people in minority groups such as lesbians do not expect substantive,
instant, political change, but would settle for increased respect of their identity
and communities; and that they believe that this can be achieved in part through
the challenge to stereotypes presented by popular cultural representations of
lesbians, along with personal strategies of involvement and debate in both
lesbian community and mainstream sites, both on and offline.
The L Word fan sites that I studied operated on several levels of potential
political action. Fans discussed the representation of the series itself, and
lobbied producers for representations that they felt would be more positive or
better reflect their own lives. Some of them produced or read fan fic which they
felt better represented them individually or as a group. These stories potentially
provided them with story ideas, particularly on the official site, and also
represented lesbian community desires to the internet audience of the fic. The
debates on the fan sites could also be seen as examples of deliberative
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democracy in action, with a diversity of points of view competing for space.
The fan groups could be seen as representative of some lesbian community
spaces in their debates and representations. This representation of some lesbian
community thought and deliberations in an online environment evaded some of
the problems with exclusions based on visible markers of identity in offline
communities. The representations of lesbian lives in the debates and the fan
fiction also challenged mainstream media representations.
The fan communities extended the representational possibilities far beyond
those of a single series under the control of a few people, and accountable to a
hierarchy within a commercial cable company. Not all lesbians have internet
access, because of the financial or other costs, and many of those that do have
no interest in the series or fan forums, but those that do sometimes find a
“voice” and representation of their opinion in lesbian internet groups that can
be searched without joining. What these voices expressed was important
because they represented a far more diverse range of lesbian voices than are
usually represented in the mainstream media or traditional lesbian media.
Online lesbian spaces tend to push at the boundaries of lesbian communities,
because visible markers of identity and gender are not present, or can be faked
through photographs or assumed voices or political positions. “Tests” of gender
authenticity used in some female-specific groups, such as questions regarding
personal hygiene products, can easily be researched. As Jodi O’Brien (1999)
argues, trickster male presence in female-specific online groups is probably
very common. The visible, out presence of heterosexual men in The Fanisode
competition, which included photographs of winners of each round, some of
whom were male, changed the assumed demographics and composition of that
online community.
The two fan groups that I studied that did attempt to enforce a lesbian and
bisexual female-only membership, Fan Group C and The_L_Word_Fan219

Fiction_Group, did not have “out” heterosexual men participating in those
forum discussions, and if there were trickster male members, they were
successfully passing as lesbian or bisexual women. The visible presence of men
in some of the lesbian-focused fan forums was a controversial one, especially
when one of these men won a round of the official The Fanisode competition
with a representation of child abuse. However, the deliberations in the official
The Fanisode forum over this issue was one where feminist and lesbian voices
dominated, all of them condemning the act of child abuse, but some of them
supporting both the presence of male writers in the competition, and the
depiction of child abuse by this particular male writer, as a sensitive portrayal
that accurately portrayed the horrors of that issue. Those that spoke for and
against the portrayal did so along feminist and sometimes lesbian feminist lines.
The divisions and deliberations even in this diverse, commercial forum, then,
were predominantly lesbian- centred.
The lack of visible identity markers could also explain the uncontested presence
of “out” transgenders in the lesbian or bisexual female-specific forums. As
organisers and participants of many offline lesbian female-specific events such
as Lesfest, The Lesbian Space Project, and the Michigan Womyn’s Music
Festival can attest, separatist policies and practices lead to bitter community
conflict, and, in countries where there are anti-discrimination laws covering
transgenders, legal challenges. Physical markers of sexual identity or gender
both complicated these debates, and enabled specific exclusions. The sex
radical/ radical feminist divisions in London in the 1980s and 1990s enabled
exclusions of one by the other through signifiers of dress (Green 1997). The
butch/femme dress codes were another marker of inclusion or exclusion in the
sex wars. The lack of these markers in online groups meant that more people
could initially access these groups without discrimination based on physical or
dress markers, but then more emphasis was placed on the written utterances,
and on compliance with the written and unwritten rules of the different online
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communities. The deliberations in the online communities were necessarily
more diverse than in some offline lesbian community spaces.
The border wars over inclusion of some minority identities within these
communities, such as bisexuals, appear to have dissipated in The L Word
lesbian-centred online communities. The communities were self-limiting, in
that those who disagreed with the politics or premise of the series were unlikely
to participate in fan groups. Those who participated in the fan groups who
posted criticisms of the commodified, chic lesbianism represented in the series
tended to be flamed by other posters, and to stop posting on this theme.
Sometimes posters who had been flamed left the group altogether. Those
objecting to the presence of men in the groups also, according to a male poster
from The L Word Online, left the group early in their formation after some
controversial flaming.
The groups cannot be said to represent all types of lesbians from around the
globe. The posts I analysed were in English, and posting required access to
computers and probably to the series itself, through access to the DVD, the
internet for downloads, or the TV broadcast. The majority of posts were
probably from the United States, although there was a large European and
Australian presence in the forums, and a much smaller presence of posters from
other countries such as China and Lebanon. So, although the forums could not
be said to represent all lesbian thought globally, they do represent some lesbian
community thought, and often embody Western lesbian community discourses,
rhetorics, conventions and norms.
The treatment of female bisexuals in The L Word forums, the explicit targeting
or welcoming of them along with lesbians, suggests that in some lesbian
communities, there is a softening of attitudes towards bisexuals compared to the
findings of disciplinary formations against bisexuals in online lesbian
communities found by Munt, Basset and O’Riordan in 2002. The interaction
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between those who supported or espoused transgender activist rhetorics and
those who opposed the presence of transgenders in lesbian communities did not
provide support for Phelan’s (1995) postmodern, contingent and diversityaccepting lesbian communities. The fact of the presence of transgenders and
vocal transgender supporters in the online lesbian-focused communities,
however, suggests that a democratizing of access through activist challenges,
presence and deliberations is occurring in some lesbian communities. The
deliberations themselves signal a change in attitude of the unofficial but
conventional lesbian policy of exclusion of transgender voices. Perhaps Stryker
(2006) was not too optimistic in claiming that transgenders have won a place at
the table.
The operations of the forums did not, however, suggest that Phelan’s (1995)
left-wing alliances or Mouffe’s (1992) left-wing hegemonies were being
formed in lesbian communities. Many of the explicitly political “call-to-action”
posts in the forums were repressed by moderators or other members as offtopic, or irrelevant to a global membership, since the calls were often
specifically based on United States lobbying or protests for law reforms. The
“call-to-action” posts (Campbell 2007) that were accepted or encouraged in the
forums were those limited to lesbian or glbt specific actions such as Pride
marches. Links to Pride marches were often provided by the moderators or
owners of the forums. These types of marches could be said to be specifically
glbt focused, but in one of the least confrontational forms that a march could
take, with no actual protest involved. The celebratory rhetoric of the title, and
the glbt coalition policies of Pride marches, combine to suggest that the politics
of the marches are to celebrate and promote glbt visibility and presence, a
politics that could be said to be a dominant and rallying one for glbts, but one
that is hardly left-wing, activist, or radical in its aims. The themes of Pride
celebrations echo the themes of The L Word series and the fan forums—the
celebration of lesbian visibility—whatever kind of lesbian visibility, however
commodified or compromised. The chic Los Angeles version of lesbians in The
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L Word series is the rallying point for the forums themselves, and the common
theme for the diverse members of the forums.
This common theme, in spite of potential criticisms from gay activists, can also
be viewed in a positive light, as a foundation for community, networking,
reading formations and celebrations of lesbian desire: a life with fewer
restrictions for many Western lesbians after centuries of explicit repression
through incarceration, pathologization, and discrimination. I argued in the
introduction that lesbians rarely expect legislative change, and yet, legislative
changes to remove some financial discriminations against glbts have been
passed in Australia. The actual and potential changes are not just being
circulated through alternative, glbt- specific press and community networks, but
are being broadcast on commercial news commercial news sites both on and
offline, and discussed in circles far beyond specific glbt community circles.
Legislative change that leads to equality under the law can be said to address
one of the forms of sexual citizenship lobbied for and written about by scholars
such as Cossman (2007). Equality under the law will not necessarily lead to
equality in practice, however. Questions remain, such as the potential for
formal same-sex relationship recognition to help or hinder activist attempts to
address same-sex domestic violence. Will the institutionalization of same-sex
marriage solidify inequalities in same-sex relationships, and present the same
kinds of problems with violence and abuse that are found in some heterosexual
marriages? Some gay activists argue that calls for same-sex marriage is a call
for state interference in relationships. The problem of the need for state
recognition of the dissolution of same-sex relationships is just beginning to be
raised in the mainstream press, but this problem was anticipated by some gay
activists who argued against same-sex marriage.
Although activist thought and discourses tend to be in the minority in glbt
communities, the reach of activism tends to be quite far reaching, through
visible protests and access to glbt press and publications. I contend that the
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internet forums have opened up the gay press to far more viewpoints than those
of activists or journalists, and potentially reflect a far more diverse range of glbt
thought. The diverse viewpoints in the forums sometimes reflected activist
opinions, and sometimes less activist lesbian opinion. I name the interactions in
the forums deliberative democracy. Unofficial debates and deliberations also
occur in offline lesbian communities, debates that are not necessarily seeking
consensus or majority votes, but that are part of a process of change and
development of individual and community opinion. Activist rhetorics can be
part of these debates, but individual opinions are shaped by more than party or
activist lines. Discussions over issues of concern to lesbians are often reported
or represented in the lesbian press or in lesbian films, or in this case a lesbiancentred television series, The L Word, which in turn sparked debate and
deliberations on and offline. The series itself pushed the boundaries of lesbian
mores and practices around monogamy, bisexuals, hasbiens, same-sex violence
and the transitioning of butch lesbians into transgenders, sparking further
debate. The discussions and opinions in the forums were influenced by the
representations in The L Word series itself, and in para-texts such as interviews
with the producers, writers and actors from the series. Fans did not accept the
representations or ideologies in the series at face value, and automatically
change their opinions as a result. However, the dominant reading position that
the series was a fantasy that did not represent all lesbians in a realistic or
diverse way was the general means of dealing with posters who complained of
the lack of diversity or about the glamorous, rich lesbians in the series. The
more controversial representations in the series that pushed at the boundaries of
lesbian communities, such as the f-t-m transgender and the representations of
same-sex violence, were not accepted in a homogenous or uncontested way in
the forums. These representations sparked vigorous debates and flame wars,
revealing that fans did not automatically accept the views of producers and
writers.
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Sunstein (2003) argues that people holding strong, diverse political opinions
tend not to deliberate with each other, but rather make polemical speeches, and,
when forced to engage with people holding opposing viewpoints, to become
extreme in the expression of the viewpoint and belief, even when those beliefs
began as moderate. The example Sunstein (2003) gives is of moderate feminists
interacting with men. During the discussion, the men express increasingly
chauvinistic viewpoints, and the women increasingly radical feminist
viewpoints. Sunstein (2003) concludes that polarisation of groups is an
inevitable consequence of interaction between people holding diverse, and
opposing, viewpoints. Under Baym’s (1998) paradigm, the women would not
confront the men in this group, or if they attempted to politely persuade the men
as to their viewpoints, they would be unsuccessful, and would withdraw to
establish a polite, non-confrontational female-only group. Young (2003) might
allow for feminist activists to confront the male group through direct action
such as picketing, marches, or some symbolic protest. Goodin (2003) might
allow for the women to write a book or make a film which draws on universal
symbols and rhetorics to persuade the men to see the world through a female
point of view. At some point, generalizations and theories about female,
lesbian, or queer ways of engaging or relating need to be tested against diverse,
actual groups or communities.
The power relations in Sunstein’s (2003) hypothetical engagement between
men and women was completely changed in online lesbian focused groups
owned by lesbians, targeted to lesbians but welcoming to others, and dominated
by lesbians. Men in The L Word groups were in a minority, and, with a few
notable exceptions, interacted and posted very respectfully, often expressing
opinions in keeping with the dominant reading positions of the groups. All the
formal power in The L Word groups was in the hands of the lesbian or bisexual
owners of the groups, or the moderators appointed by the owners. Even in the
case of the official fan fiction group, The Fanisode, the moderator was a lesbian
who was also a script editor for the series. The producers and editors of The L
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Word series also had an indirect influence on the fan groups, either through
contact with the owners of the unofficial groups, or through direct control of the
official The Fanisode site. Several of the sites were also dependent on the
wishes of the advertisers, or those of the large commercial portals that hosted
the sites. Homophobic trolling and attacks on The L Word Fan Site led to
security being dramatically increased on the site, with associated costs covered
by advertising. The accusation that this site pandered to advertisers through
censorship of fan fic and posts was met with the response that the site needed
expensive software and programming to protect members from homophobic
attacks, enabling them to build a community in safety. The types of
communities that were built or enabled in the forums were lesbian-inflected.
Outright homophobia against lesbians was not tolerated in these forums, and
may have been censored.
In non-lesbian controlled public spaces or groups, particularly in the
mainstream public sphere of commercial television, discussions often include
some kind of homophobic or anti-gay or lesbian discourse. An example of this
is the interviews with both pro and anti-gay proponents in response to changes
to same-sex marriage laws in California in mainstream news stories (for
example Wollan 2008). In many Western non-lesbian controlled public spaces
or groups, discussions that included some type of homophobic utterance are
often challenged by pro-gay or lesbian supporters. Anti-lesbian rhetoric is not
usually a feature in lesbian-inflected communities (although anti-gay male,
anti-transgender, and sometimes anti-bisexual rhetoric can be a feature). In
lesbian-controlled groups and communities, even those in the public paces of
the internet, explicit homophobic comments against lesbians were not tolerated
at all. There was some tolerance for anti-bisexual or anti-transgender
comments, but most of these comments were challenged by members who
espoused a pro-bisexual or pro-transgender position. The types of deliberations
enabled in the forums, then, were those that were acceptable to the lesbian
owners and their proxies, the moderators. The deliberations between people
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expressing these opinions potentially led to changes in the positions through
considerations of the different viewpoints.
The dominant rhetorics expressed or enforced in the groups had traces of many
decades of lesbian activisms and community mores. The dominance of this
group, however, also meant that there were minority groups within these
communities which were struggling for recognition, inclusion, and power
within the forums. Lesbian communities have been notorious for attempting to
enforce community norms, as in the sex wars over authentic and inauthentic
lesbians. As Whisman (1993) points out, the “authentic” lesbian figure changes
from the 1950s to the 1990s, according to which type of position was more
popular or dominant at the time, with accusations of “inauthentic lesbian”
thrown at the butch or the femme, the political lesbian, the sex radical lesbian,
the lesbian with a heterosexual past or the lesbian who sleeps with men. The
changes and challenges to lesbian mores in The L Word fan groups can be
compared to other studies, such as those conducted by Eder, Staggenberg and
Suddeth (1995) or Munt, Bassett and O’Riordan (2002), to indicate a pattern of
changing discourses over the figure of the figure of the lesbian, and the borders
of lesbian communities.
The deliberations allowed in the forums from a geographically diverse number
of lesbians, bisexuals, transgenders and others may do more than reflect the
offline trends and changes in lesbian community discourses. The deliberations
in themselves may lead to attitudinal changes in forum readers. The L Word fan
forums proved to be humble, contemporary examples of a polis, offering the
chance of lesbian civic engagement and deliberation. The members in The L
Word forums engaged in networking, fantasy, debate and arguments in
encouraging a particular community worldview, and discouraging or repressing
others. Minority voices in the lesbian assembly were heard but also, at times,
excluded or flamed. However, in the restricted, at times commercialised,
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assembly of the lesbian fan communities, even minority viewpoints had a
chance to influence opinion.
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